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. v . „ aUPPLEMJiiOT Q?Q OHAPSM j .
V Value added by m^ufaoture  ^ rep]re8ents that part 
of the value of the product/ which is created in. thë factory 
Aid is computed by deducting from the gross ex-faotpry yalue 
of the product; the value of fuels and materials used, work 
done for the factory by other concerns and depreciation of 
fixed assets4: V therefore, while studying Capital -output ratios, 
as the base is, shifted from the*value of the product* to 
* value added*; certain changes in the trend of these, ratios 
for various industries are ndticeable. Along side table 1.10, 
the following table needs to be studied to throw more light 
on the items of cost and their effect oh the Capital-output 
ratio, : ■:
î a d l b .^  :
: Materials; Itiels and ïïbrk Given Out as 
. Percentage of Value of Product
;  ^ r /.1950 - - : : \ .
INDUSTRIES.,,-!K  /^-l!“PÏ)RÔBIT.A(iBS; • ■ /' ■ - . - '
Wheat PI our H 93,2
Rice-milling 
Vegetable Oils 
Matches
Oct ton Textiles , ■
Woolen Textiles :
9,3.9, 
94,3 
50 i 9 
66,0 
61.5
Jute Textiles 69.2
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: It is thus clear from !ï?able 1 *10 (a) that the
cost of^i^teiiiALBd^fuels etc constituted above 9Q5É of 
the gross value of output for consumption goods such as 
wheat flour, Rice-milling and VcgetableV Oils etc*
Therefore for these industries, when'^ ^^ O^ 
is reckoned as percentage of value added, i.e. when the 
base of the ratio is shifted from the * value of product* 
to * value added* , ÿhë ratio appears; to be going up.
Match Industry on thé other hand, thé material and fuels 
cost cohstituted only /about 51^ of the » Value of Product * *
MATOH.INDUSTRY/(1950)
Total Productive v Valùé lof Product : Oapital Ihvestment
Oapitai (Rupees) . (Rupees) as percentage of
value of product.
21,766,969 6 : . 35.35^
,Compared to o^ther industries ( Table 1.9 ), 
this ratio of Capital Investment to the value of product 
for Match Industry is ho doubt very Since in
computing the * Value added by manufacture’ for this 
industry, not much deduction is made in view of low 
percentage of materials costs ( Table 1.10 (a) ); the
the shifting of the ratio from the value of product 
to vale added does not augment the ratio substantially,
The same is true for the Textile Industries where 
material and fuel costs as percentage of the value 
pf produc^ relatively h%hv::';';;v' ' '/ "'"Vl"
; I It is extremely difficult to make an estimate 
of the amount of Capital which would ideally be required 
to carry out a programme'of Indust rial Development,
The proportion of capital to the net product would show 
marked variations from industry to industry* The 
proportion of capital employed qill also vhry aooording 
to the extent to which capitalistic methods of production 
are; employed and teohncibgical advances are made use of/
The Bombay Plan earlier had recommended a ratio of 2*4 
of capital to net output# This ratio, as is seen in 
Table: 1*10 is exceeded greatly in cases of industries, such 
:as Rice-milling, ; Oils, and Dlectrio Damps *
Wheat flour. Distilleries and Breweries and StKrch 
industries also tend to exceed this ratio*
A good deal of information regarding relationship 
between Capital per Capita and value added per Capita are 
revealed on a study of tables 1 * 11 and 1 * 12 * The correlation
correlation between these two series however is not 
very high, Por the y e ^  under considération, 'Match; 
Industry had lowest Capital per Capita (Rs 1700) and 
Soap industry, the highest (Re 13,326), In other 
words. Soap Industry had about 8 times Capital per 
Capita as: compared to Matches# Studying this in 
relation ro Value added per capita ( Table 1*12), 
it will be seen that the later ratio %i&s Rs 2464 ■
for Matches and Rs 5677 for Soap, Thus Soap. Industry 
inspite of its 8 times Capital per Capita as compared 
to Matches would yield only 2& times:net product per 
capita# This could to some extent be explaihed by the 
high proportipn of cost of materials; fuels etc in 
case of Soap Industry • - ;  ^■
Table 1 #4 ( P. 15) reveals that Wage^paynients ■ 
averaged 48/^  of the value added. In industries auch ' 
as Glass and glass-ware, Ceramics, Cotton and Juté ■ 
Textiles, Sewing machines, General "Engineering ; and . , 
Electrical Engineering, this ratio was very high.
In food group particularly this ratio was low and 
consequently the overhead costs for food items formed 
quite a high percentage of value added# V
In. the following table; value added by manufacture 
and aggregate/empipyees earnihgs for a fe\v important 
industries;; for the year 19 50 are shown las percentage of 
investment in plant and machinery* , I
I : I i ' 1.1 o', (b).  ^ • -I':
industry/ :,:.V ' Value added - 
by manufacture*
Employee. earningB. •
f
expressed as percentages of | 
: investment in fiant and machinery. Î
Gotton Textiles "
Woolen Textiles 527,4 : ' . 209.3 '.
Jute Textiles ;//2Ô9V6/; ;/'/■/v-;' ;;;;-i39:.8;/:''
Rice-millihg : - 73.5 ■ ■' ■
Ohemicals ;/ 235^9 ;
8bap./f::'''yyy 85.6
sugar j 257.6 ' 8r.5 :
Matches 1033.8 ■ 529.0
: Value added by meihufaoture has more or; less 
à dé finit e relat ion with investment in fixed capital. 
For the Oénsus of manufactures, investment in fixed 
capital includes investment in land and buildings,
' V"/'-' 'I; 6'---' : . :
buildingsplant and machinery and other items. Investment 
in plant and(maohihery la by far the most important; 
of these three# Por a given industry of a given size,: 
tedhhplogibal requirements call for more or less a , '
definite size of investmeht in plant and mao ■ : :
This is however not the case with respect to investment 
in land and buildings^ According to the situation of the 
factory, , thel - inve stmeht :. required/ih^^ lahd;;and; ::buil dings ' 
may, differ éven for a firm of a given siz thé saiiie 
industry. Therefore:, ' ;it is advisable td^éxpréss value ;/ 
,addé,d'''by;'mahü,facturé-a8:''arpefce .
èômpbnèhts of fixed capital in an industry of a given / / 
size. : It is easy to adopt this figure-. tp-'the';total'- 
investmeht in : fixed capital in a givén industry ;as ; ; :
soon as Iboatioh of a factcry is decided*
Value added by manufacture is roughly thw 
sum total of two items, industrial employees earnings 
and; the earnings ^ point ; of view
of national plahning of investmeht it is .useful to 
know the value added by manufacture as a percent age 
of investment in fixed capital^ For the purpose : - 
pf investment planning for full employment, it is also 
necessary to know employees earnings as a percentage
-7-
percentage of investment in fixed capital. The 
differehoe of these percentages will brpàdïÿ Indioate 
thé earnings of Capital as a percentages of investment 
in plant arid machinery# .This information will help 
inve stment plarining by the business community^ As 
will be seen from Table 1#10 (b), this percentage . 
is hot very high for Textile industries. It is fairly 
high for industries such as; Matches, Sugar, Soap and ■ 
Ohemicals, Earnings of capital as percentage of , 
investment in plant and machinery was practically 
nil for rice-milling industry.
1 ' :
y■ / '
; mRTËBR $TJPPI#ENT TO GHAEBER II, , ,' :
1 of Vthe 8up^ tô Ghapter II,
Dütt*B article in ^knkhya Vol. 15, Part 4 was referred 
to wherein certain weightagé waso given to female and 
child workers. It has already been pointed out that 
Dntta had estimated the average number of workers on 
the basis of 365 working days which however reduced 
the weightage of the number of equivalent male workers, 
we adopted Dutt*s method for the year 1950 aud calculation 
were made on the basis of 260 days which was the average 
number of working days in all industries reported in the  ^' 
Census of Manufacturing Industries for the year under 
consideration^ It was perhaps for this reason our 
coefficients of L & C in the production equation differed 
from Dutt*8 coefficients. If slight modifications such as 
this could alter the coefficient perceptibly; it is perhaps 
necessary to pause and decide whether ahÿ useful purpose 
could be served in,fitting a prpduotioh function of 
Cobb-pDouglas type to data on lndian manufaoturing.
As Phelps Brown in his article; in;Quarterly J 
of Economics, Nov*57 has pointed out; the P^D & C as given
—2—
by Oenaus of Manufacture a for an array of Industries are 
likely to be 00 much correlated with one another that
little reliance can be placed in the cqëfileierif of a
Oo&b-Douglas function fitted to them. We have also at 
Page 6 of the Supplement adopted the, method used by ■:
Phplps- zBrown and have attempted to ponsidef the
association with one another of the deviation that 
remain after the common element of P,1 & 0 is removed. 
But here : also, the: net value added assbciated with 
differences in relative factor intake will be in great 
part .simply the countèrp^t i of the costs of these in^; 
take s : reckoned at prevailing factor: pripes. ; ^
We: have earlier shown that omissloh of a few 
observâtions considerably changed the coefficients of 
ÊI& ;C;:in: the Production funbtioh^ The M  
these/cpefiicierits specially for Indian manufapturihg ■ , : 
suggest that trie industrial pattern ; in India has not ; [ 
perhaps. reached a stage of maturity when a Production 
function of Oobb-Douglas type could be freely used.
The evidence of maturity probablÿ lies in the decrease
decreased in the rate of growth of heayy industries and 
of building adtivity* :it also invdlves slowing down of 
the rate of growth <>f the total quantity of; prddùctibh, 
of employment and usually of population. It also will 
involve rising relative importance in consumer gbods.; ; 
This stage however has not yet been reached in India.
Production funotioS were fitted to the GroSs- 
Seot ibrial data for the years 1947 to 1952. The average 
values of k & J ( i.e the coefficients of the Cobb- 
-Douglas equation^^^i^ 0^  ) for theses years were 
respectively 0.34 & 0#66 associated with standard 
errors of the magnitude 0.17 & 0.18. Although 2/3rd of ; 
these six pairs of values of k & j seem to lie within , 
average + 1 standard error range, it will be appreciated
that the standard errors are no doubt high, and therefore 
the cbcfficiehts are likely to be subject to instability 
arid much reliance could not beIplacqd on these boefficients.
' Whether or not & 0 are highly correlated, ; ; ; 1; 
the puppose of our study has been to derive estimating 
equations, Some authors contend that it is irreleyent
parts which are perfectly correlated* They think that 
the estimating equation should be derived in a tiahnër :
odïxsiàteht with ! it s: Ihtended uee^ At p%es 46-43; We; ,1
have shbimhi thé rélât ivé -differehoe/ 'bétwèeh;/^  ^ . '
,:prqd#t,/0#%#/:.t% .
and the actual product P* : The actual Product P, in more
than • ' of thé industries:':lay within PV./t -S kS.AIrahgé,:
This indicated that thé/actual'lvalueh in i;
:surprisingly close;to: what they ; should ^  ording I I 
to the formula^ This olpseness of the two se 
P & P* stand oh our way of % the I V
reliability of the prpduotioh formula^/VV\ ' '' ///- Vy'v'\
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OP DOCTOR OP PHIDGSOPHÏ IN THE 
PACÜ1TÏ OP SGIBHCB OP THE UNIVERSITY 
OP GLASGOW.
3  n  m  M .  A  u  X
A  B O Q t i m B l  analysis of Indian mmufàoturing
f o r  the  yea r 1900, baaed on the  data p rov ided  by the f i f t h  
Oenaue o f Manufaeturee revealed th a t  m anufacturing  was h ig h ly  
ooneentrated In  the two s ta te a , te s t  Bengal and Bombay which 
to g e th e r o a rr le d  about 60 pe r dent o f  the to ta l  m aaufaoturing 
a o t lv l t le s #  W ith in  the  ir id u a tr le s ,  the t e x t i le s  shared about 
45 par cent o f  the  to ta l  c a p ita l la ve s tœ u t * Among 
m anufacturing coats the item  under * Mate r ia ls ,  fu e ls  and Work 
g iven out* com prised-the la rg e s t s in g le  element, c o n s t itu t in g  
in  the aggregate about 71 p e r cent o f  the  gross ou tpu t* The 
wages, s a la r ie s  and overhead costs  have a lso  been computed as 
percentages o f  the  * Value o f  the f r o  duet* as w e ll  as the * Value 
added* * Since the  ’ Value added’ is  a non*^duplicatii'ig item  
ic o s t  o f  m a te r ia ls  being excluded), i t s  re la t io n s h ip  to  o the r 
relevant factors of production is considered useful* Relative 
to the value of the Product, the capital investment in 
manufacturing industries yaried widely# Capital invest mat as 
percentage of ’Value added’ was slgnificantly low for the match 
industry* This was because the match industry was the least 
mechanized of all# Total productive capital par capita was 
highly correlated to the ’Value added’ per capita among the 
industries# /
Industries#
The Implications of the production function 
P •* hi , as established by Douglas and Oobb, are studied
in Ohapter II* Values of the parameters h, k and j were 
obtained for Indian mnufacturing using the data provided by 
the Gensus of iîanufaotures (1947 to 1952)* The production 
equations so obtained suggest a low labour elasticity of 
output and a high capital elasticity of output for nearly all 
the years under consideration#. The sum of the exponents j and 
k was in all oases about 1, in spite of the fact that no 
a-priori restriction had been imposed# The aocuracy of the 
production f unction was later tested by comparing the 
theoretical and observed values of log 1# The form of this 
production equation was also studied in relation to the 
nmufacturing industries in the United Kingdom for the years 
1948 mid 1949, on the basis of the data provided by the Census 
of Production, 1950, 1949 and 1948, summary tables* The 
function for U*%# revealed a high labour elasticity of output* 
However, for the textile industries, the production function 
for both India and the United Kingdom showed a high coefficient 
for Capital#
In Chapter III, the tread in employment in relation 
to the volume of production in Indian manufacturing during the 
short period 1946 to 1951 is Investigated* It was only since
. /
1946, that the Directorate of Industrial Statistics have been 
supplying adequate data on the manufacturing activities In 
India* Although the period under consideration is too short, 
yet some features are indeed note-worthy* In the composition 
of employment# it will he seen that during the period# the 
wage#earmrs lost some ground to salaried and other workers # 
Owing to relatively slow inorea.se in employment as compared to 
the increase in output during this period, there has been a 
steady decline in the general index of employment per unit of 
product, From 1947 onward, the number of workers employed in 
making a unit of product seem to have declined in many 
industries, The bicycle and sewing machine industries which 
%vere ^ eonapicuous for their increases in both output and 
employment were characterized by sharp reduction in employment 
per unit of product# The part played by the Oapital investment 
and other relevant factors are discussed in the text# Wo have 
also attempted to measure the change in efficiency in production 
twcing into consideration the factors, labour and Oapital#
Ghapter IV deals with a study of relationship between 
Primary, Secondary and Tertiary employed populations in India 
based on the information provided by the 1931 and 1951 Census 
tables# Our analysis revealed that the tertiary population is 
more dependent on the secondary activities rather than the 
primary ones# In countries like U#K, and ïï#S#Â*# where
farming /
farming is a mechanized operation, the tertiary employment 
depends equally on the employment in farming as much as it 
does on msnufacturing,
An attempt has also been made to measure the 
contributions of the ’earning dependents’ and ’seoondary 
ooeupationa’ in the agricultural sea tor in relation to the 
self-supporters# We estimate the share of earning dependents 
and secondary occupations to be ^ and *|* respectively as 
compared to 1 for the self-supporters#
CHAPTER I
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THE STRUOTÜRE OF MAMIFAGTHRIIO FROOTOTION II INDIA
A ORG3S-SEGTIOIAL STUDY! YEAR 1950
1 —
lanofaoturing comprises a major division of the 
productive system* The mmifaeturing system can be studied in 
several ways. Changes in manufaotaring activity may be analysed
t
by noting the changes in output and productive factors during 
G or tain sue 00 as ive periods* Tliia method no doubt gives measure 
of the suooesB in manufacturing but it hardly speaks anything 
about the maniifactaring process itself. By this method, we do 
not get a clear picture of the distribution of various types of 
manufacturing activity, or the proportions in which productive 
factors are used in the manufacture of different types of goods* 
A great deal of information on such matters is revealed by an, 
examination of figures relating to the manufacturing industries 
for a given period* We shall call this a cross-section study of 
manufacturing' activity* A cross-section study intends to 
describe the manufacturing operations at some given time # 
Accordingly a cross-section study is descriptive, and suggests a 
static analysis of an admittedly dynamic economy*
We have chosen the year 1950 for this cross-section 
study of manufhctares in India* The general index of Production 
for the year was 105*0 (base 1946 - 100)*
We now attempt to study the distribution and 
inter-relation of various manufacturing activities on the basis 
of the data provided by the Fifth Oensua of Indian Manufactures 
(1950)*
At ,/
—, 2 —
At the outset, we shoald analyse the Geographic 
clistrlbatioii of manufaoture, and population during the year 
1950 In India# The following table gives the percentage 
die tribat ion of Value added by manataotixre, Average Number 
of persona employed and Total Prodaotlve Oapital invested in 
various states in India*
5c For definitions of the terms, please refer to Appendix (ii).
TABIE 1 "1 
irai A. 1950
Geog* Diva,
Value added /
by ' Persons
imnufacture employed 
as per cent as per cent 
of the total : of the total
Productive 
capital 
employed 
as pe r cent 
of the total
W# Bengal j S7.06 30*10 84,64
|2. Bombay | S6.88 : 32*92 ; 34,58
Is, 
j 4,
"Madras ' ' ' ' 9,16 '{■ 10*69 10,03
U#P# j 9,04 i 9-,65 i 9,63
I 5 Bihar - ' - 1 10,78 -Î 6*79 ! 10,49
i Ô, Punjab .  ^ 1,04 ! - 1*69 1,83
\U m#p# y  ; 2,12 j 3*17 j 3*01
1 8.
i
Orissa i 0,56 , } 0*67 ; 0*96
1 9# Assam : 0,36 5 0*39 1 0*56
10# Delhi j 1.51 j 1*48 I 1*45
11#1 Ajmer i 0,14 / 0*38 : 0.È11
as. Vindya Pradesh j 0,00 ' i 0*02 i 0*03
;13* Trhvancoro Ooohinl 6,18 1 0*39 f 0.45
14,
Î -
Pepsu ■ j 0,55 :■ 0*58 1 0.92
is.
1
Himachal Pradesh j . 0,00, j 0*06 ' 1 ' 0*01}
16,' Rajasthan | 0,28 j 0*62 Î ■ 1,04
i
I TOTAL ' 1 100 1 100 ! ■ 100
Total Value added 
by manufac t ure (Rs)
No# of persons 
employed
Productive 
capital 
employed (Hs)
INDIA 1950 8839*285,673 1,632,483 6145,286,E20
—  ■ 4 ' —  '
âa. is appâimt from the table (X*X) ^ mmfactaring is 
highly aoneentratecl iirW* Bengal and Bombay* These two States 
together eaxuy about 00 per cent of the total manufacturing 
activities in India* The largest contribution for Bombay’s 
manufacturi% comes from the textile industries particularly 
cotton textiles'* In the year 1900$ about Rs 1353 millions were 
invested in cotton textiles for Bombay state alone# This amounts 
to 67 per cent of the total oapital invested in cotton textiles 
throughout India# The major manufacturing Industries in 
If# Bengal are jute textiles and Iron and Steel Industry#
Among the major Geographical divisions^ a discrepancy 
is-revealed in the distribution of percentages ln= Bihar# Bihar 
with its share of total Capital Investment of 10 #49 per cent and 
10#76 per cent of the value added has relatively quite low share 
ifC* 6#79$ in employment# This however speaks to the credit of 
Bihar’s industrial èoonomy that in spite of Its low share of 
employment it could attain quite a satisfactory level in 
production# The main industry in Bihar, is Iron and steel whloh 
normally employs comparatively less labour#
Value of Produet asad elements of cost .
Manufacturing operations in 1950 as reported by the 
Directorate of Industrial Statistics» India» were conducted in , 
6*605 factories in various States in India# The total value of 
the products manufactured* as measured by the sales of these 
concerns /
oonoerM v/aa Es 10| S 80 mi 11 loua* iHie toai^ea^© in value at tlie 
mamrPaoturing st%e as measumâ the value of product less 
ooet of materials purchased {I#©* value added by manufacture) 
was Ha Sj839 million* Value of fuels consumed alone for the 
year 1950 amounted to Ha ^56 million* Materlala, fuels 
consumed and depreciation In total amounted to Ha 7,441 million. 
Salaries and tagea paid to workers was Hs 1*,VBB million.
Humber of Wage mo Earner a ,.and Salaried employees
fhe average number of wage-earners employed in 
inanufaotaring in th© year 1950 was 1^468^504* fhé number of 
salaried workers was 16,4^ 1491 fhe total number of persons 
employed in manufacturing was thus 1^63E,48Sf The salaried 
employees on the average constituted about 11 per cent of the 
number of wage ^earners*
In the analysis of labour effort in manufacturing 
operations, account should be taken of varying hours worked by 
different groups of employees & The aggregate number of man-hours 
worked directly 'for factories have been worked out for 
individual, industries* Although from the point of view of 
social study  ^ the individual workman is considered important, 
yet aggregate hours of work is more significant in measuring 
the extent to which physical energies are devoted to manufacturing 
operations» The total aan-hom^s worked during the year 1950 for 
the /
6the manufacturing operations In India was 0040,740#404# This 
however refers to the working hours of the wage-earners alone#
Oapital Investment
Capital Investment constitutes fixed as wall as 
working capital# Fixed Oapital comprises investment in land, 
buildings, plants# machinery and misoellaneoas assets such as 
furniture, fixtures, fittings, railway sidings, automobiles, 
patents and trade names, etc*
Working Oa.pltal comprises stocks of raw materials, 
finished and semi^flriished products, cash In hand and at the 
barüc, excluding fixed, deposits and current credits. Total 
Productive Oapital employed in the manufactwIng industries 
for the year 1950 was Hs 6,145 million* Working Capital 
amounted to Es 3864 million and fixed capital was Es 8581 
million*
ÏABIiB 1 "8
BISTEIBUæiOl OF PHODUGSITO RESOURCES AHOIG
“  ~ 7 ™ ™ r e E g w r " " T s o r O T i p ™ V 0 W s —
GEISUS OF MÀltJFAGïURES I960
i Per oent -Per eeat 1er cent !
t ■ total' to tal value added;
i I a d II s t 3? 1 à a capital persons by ■;
employed i employed raanufaoturai
i 1»
-
Wheat Flour 0,8 ^
Mi'wi Mi.rifti, HIT
0 #.1)4 0.45 ^
: S. Rloe Milling 8»1 i 3,03 0,84 i
i 3. Biscuit-making 0,5 i 0*41 0*78 Î
: 4. Fruit & feg* Processing 01,8 ■ 0*10 0.15 1
! 6* Sugar 8,4 1 7,71 ■ 8.3 i
i 6. Di stiller les & Breweries 0,6 ^ 0*30 0,33 j
! ?; Starch O'.l 0,08 0 *05
: 8, ?0g# Oils 7*5 i 3,56 2*3 1
i 9. Paints 4 Famishes 0,7 i 0.30 0.72 !
10 « Soap 1%4 1 0*39 1,27 Î
11, fanning 0,6 Î 0,53 0,54 i
18, Gement 8,3 ! 1,01 1,93 . 1
13, Glass & Glassware 0,7 : 1,34 0*63 !
14, Oeramlos 0,6 ! 1,13 0,74 1
15 i Plywood à feaeheats OiS i 0,88 0*21 !
16. Paper & Paperboard 8.4 ! 1,36 1.73 1
17. Mate liea 0.3 ; 0,78 1.11 j18. Cotton Textiles 33,01 ! 39,51 06,7
19. Wo ol 1 Oil fe X11 le s 1 *0 ; 0.94 1,5:30i Jute Textiles 11.8 i 18, 74 15.5
m . Ghemieals 4,1 S 8.11 3,41;s8„ Ü  * Ca ê Brass 8,9 i 1*68 2,15 *
i83» Iron end Steel 8.41 ), 4,68 8,9
Î84. Bioyclea 0,8 i 0,18 0.33
i88. Sewing Machines 0.15 ■ j 0,12 0,16
[86. Eleotrlo lamps 0,85 1 0,09 0*13
l87. Elect* 0,44 j 0,35 0,41188, Gen* Eng# & Elect# Eng# 8,7 !1 8,88 8,5
100 loo 100
Ïïotal ïeÿal foial
oapital 10. of valu©
’ employed Rs persons added
employed Es
latlla 1950 6145,886,880 1,632*483 2809#B85#67
— 0  #*
It will be seen from table (1*2) that for the year 
1950, 45,3 per cent of the total capital was Invested in the 
textile Industrie8 alone# The corresponding percentage of 
value added In the textiles was 53#7 and the percentage of 
persons employed 59#2# 8*4 per cent of the total capital wae
invested in the Imn & Steel induatry, the corresponding 
percentage of value added and persons employed being 8*9 and 
4# 68 respectively* It is evident that employ ment is 
proportionately low in this Iron and Steel Sec tor *
we attempt to claeolfy the industries presented 
in the eons us of manufactures into categories like Goneumpt Ion 
goods and Capital goods* It is not easy to draw a rigid line 
of demarcation between these groups# From the broadest point 
of view# all production is for consumption purposes* However# 
we shall try to use the less inclusive definition of consumption 
goods* ,
The terms, consumption goods and capital goods in this 
study should be identical, as descriptive of broad classes, with 
the terms consumers^ goods and producers^ goods used by 
Dr* ICusnets in the Mational Bureau®s studies of capital formation 
for Dr* Kusnets defines his terms as follows,
"Oonsmners® goods - Gommodltles and services that 
whether finished or mfinished, are when finished and at 
their destination, used by households or large ultimate
consuming /
—  9 —
consuming mits* Example g flour , bread, raw wool, 
clothing#-" etc# '
■^ ®Fr©du.Oers® goods Qoriimodities-and seiviaes, 
whether finished or mifinlahed, that are when finished 
mid at their destinations, used by business agencies in 
the proeees of, production* Exaaple ; Industrial 
Machinery# Steel used therein#*’ '
The claséiflcation into Durable and Mon-durable 
goods has sometimes been preferred* ^The Economic Survey of 
Asia and Far East ® includes ® Cement, Aluminium, Iron and Steel, 
machinery# electric lamps# electric fans, bicycles, sewing 
maohin©B, etc* among durable manufacturing industries# Textiles 
and Ohemicala,' etc* are included among non-durable manufacturing 
goods* ^
In our discussion# since the industries were few in 
number, we have endeavoured to calculate necessary ratios and 
percentages whenever required for each industry Individusdly* 
Broadly# Iron and Steel# General Eng* and Electrical 
Eng* and to some extent Dement, coold be classified among 
Capital goods* in 1950# by far the greatest part-,
approximately 80 per cent of the productive activity can be 
assoolateA with the manufacture of goods destined for human 
consumption* The other 20 per cent was devoted to making goods 
eventually used for capital purposes*
Inter- / .
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Inter-relation of Frodwtlve factors
One .aspect of the structure of manufacturing concerns 
the relative use made of ^ differont productive elements *. We now 
deal directly with the relative importance of productive factors * 
We first present masures of , the relative importance of elements 
of manufacturing cost (Table l!0) *
Manufaoturi^ig Q.Osts as percentage of the value of product
^Materials# Fixela and work given out* comprised the 
largest single element in the value of manufactured products for 
the year 1950* In aggx^egate; tMs item constituted 70*7 per cent 
of the gross output* It is evident from,the table.1*3, that the 
matexdal costs wexe abnormally high in some of the industries 
making eonsvmiption,goods# -e#g# Wheat Flour# Rice Milling and 
Vegetable Oil# The material costs including fuels and work 
given out constituted about.93 to 94 pex" cent of the total value 
of the,product for the industries Wheat Flour# Rice Milling and 
Vegetable Oils# . In ease of Qapltal goods like Machinery, Iron 
& 8teel# Oement# etc# the percentage of material cost was 
relatively lo\?#
Examination of another component of the value of the 
product# ®Salaries, Wages and other benefits* gives altogether a 
different picture# Manufacturing labour accounts for a relatively 
larger share of the value of the product in the case of capital 
goods and construction materials*
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TABBE 1 #3 
OF MMUFAOroRIig 00 STS
(value of Froduot)
Industry
I Materials 
I Facia and 
I work Deprec* 
} given oat. lation
: Value added by Manufacture
I Salaries# Available 
j Wage a and - for 
I other other 
I benefits ; purpose . Total
. 1 1949 1950 1949
11. W h e a t  F l o u r
i
j 9:  #5 93,2 ! 0.6 i
2.1 R i c e  M i l l i n g Î 94#3 93,9 i; 0,8 {
3. B i s o #  m a k i n g j 64,6! 61.9 i; 2,1 !
1 4 • F r u i t  ' &  V e g #  
F r o c e a s i n g i1 61,9i
!
'64, 3}10,6 j
5# S u g a r ! 73,9! 70, 9}-Î 2*1 i
6# D i s t i l l e r i e s
&  B r e w e r i e s
i
1 52.83 86, 2;
1
5.6 i
7# S t a r c h 1 68. 6{ 77, 6!! 5.1 j
8. V e g i  O i l s 1 92,51 94 # 9!11.2 1
9#
j
F a i n t s  a n d  
V a r n i s h e s 1 I :j 60. 6{ 64, 4!
!
1,0 1
k o . S o a p I 74. 8i 74. 5j i , & i
11. T c i n n i n g i 76.01 79 ,8 ij 1.11
12. D e m e n t I 56.8 65.21 6,5 1
13. G l a s s  and 
G l a s s w a r e
1
1 61,3[ 54. 1:
. i5,7 1
14, Û é r a m i O B { 36.6
j
39.7 3,3
1900 11949 11950 1949;1950|l949 1950I W .ilirHMl1iiyri#i-#W i ---- --
'«6 i 0 .0
1.8 ill,0 i 9,9 
g.aiia.i {11,4
2,9 i 0,9 I 0.3i 6.9 I 6.2
I ! ! i3,2 i i i 4.9 ! 5,3
i I ! !I Î 33. 3 ;36,3
5,8121.0 122 .0
I :
2.3 114.2 i 9,4
1,71 8,8jll.5i
i ! i 
1,4! 5,2! 6.3
0,7 11.21 8.0 
6.1il4,5il3*2
4,9137.8103,4 
3.3140*8 44,7
g04,6 133,4
 ^ I
124,0 27,5
I I
141.6;38.0
• i
i 86,3120.1
i I 
I 6.0! 4.6
I I
I 0 8 .4 1 03.9 
i I 
123,9!24,1
j 2 2 .9 j 19.5
I 36.?{39.7
; I
i 43,0 41.0  
' 60 .11 57,0
IS
'JABIiS 1*3 (Ooatlnaedj
a m m i s  OF iwmFAOWRimG costs 
A a  perqentage of gposa yeoelpta (valae of iroamot)
Industry
I S a t e r i a l - s ^  I
Fuels and ? ;
work Béproc- i 
given out i lation j
1949 1980 11949 1950!
Value added by Manufacture
j i
Salaries* Avallablel 
Wages and for !
other other ;
benefits purpose Total
1950 1949! 1950 1949 1950
' 15# Flywood à  ■ i 
Teachests |
16* Paper and 
: , Pape Inboard j
17# Matches j
!18* Dot ton I 
I Textiles • j
I19# Woollen I 
I Textiles II I
130# Jute j
; Text lies I
I El# Chemicals |
lEE* AX# Copper j 
: & Brass- i
;E3# Iron à  Steel}
i . I
iE4# Bicycles \' I
:25, Sew.Machinesi 
{26« Klee, lamps | 
:27, Elec. Fans j 
{28. Gen. Eng. &  1
57.5 62*3! 3.4! 3*3'15.9
3,*2 56.0 I 4,1 
47*3 50*9 ; 1*8
If
17*1
6»li
0.9i
le.ii 18,91
I I
23.91 25.41
.0 66,0;! l.Oi l.Ei 26.01 24,4 i  
60.3 61.5! 1.0: 0.8; 23*81 15*31
70.5 69*2 
56*9 60*5
76.2 75*5
48.1 50*6
40.8 44.9 
38*0 39.2
45.9 54,4 
53.0 49.9
1.11 1.1
3.9; 3.7}
' 1 :
2 ,5  j s*o;
4.1 ; 4.3; 
3,3 I 2 ,5
5.2 i 2*5-
4 .2  5 .4 ;
2.9 ! 2 .5
19*6| 17,6 
17 .si 16,2}I i
12,9l 11.21 
22.5! 24.4} 
29.7| 23*61 
39,l! 46.il 
21,11 21,81 
27,7! 24*6i
Elec. Em, Ï 55.8 55,7 3,5 3.8 28,8l 22*2 !■ L.LLU.'njJ j.i#P.I>#i‘in.*#lwmmi''llWn!Tni#<r’l1>l 'lllf'l r' lllT 'fr '' ' ' “  n. ,
I 39,1 34,4
i 35,7 37.9 
I 51,5 48.2
I 36.0 32,8 
! 38,7 37.7
j 22,4 29,7 
I 39,2 35.8
I 81,3 82,5 
I 47,3 45,1
i 55,9 52.6
I
I 62,8 58.3 
I 49*9 40,2 
I 44,1 47.6
i
I 40.7 41,0
70*4 70*7 1*7 1*7 18.2 16,7; 9,7110,9 27*9 27.6
— X0 ^
The percentages of ’Salaries, Wages and other benefits’ 
to the gross output remain©cl fairly within the range 3 to EO per 
cent in the ease of a.onsumption goods particularly food items, 
whereas they weie as Mgh as 80 to 40 per cent in the case of 
Capital goods#
yt-c
-Depreciation charge^were quite low fox" the industries, 
I'Vhe at Flour, Rice Mil ling, Biecult-makiilg, Vegetable Oils, Soap, 
tannirg and textile industries# They wore quite high for ' 
Distilleries and Breweries, Cement, Glass and Glassware, Iron 
and Steel# In the aggregate, dépréciation charges amounted to 
IV per cent of the gross output#
The percentage of Cost of Materials, fuels, etc* to 
the value of product m s  as low as 39 to 40 per cent in the
industries, sewing niachihes and Ceramics # On the other hand,
material costs, fuel, etc* bulked very high In Wheat Flour and'
Hi ce Milling# Matcliing these extremes are the low ratios of 
wages for Wheat Flour and Rice Millins# In the last named 
industries, salaries and wage payments v/ere but E#9 and 3,3 per
cent of the value of the product. The salary axid wages
percentage of figui»e was as high as 44*7 for Geramles and 46*1
for sewing machines * -
Wages, Salaries and Overhead Posts 
As percentages of the value added
As we have already seen, the most important single
i tern /
— X4j - —
, . - ^
item of cost in the industries was the'cost of materials, fuels, 
et Ù i , Materia 1''cos to represent' contr ibut i on of pro duo t lye fao to r a 
outside the partioalar ihduatry to which they apply# in the total
yalhe'of product of all industries, coat of materials is a
dUplicatl% item he cause of the tramfer of unfinished products
from industry to induatry# The ahalyais of eontrihutlons of
productive factors in rmnufaotiiring is incomplete without- 
compariadns, excluding- cost of ^ materials * Accordingly, we choOae 
a non^duplieating item such as ’value added’, and calculate the 
wages, amlai4es, etc# . as percentages of the yalue added.
{Table 1*4).# ■ .
15 -
1*4
WASBS, 
1 #
Am OVERHEAD ÜOSÏS
«mmf
l*
â f
3 .
4i *
0f
6f
7#8#
9*
10*
11$
18#
10*
14*
15#
16#
17#
18#
119*
mv#
81#
I K,#*
|B5#
!8Ô$
IBV*
88#
I n â u s t r i e s
Wheat ïïlQm
Hlçç M illin g
'Biéouit Making
Fruit & %@# Froeeselhg
8ügar ' 
D iatillér).© 0 ê Breweries
Btareh '
Veg # Oils
Païiita  à VarMshea 
8oep
Tamjing
Gemeat
Glass 6 Glaeemre 
Ge ramie s
BlywGOâ'â feaaheate 
Faper & Feperboard
Matches
Gotten Textiles
Woollen Textiles 
Jute Textiles  
GhèMbala 
Aluminium, Gopper 
and Braes 
Iron and Steel 
Bieyelee 
8ewl% Maehinee 
E l:© trie  lamps 
Electsie Fane. 
Gen# $%# and 
Eleetrleal Eng#
Overhead
i Gosta other {
i than Salaries |
j' K/ages 1' salaried pine profits j
i 00*2 i 16.4 53.4 I
44*5 ! 84*4 SI .0 i
:i7*8 i ' #$#/ ; 73.7 !
P4*7 { . 1 #  . ' 66.5 I
23*0 ! #*6 67*4 i
84.5 1 mi*3 44 *3 !
, 29*8 ! 16*3 53,9 f
39.2 ! ■ 22,1 38,7 !
17.8 it 15.1 67,1 i
.16*6 ' 8*1 76,4 i
33*6 ! 10.1 56.3 1
1 ,S3.? i 7.4 60.9 1
, 65,9 1 14*3 19,0 I
8.8*? f 15.9 35*4 1
29.0 1 16,6 54.4 !
., 56*6 ! 11.0 58,4 i
i . 35*6 1 17*1 47*3 !
i , 64*3 ; 9,8 36.5 . i
1 . B9.8 : 9*7 60*5 1
1 . 50.B i 7*1. 48,1 i
1 , S5.8 t' 18*1 56.7 1
1 ' 36.5 i 18.1 51.4 !
i , 36*7 ; 15.8 48,1, i
1 33.9 j 10,1 56.0 i
S 60,3 ! 13.4 . 86.3 1
r 31,4 i 80,6 40.0 1
! 35,8 ! 13.9i 50,9 i
! ' 49,1 ! 16 #1 38*8' 1
#1 11 #0 40 «6
"* 1 6  **
In both conjunction and capital goods divisional 
those industries that relate to the finished mamifaeturing 
stage (Table, 1*5) have .tiB higher percentage of value added 
attributed to the overhead Item^ the lowex» ratio for 
wage-paymente#. A possible explanation of this relationship 
is that the mnufaeture of standardised finished products is 
associated with greater, use of machine pro duct ion and higher 
labour productlvi ty# It will also be noted that the overhead 
item for finished consumption goodS) like biscuit-making^ 
sugar J soap g etc* is considerably higher than that for finished 
capital goode*
The salary payments are quite a high percentage of the 
value added In the industries» Rice Milling» Wheat .Floux*,
Starch and Vegetable Oils# It appears that in the manufacture 
of consumption goods, the salary payments are higher than in the 
case of capital goods# Also, it is worth noting that in both 
consumption and capital goods, the industries producing finished 
manufactured goods share a larger percentage of the salary 
payment #
17
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OmA38IFI@ATIOm OF IIBÏÏS'ÜHISS ^
Â. #
&*
! 3*
I 4*
6*
floor
aloe Miiiiïjgj
3180.making |
fruit & Veg.I 
IrooessdïJs I
!
Sugar I
Uistlllsrles; 
&  Breweriesf
I 7# Starch
I a,, veg. Oils
i 9, Paints and 
I Varnishes
Lo# Soap
jll. Tanning
f
g* Dement
Stage of 
Fabrloatioa
miiiohed 50^ 
Unflniehed
' I
F, 80^,n#F#W|
Finished î
' I
F i n i s h e d  I{)
- I
f*68#, U,f,3Si^ {
finished j
■ I
f,56^, ÏÏ.F.déjCt
Unf ini shed | 
f.io#* u.f.aW
Dumbility 
in use
Character of 
ultimate use
Transie nt
Transi m t  
Transi ent 
Transient
Transient
Transient
Transi ent 
Transi ont 
Seal-^durable
10# Glass &
! Glassware
|14# Ceramics
i
15# Plywood & 
Teachesta
16# Paper and 
Paperboard
f#90^, n.P.lOJi-S! Tram  lout
' I
Ohf i n i  she d . | Serai-durabl e
f
UuflalshecL j Durable
i
I  T*02#
I
F.25|^ ., h.P#75$?| do,
f.ESjS, p*f.7#| Dm*at)le
i
F .50^, U .f.8 O 0  Sransleut
Consumption goods
do# 
do # 
do, .
do#
do#
do*
do#
do#
do,
do*
Construction 
materials #
Gonsumption goods, 
(partly producers’ 
supplies)
Consumption goods
do#
do #
-  1 8  *•
TABXtE X * 5 {Continue d )
G L A S S I I ' I C A T ï O i  O F  I N D U S T R I E S
I n d u s t r y
1
S t a g e  o f  j 
F a b r i c a t i o n  j
D u r a b i l i t y  
i n  u s e .E
O h à r a o t e r  o f  u l t i m a t e  u s e
1 7 . M a t  c h e e F i n i s h e d  i T r a n s i e n t  j C o n s u m p t i o n  g o o d s
1 8 , O o t t e mT e x t i 3 . e s -
F i n i s h e d  3 3 ^ ,  | 
U n f I n i  s h e d  6 ? ^ j
S e m i * * d u r a b l e  [ d o ,
1 9 , f o o l l e nT e x t i l e s d o .  j
_ ■ 1
d o ,  1
I
d o  «
S O , J u t e  T e x t i l e s d o ■ 1 !■d o #  j d o  •
2 1 .
'
Q h e m i c a l s JF i n i s h e d  1 
■ 1
T r a n s i e n t  1
1
d o  *
a l s o  P r o d u c e r s ’ 
s u p p l i e s .  5 0 ^
s s . A l ,  O u( %  B r a s s
F i n i s h e d  a n d  g 
U n f i n i s h e d  \
8 e m i * d u r a b l e  [
I
d o  #
2 3 . I r o n  é S t e e l U n f i n i s h e d  !;■ D u r a b l e  11 O a p i t a l  e q u i p m e n t
2 4 . B i c y c l e s
\
M u l s h e d  j ID u r a b l e  [I
d o ,  ^  c o n s u m p t i o n  g o o d s
[ 8 5 . S e w # r i a  c h i n e s ■ F . 7 8 ^ ,  U . F . 2 8 # :
;
D u r a b l e  |
I
G o n o u m p t i o n  g o o d s  
O a p i t a l  e q u i p m e n t
i S 6 .
;
F l e e ,  l a m p s F i n i s h e d  ;
; 1
D u r a b l e  [ S e m i - d u r a b l e  |
G o n s u m p t i o n  g o o d s
j E ? * E l e c ,  f a n s d o . d o .  1
!
O a p i t a l
&  G o r i a u m p t i o n  g o o d
E B * G e n ,  E n g #  & ) d o * D u r a b l e C a p i t a l
ÊXeù# Bug,
X T h e  o l a s s i  f l o a t  i o n  i s  b a s e d ,  o n  t h e  s y s t e m  a d o p t e d  b y  0 # 1 *  B l i s s  i n  ’ T h e  S t m o t u r e  o f  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  P r o d u c t i o n ’ ( P p *  1 4 E - 1 6 B )  
f o r  U * S , A #  a n d ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  i t  c a n n o t  b e  s t r i c t l y  a d h e r e d  t o  i n  a n  a n a l y s i s  o f  I n d i a n  m a n u f a c t u r i n g #  T h e  s t a g e  o f  f a b r i c a t i o n  
g 3? o u p e d  I n t o  f i n i s h e d  a n d  u n f i n i s h e d  c a t e g o r i e s  i s  p u r e l y  
a r b i t r a r y *
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ÏABIB. 1*6
RATIO OF SÆARIBiS BUBXOYBISa ÏO yaOE- EARHERS 
Salaried aa Beroenfcase of
i _ .............
Y  B  A  R
I n d u s t r i e s : ' " " '  " 1 9 4 8 ....... 1 9 4 9 1 9 5 0  1
I
1 » W h e a t  F l o u r i a e a
1*1 11! !■!<
8 9  .,3 2 6 . 3  Î
8 . B i c e  M i l l i n g i E l # 6 2 2 . 6 8 8 * 4  i
S , B i  s o  ü i  t - m a k i n g 1 6 , 1 2 1 * 8 1 9 , 8  ;
4 . F r u i t  &  V e g e t a b l e  I r o o e s e i n g  ^ 0 6 , E 1 9 , 8 1 8 * 4  1
i 0 * S u g a r ( 8 5 * 4 3 4 . 7 1 6 * 6  !
6 # D i s t i l l e r i e s  à  B r e w e r i e s r  B 6 , i 8 3 * 6 ?
7 . S t a r c h ; 9  # 5 9 . 7
8 . , V e g e t a b l e  O i l s : s i # 9 2 2 , 9 B 0 # 8  1
9 » P a i n t s  a n d  V a r n i s h e s ; E 0#9 ' 3 8 * 9 / f
i i û . S o a p E O , ? 2 1 * 0 J
i l l . T a n n i n g ; 1 0 , a 1 6 , 1 1
( 1 8 . G e m e n t l i é ? 1 3 . 4 1 5  # 3  1
( 1 3 . G l a s s  à  G l a s e w a r e a # 7 8 * 5
■ 1 4 * G o r a m i e s 1 1 , 1 1 1 . 4  , 1
l i s . P l y w o o d  &  T e a o h e  S t  a 10,9 S o  * 4
( 1 6 , P a p e r  &  P ^ e r b o a r d i m , 4 1 0 . 9  I I
1 7 , M a t e h e e Î 11 #7 1 ,3 . 0 , 'i
( 1 8 * G o t  t o n  T e x t i l e s 5*8 : 5*8 i 7 , 0  (
i l 9 . W o o l l e n  T e x t i l e s 11,4 1 0 * 9  i 1 1 * 8  (
( 8 0 . J u t e  T e x t i l e s : 2)  * ; % 5 . 6  Î 5 , 4  ;
( 8 1 . G h e m i o a l a S ' 6 , 5 2 7 * 0  i Ï
(88 . A l u m i n i u m ,  Q o p p e r  &  B r a s s 1 14,0 1 5 * 7  ; '?
1 8 3 , I r o n  a n d  S t e e l 1 E l  * 9 2 1 * 5  ! 2 3 . 1  i
( 8 4 . B l e y e l e s I B 5 , 4 3 1 * 8  I (
( 2 5 , S e w i n g  M a c h i n e s i 14,4 1 4 * 7  i
' 8 6 . E l e e t r i o  l a m p s S 00,5 2 , 8 * 3  ( (:
( 8 7 , l l e o t r l o  f a n s i 1 5 , 4 1 4 * 7  !
( 2 8 . G e n e r a l  E n g #  &  l l e e t r i e a l i
E n g # 1 4 , 8 1 5 , 7  !
T o t a l : 1 0 , 8 1 0 . 7 1 1  . B  )
« EO **
Use of Labour Operations - 19SO
Wage earners and. Salarie â. employe ess- (Table 1*6)
Salaried employees of rnanufaetaring industries comprise, 
in the aggregate» approximately 11. per cent of all-wage earners 
employed* The proportion is quite high in industries,
Vi/hoat Flour, Rice Milling, Fruit & Vegetable processing, Suga/r, 
Vegetable Oils and Ghemieals* The low ratio of salaried workei*s 
to the nujiiber of wage earners in the textile sector suggests that 
perhaps in the larger industries, the salaried employees are less 
numeus #, The employment of salaried workers is relatively more 
frequent at the later stages of manufactM^ing operations* As 
products become more specialijsed with advanced fabrication, the 
need for salaried adroinistrative assistants becomes greater* It 
also appeases that in the case of consumption goods industries, the 
percentage of salaried workers is higher than in the case of 
capital goods#
It will further be seen from the aggregate figures 
that the proportion of salaried employees has been steadily 
increasing* Salaried employment has expanded with great 
rapidity in all industrial countries of the world*
1 n dus tri al i s at i on creates vaoaæies for a number of executives 
in technical, supervisory, administrative and commercial posts 
in the undertakings* The same tendency is also apparent though 
to a less extent in India* -
p i
ÏABLI1 1*7
% *  Of fag©-’earners 
in manufacturing Industries
Y E A R  ;
'  I1946 • I 1980
- I
1,087*010 I 1,468/004
Per 00nt 
increase
5 #8
Mo « of Balari ed'and 
other workers
Y E A R
1946
187*078
195Ô
164,149
Per cent I 
increase j
' 88#8 I
If we denote the ’Salaried employe© coefficient’
’ as the nuMber of wage earners per salaried e»iploy©es, w© find 
that the"coefficient has decreased from a value of 10/9 for 
1946 to 8#9 for 1950 »
Referring again to Tables (1^5) and (1*6), it will be 
seen that the higher percentage of mlaried employees is in the 
transient goods group of the olassif loatlon according to 
durability in ul timate use #
** EE
Ü?ABLB 1'8
üïïjB; ; ROLE OF LABOUR IM '
MAHOFAaiURlfflG PRODUCTION 1950
Tal ue of " 1
1 Pro duo t Value added i
'■ j per person per person i
I employed employed !
I n d u s t r i e  s ! Hs HS 1
1* l%eat Flour
r
Î1 36014 ■ 2248 >
s. Rlae Milling 1 9205 ■ 486 I
0. Bisouit-maklng i 9131 ' 3311 !
1 4* Fruit & Vegetable Processing 1 7502 ■ 2505 !
5* Sugar I 6862 1890 S
6» Distilleries & Breweries i 4895 • 1862 !
7. Starch 6034 ' 1212 i
8« Vegetable Oils [ 23951 '1113 1
9» paints and Varnishes s 12477 4234 1
p.0. Soap # 23530 5677 1
Ul. Tanning 9136 1785 i
Gement 8323 • 3303 I
ils. Glass and Glassware I.a 1999 , 820 [
14. Geramles, I 8001 ■ 1142 1
le. Plywoo$ ê Teachests I 4865 ' 1671 I
16. Paper & Paperboard \ 5835 2212 1
17. tetohes • 5108 2464 (
(18. Gotten Textiles 4926 1617 i
19. Woollen Textiles 1 7306 1 2752 1
iso. Jute Textiles 1 4863 [ I4ii0 \
(81. Ghemieals 7829 \ 8800 !
iss. Aluminium* Qopper & Braes i' 9869  ^ 2EE4 !
128. Iron and Bteel i 7302 3295 i
'm. Bicycles 6131 3222 i
(26. sewing Machine s 3844 2243 i
Î26. Electric lamps 1 5965 2396 I
127. Electric fans 4337 8063 {
(88. Général Engineering and f
. !Electrical mgineering 1 4061 i 1664 ;
T o t a l 6297 i 1739 (
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Values of Product and Value added per person employed .
The Industries that indicate abnormally high value 
of produot per person employed (Table 1*8) are %qat Flour, 
Vegetable Oils/ soap manufacture and paints and varnishes*
But when we exclude the material costs, and compare the value- 
added by these manufacturing operations with the total number 
of persons employed, the oorrespondiiig ratios for Wheat Flour 
and Vegetable Oils turn out to be quite low* The soap 
manufactures and paints and varnishes continue to show a high 
per capita value added* The lowest ratio value added per 
persons employed is shown by the rice-millhig industry although 
the corresponding value of product per capita is not the least# 
For Glass and Glassware, the value of product per" capita 
is as low as Rs EOOO, and the corresponding ratio of value added 
per person employed for Glass as well as Ceramics industry is 
also quite low# Per capita Product tends to be low when labour 
is a relatively important.factor in the operations, and to be 
high when the oapital factor assumes a relatively larger share 
Of the production load* For this reason, it is always necessary 
to consider the use of labour In relation to capital investment 
in manufacture# The statistical implications of Gap! tal-lab our 
structure of productivity is however discmsed in a separate 
chapter #
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The. Role of Oapital In the Manufaothrl% Production
The total productive capital utilised in manufacturing 
different kinds of goods and the comparable totals of value of 
products provide ratios of capital to sales* We have already- 
seen that the total capital invested in manufacturing in the
year 1950 was Rs 6145 million# TMs formed 59*7 per cent of the
value of . the product* The average over-all investment per 
person eDiployed m s  Rs .0764*.
Relative to value of product, the .capital investment 
in manufacturing industries varies rather widely according to 
the type of the product* It is relatively high in industries 
(Table 1^9)* Oement, Ghemieals, Iron and Steel, Distilleries .
and Breweries, (Table 1*9) gives the ratio of capital to the
value of p 1*0duct for.a few selected industries* With, the 
exception of Fruit’ and Vegetable Processing, Distilleries and 
Breweries, it is evident that the ratio of capital to sales is 
rela/bively low among consuaiption goods# The industries making 
construction materials, and capital goods show comparatively 
high ratio of capital to value of product# In the textiles 
sector, this ratio is not very high, only 64 per cent in the 
case of cotton textiles and 46 per cent for jute*
We do not notice any marked distinction among these 
ratios when we consider the Fixed and the working Gapitals 
separately*
SABLE 1*9
OARIl’AI. ireSSMEES _ AS, PEHOEISASS , OF THE 
TSEÜ1T '
I n d u s t r i e s  j
Fixed
Capital
Working
Capital
.
To tal
Wheat'Floor I
1 \ _ ■ ■ 1
9 * a .13.8 20,0
;
lEioe Milling ! 10*1 1 18.0 28,1 I
Blsouit-making j 24*1
s
33.4 : 47.5 1
1 Fruit &  Vegetable Prooessing j 90*0 I
j [ j Sugar , , . j 2 2 * 0 1 , . 37 ,7
1
59*7
1
;
1 Distilleries and Breweries j
; 1
, 80*8 j 60,7 j 141*5
[ i
. j Gement |
1. . ■ ■ . {
, 60*1 1 39.6
j.
; 102*7
■ 1 J
1 Cotton Textiles |
! ■ r
, 20*6 1 43.2 I 60*8
1 ' i 
i Jute Textiles , J 20*1 I 26.3 ; 46.4!
S Ohemi oals. 1
t - ;
50*0 1 43.6 i : 93.6
> t
jlron and,Steel
! ■
„ 50*3 I 42 # 2 1 92.5
jsieotrie Fans | 42.1 ; 68*7 ! 110.8
! Vege table Oils 14*7 1 18.6 ' 33.3
Total All Industries
!
59.7
6SABLE I*10
OAPITAL IIVBSi’MBm. A3 THE PEROEITAGl OP
-
■
Total
I n d u s t r i e s Capital
-
1 # Wheat Flour 078*5
8* Rice Milling 538*5
0. îBisôuit-maicing 101,8
4, Fruit & Vegetable Processing 878,6
5# Sugar 816*7
6# Distilleries & Breweries 378*1
7* Starch 354.1
8* Vegetable Oils 717.3
9 * Paints & Varnishes 199.7
10# Soap E34.5
11, Tanning 230.1
12# Gement 258.9
10# Glass and Glassware 246.8
14* Oeramice 174,3
16# Plyivood & Teaohests 297.3
16# Paper and Paperboard 299.6
17* Matches 68.9
18* Cotton Textiles 194*4
19* Woollen Textiles 144.7
20* Jute Textiles 156.4
El, Ghemieals 261.6
,22# Aluminium» Oopper d Brass 295.8
;E0* Iron and Steel ‘ _ 205.0
;24# Bicycles 122.1
;g5* Bowing Machines 201.1
26* F/lectric lamps 408*0
87* FieCtrle fans 232.9
88, General Engineering &
Electrical Engineering 221,3
Total ' All Industries 216.4
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Ratio of Gasital to value addea
For certain purpose j, oompailsona of oapital 
investment with some non^duplioating item suoh as ’value added' 
are preferable to the ratio of 'value of produot oapital’#
Table (I•10} gives #%ese ratios for 88 industries* As the base 
of the ratios is shifted from the value of product to 'value 
added*# we find that the ratios for certain consumption goods 
such as Wheat Flour» Rice Milling and Vegetable Oils» that were 
relatively low in Table (1*9} appear to be significantly high in 
Table (X*10)i The striking feature in Table (1 *10) is the ratio 
for the match industry which is vexy low {68»9#} # It appears 
that oor:eespending to a given capital» the value added for the 
match industry ia substantially high# The match industry seems 
to be the least mechanized of all# Only 7 out of a total of 
37 factories utilized fully mechanized methods of production# 
Tills perhaps accounts for the low rates of capital to value ■ 
added in the match industry#
Taking into account the fact that while India has 
plenty of labour her capital resources are comparatively mml 1 » 
we think that the industries should be organized in such a way 
that the ratio of total productive capital to the net .product 
or the value added would not be very high# In the Bombay 11 m  
framed by a group of industrialists for a period of fifteen 
years (1945^60) » 8*4 was considered to bo quite a suitable ratio
of /
of Oapital to net output as compared with similar ratios in 
other oauutrioBf At that time» no census report regarding 
manufacturers was available# On the basis of the information 
given in the balance sheets of the Bombay Ootton Textiles 
Industry and the associated Gement Oompanles» the panel of 
everts computed the ratio of Capital to net output as follows
Year Cotton Textiles Cement
193? 8*13 3*18
1938 a#6E 8*11
1939 3#?3 8*53
In view of these figares# the ratio of 8*4 was 
considered quite low and attainable standard* We however find 
on exam idling the ratios of Capital to value added for the year 
1950, as given in Table (1*10) that for the Gotten Textile 
industry, it is as low as 1*94 and for cement, it is 8*59.
The aggregate ratio of Capital to value added for all 
manufacturing industries in the year 1950 was 8*16*
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All Industries 3764
#eat Flour 8357
Rice Milling 8591
Fruit à Vegetable Fro cessing 6980
BlBcuit-making 4345
Cement 8551
Ootton Textiles 3145
Woollen Textiles 3985
Jute Textiles
Iron and Steel 6759
Sugar 4099
Distilleries ê Breweries 6946
Starch 4898
Vegetable Oils 8006
Paints à Varnishes 8469
Soap 18386
Tanning 4115
Glass à Glassware . Eoaa
Geramles 1993
Plywood 4975
Paper and Paperboard 6643
Matches 1700
Chemicals 7838
All Cu & Brass 6581
Bioyoles 4930
Sewing Machines 4513
Eleotrio lamps 9783
Eleotrio Fans 4809
General Bug# à Bleotrioal
Engineering 3691
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H E Î ÏRODÜ05Î OR m U B  ADBISD PER PSR 80E M P LO Y ÏÏD
ïniuslii’ias RS
Wheat Ü 0U3? E£43
Rioe-JBlîltng 486
Bie ooi t-maklag 3311
Fruit & Vegetable Prooessiag 8608
Sugar 1890
Distilleries &  Breweries 1862
Starch 1812
Vegetable Oils 1113
Paints and Varnishes 4234
Soap 5 6 W
banning 1786
Cement 3302
01a sa 820
Ceramics 1142
Plywo od 1671
Paper and Paperboard 2212
Mate M s 2464
Cotton Textiles 1617
Woollen Textiles 8752
Jate Textiles 1443
Chemicals 2803
Al«, On &  Brass 8824
Iron and Steel 3295
Bioÿcles 3822
Sewing Machines 2243
Electric lamps 2396
Electric fans 2063
Gen* Eng. &  Bleo» Eng* 1665
Qapitol per per8o& employed
Siîioa Oapital m  currsirtXy manured inolades goods 
purchased aud valued at various price levels, any comparison 
with items reflecting current price levels ie eubject to 
q.uali float ion# Therefore in picturing the signlfioance of 
capital in manufacturing# a contrast of capital with some 
physical element of the manufacturing process is found useful#
The most important of such ratios is that which relates the 
investment to t W  number of workers# This is in some ways a 
sensitive ratio forgot her things being eg,ual$ an added 
investment will tend to reduce the relative number of persons 
employed# A liighly mechanised industry will probably have 
relatively few women and the ratio of Capital per person 
employed will be hi^# Under opposite conditiens the ratio 
will be low# Table (1*11) giving the figures on * Capital per 
Capita* in various industries will bo helpful in indicating the 
relative roles of Oapital and labour in manufacturing#
It will be seen that, on the average, Hs S?64 was the 
equipment with which the manufacturing employee worked in 1950# 
mere the role of labour is quite important, capital investment 
per worker is less, e#g# Matches and Textile Industries# Soap 
manufacture for the year 19S0 required unusually high capital 
investment per worker# Also, heavy use of Capital is made in 
the industries, Wheat Floor, Vegetable Oils, Paint and Varnishes,
Ghemicals /
INDIA 1950
0.628 yA  1.61%
1.142 + 0.587%
gntohes
lAg
produort 
per oapita %2
• r
/*
(nice milling)
2.6*
4.23.4 4.0
log Capital per Capita
W g  1,
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Ohoailoala aid lilleotriQ lamps* I n  Industries where considerable
manual effort is reg^ulred and where meohanisiod processes have
not made much headivay^ the average ’Capital per Capita’ is low,
thus in the tanning, textiles and Hioe-mllllng industries, the
per capita investment is low*
this aspect of ’Capital per Capita’ studied in
isolation does not throw as much light on the relative
structure of manufacturing industries as when it is co-ordinated
with another useful ratio such as ’Hot product per Capita’
(fable 1*12),
It was seen that the logarithms of ’Capital per
Capita* and the not px^oduot or value added per Capital are
highly corx^elated*
The. eg^uatlon of the regression lino (Fig, 1) giving
relation betiveen log &  and log where P - let Product»Jb Xt
0 « Capital, and J » - number of persons employed, is
log Ê  ^ 0*5874 log £  1«14B
L
or P 0-
ïhis shows that for the year 1950 for Indian 
n&nufaoturiag, 1 per cent increase in labour, capital remaining 
constant would result in .41 per cent increase in the product. 
Whereas, ooriesponding to 1 per cent increase in Capital, labour 
remaining /
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remainlag opustaut, product would inoreaae by #59 per cent# 
A detailed aaaljsie of these produetiou fimotione, however# 
ia provided in the next chapter#
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We have In tfeie chapter Inveatigated certain chamoteriatios 
of mamifeottiring activities for the year 1950 in India# Oar 
fincllnga suggest that approximately 80 per cent of the productive 
activity for the year 1950 could he aeeooiated with goods deetlned 
for h m m i  consumption# fhe textile inctuetrlea shared about 
45 per cent of the total manufacturing activities# ’Materials#
Fuels and work given out* comprised# in the aggregate# about 71 per 
cent of the value of the product# fhls percentage was abnormally 
high in industries# wheat flour and rice-milling a W relatively 
low in some of the Capital goods industries such as Iron .and Steel# 
Moycles# Sewing Machines# General Bigineering and Electrical 
Engineering# 'Wages constituted# in the aggregate# 48 per cent and 
salaries# 11 per cent of the ’value added*# fhe salary payments 
however were only 7 to 10 per cent of the * Value added’ in the 
textile sector. While studying the role of labour# we found that 
in the aggregate# the salaried employees comprised about 11 per 
cent of the number of-wage-earners*
As regards the capital investment as percentage of 
value added# ; ‘v •:■• 'w,-...- ^the match industry
showed a remarkably low value# Being least mechanised# this 
Industry needs apparently little capital investment*
OHAraSR 11 
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Productivity m m  defiuéd by Piofeamra Pouglas aad 
Oobb as a fmictlom of labour and capital Inveetmentt 
P - /  (L, 0)
Professor Douglas assumed Üiat the product Ion function must be 
a homogenous linear function of first order i#e*'
(m I<| m''0) " m :P#' '
By this, he meant that if each one of^  these variables 
(li, G, - - ) is multiplied by ,a, constant factor m, then 
the production function.for the new variable also becomes m 
times the'original production function* Professor ,Oobb after 
numerous experiments suggested a suitable type of function 
satisfying the above condition and also satisfying the condition 
that when either I» or G is zero, the product P must also be 
^ero, namely % ' \
2 « y  (L, 0 ) m I 0^"^
Later however, it was decided to remove the assumption that
the two exponents of labour and Oapital must add up to unity
and to determine them independently. In ail the cases examined
the removal of this assumption made comparatively little differ­
ence# the sum.of the exponents still adding up to-or near about
Bow, the marginal productivity of labour ^ P' 1 k
“3TT IT
and the margiml productiviiy of capital = ^ 2  ® ^/o
^ G
In other words, if P and f/q remain fairly constant, the
IT
marginal /
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marginal produetivity of labour would be proportional to the 
exponent of labour In the production function and the marginal 
productivity of Capital would likewise be proportional to the 
exponent of Oapital %
low, the flexibility of Marginal Productivity of
labour ( - (k-1)
(See Appendix for proof), 
and similarly the flexibility of marginal productivity
of Capital :: -k
fhese flexibilities Indicate the proportional increase 
or decrease of marginEil productivity of labour or that of 
capital corresponding to a givon^increment in the quantity of 
labour or Capital* fhe elasticity of demand for labour is the 
reciprocal of the flexibility of the marginal productivity
of labour# ilxis elasticity of demand for labour - 1
When, however, no aprlori restriction regarding 
the sum of the exponents is made, the production fhimtion 
is given in the form 1 « O'!,
so that, the Marginal Productivity of labour » k F/j,
'7>%
and, the /Marginal Productivity of Capital ^ d -/q
In recent jfears, the values of k anfl. j, the parameter 
of the produotion funotion f * ^  have been ealeulated by
various authors for different countries and a H a t  is given in 
the following table.
ïiBLB 8*1
Country & Year k ^  1 j % e:%)0 nent 1 [exponent 0 ' S o u r c e
.....  " ' ’i
Time Series ■ | ii
1
Tr.S.A, 1899-1988 I 0.76 i 0*85 Ï Quarterly doimxaX of
Victoria i 1
1901-1989 i
j i
0.84 j 0*83 ) Bconond co, May » 1940
! U.S.A. 1904 i 0.65 0.31 i Journal of Politicali . 1909 j 0*74 I 0.38 i F com ay » Feb* 194S
I . . 1914 1 0*61 1 0.36 : Journal of American1  ^ 1919 I 0*76 i 0.85 ; Statiatical 3oo*
i 1 1 Î June, 1943*
! Canada 1983 0.48 I 0*48 & Journal of the
1 1987 1 0.46 0.58 i American Btatiatical1 ■ 1936 0.50 ! 0*58 i Society, June, 19431 1937 1 0.43 ! 0*58 f
Î
i Australia 1i
! 1988-83 0.63 1 0#49 1 Quarterly Journal
1 1936-87 0.59 1 0#34 Î
1 1936-37 0.49 ! 0#49 1 of Soonomica,
I 1934-35 0*64 I 0#B6 [ Bovembe r$ 1941
Ï lew South Wales
j !
i 1933-34 0.66 1 1 Quarterly Journal
of Economies, 
M a y ,  1 9 4 1 .
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We shall now usé for the Indian Census of Manufactures 
a production function which is linear in logarithms# This is 
none other than the production function which iTofessor Douglas 
used in his many empirical studies* We do not# however, make 
the assumption of homogenity or in other words the assumption of 
constant returns, l#e# the sum of the regression ooeffidents.is 
not necessarily eg.ua! to one# Professor Douglas and his 
associâtes have araply demonstrated the usefulness of this type 
of production function*
The reason wliy we are prompted to use tda particular 
form of production function is because it gives imn^ediateiy 
elasticity of the product with respect to the factors of  ^
production (in our case the factors being labour and Gapital)*
We straightaway get answers to the. çtuestion# by how much per 
cent will the product increase on the average if capital' and 
labour increased by 1 per cent * • The aspects of increasing or 
decreasing marginal returns could not have come into evidence 
had we just fitted a linear function to our data instead of 
using the logarithms* Again, if the errors in the Data were 
small and normally distributed, a logarithmic transformation 
of our variables would procure the normality to a substantial 
degree* But even if the errors are not normally distributed we 
Shall still got the best linear ^estimate by application of the 
method of least sd^ares*
The /
, —  3'9 —
The following study gives the ompiriqaX rallies to the 
parameters of the funotion F - 4- %^  ^0^ without ’assumption of 
the fact 1, taking into oomidemtion the Indian
manufa.oturing industries as reported by the Oe#us of Mamifacture 
Volumes from 1947 to 1962# ' We have algo endeavoured to Oompute 
these parameters for the mauufaoturing industries of the Baited 
Kingdom for thé years 1948 -and 1949# .
Inmoh of these years| each maaufaoturlng industry has 
been treated as au observation with its respective g.uantitiee of 
labour (L) I Capital (G) and irbdubt (?) #
For India, the data provided by the census of manufact­
ures has been used# For product value added by manufacture 
CO 1mm has been dm sen# For labour, we have considered the total 
number,of persons employed - employées included both the workers 
and persons other than workers# For Capital» ’total 'productive 
capital employed’ including fixed and working capitals in term 
of current prices was chosen* =
For , the Census of production for 1950, 1949 and 
1948 (Sutnmary Tables) Ft I provided necessary figures for about 
14 broad manufacturing industries# For production, we have used 
the column for net output# For Capital, we have consideréd the 
ooldmn imder investment# For labour Î*# the total number employed 
was /
m For âe-fealled notes on these terms, please refer to 
Appendix 11)$
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was chosen* The number employed in eluded both operatives and 
wo rkers*
Using the data as given by the census of manufaotures 
and util losing the above ooneepts, the production function has 
been fitted by -the least square method and the estimates of the 
parameters k, j and h have been obtained. (Table B*2).
It should be pointed out however that sufficient care 
has been taken in working out the logarithms of the quantities 
?, L and 0 in each individual industry# The seven-figure 
logaritiimie tables have been used for tills purpose# Since vjo had 
to deal with figures as large as ten digits together with 
relatively small numbers comprising only about four to five 
digits, we had to watch that while working out the logarithms, 
the last few digits of the large numbers were not ignored#
, ' After obtaining the estimates of k and j for the years 
under consideration, we desired to test the accuracy of the 
production function#
For this, we computed for each industry from its actual 
quantities of Labour (L) and Capital (C), what the product should 
be according to the formula* fe call this Then, we
compared the actual product P v/ith the computed product (P^ ) and 
examined the relative differences of the former from the latter 
and whether these differences could be explained by random errors 
of measurement or by ether random causes operating upon the value 
product /
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India
1947
I
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952 
U .K .
1943
s.e.
k
TABIÆ! 2 .2 . 
P #1 Î1 0^
Propn. 
of lin­
ed 
MSüâBxme
(1-R2) i(k fj) I rI _2 LO i r
2
PI
2
! 0 .5141  
:(0 .2 0 7 )
I 0.2365
i(0.173)
I '
■ O.5I6O 
j(0.129)
I 0.4074
I(0.152)
! 0.2600 
1(0.166)
; 0.1350
1(0.185)
0.5664 I
(0 .223)1
0.7554 i 
(0 .1 8 9 );
OÏ4012 i
( 0 . 145);
0.5650 i 
( 0 *163)1
0.7282 1 
(0.174);
0.9170 j 
( 0 . 195)
6.668 ! 0.92591
i  I
3*945 [0 .9264;
[ ,
145.88O;0.95021
\ !
21.777 ! 0.9326
i
Ï
4.667  ? 0 .9187  
0 .434  [0 .9145
‘ PC
0.9070 = 0.9077
0.88571 0,9266
0.0741 I I . O 8O5 I 0,9212
! !
0.0736 i .9 9 1 9 ! 0.9100
0.0498 I .91721 0.9070t 0.9351 0.9107
I I i ,1 '
0,0673 1 .9727 i 0.6934i 0.8936 O.9I I 4
; 1 I ^0*08X3 ; .9882{ j
0.0855 i 1*0520 [ j
(SnîDinary figure : 
55 #240 large 
establishments)
1949
(Summary figure 
58*094 large ; 
establishments)
0.6669
(0 .0 8 8 )
Î 0 .2680 i
1 ( 0 . 074)1
501.89 i 0 .9 7 6 5 i 0.0235 i .9 5 4 9 Ï 0 . 7430; 0.9488 0,8536
0.753;
( 0 . 066,
: 0.2252 318.13 0.9841
( 0 , 055)  j :
0.0159 .9787
Figures in parentheses denote the standard errors^
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product of specific industries*
%is bàs been done for the years 1947 to 1951 for 
Izidla and for the years 1948 and 1949 fox* U^K# fhe logarittos 
of the actual product or P are shown on the yertical axis 
the logarithm of the computed product or is shown on the 
horizontal axis# Were there to he perfect correspondence
V-
between the two* each observation would fall on the line BB*^ *
The differences between the actual product P and those which v/e 
would expect under the formula (B^ ) are measured by the horizontal 
deviations of the observations from the line BB^* To measure 
these more accurately two sets of bauds have been laid out*
The first Is at. a distance of one standard error of estimate to 
the right and to the left of the line BJBï while the second set 
of bands ia at a distance of from one to two s*e # of estimate 
from the line of expected relationship*
It is found that the observations cluster closely round 
the line BB^ for U*K« and the scatter is practically negligible * 
Por India too* the scatter is not very great# This is an 
evidence that the production formula does furnish a description 
of the product of manufacturing, industries *
In table (B*3) the ré is shown the percentage of 
observations deviating from the line of perfect o orr o sp onde nee 
by less than one and tv/o and by more than two standard errors 
of estimate of B^*
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i
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should not’expect that, there shoulQ. he precise 
agreement in each iadastry/between P and P^ . -Some dlfferenoea 
between P and P - wonla however inevitably result from errors of
i
measurementi Differenoes In the technioal éfféetiveneas of 
labour and capital in gpeoifie industries may as wall be 
contributing to this deviation. It should not be assumed that
/
the labour and'Capital muet have the same onent in each and 
every industry# Ab it will he seen later, on the basis of a 
spatial study, the exponent of capitai* Is nearly nothing In 
match industry and turns out negative in the rice-milling 
industry# The picture is q.uite different in the case of Iron 
and Steel and Textiles-industries* Another factor that might ' 
be causing differences be%een actual, mid computed,B,would 
perhaps be the forces affecting,production other than the 
g,uantlties of labour add capital#
On.'investigating the figures-for the Indian Census of 
Manufactures for the year 1951# we find that for 83 out of 88 
industries under consideration, the déviation of the actual from 
theoretical'products lies within ^  1 s#Of range*' In other words 
about 8S5C of the deviation falls within the * 1 s#e# range * 
Further, it will be seen that about 93^ of the deviations fall 
within - B Bie# range# Only for two industries, rice «mil ling and 
vegetable oils, the deviations exceed two standard errors of 
estimate *
For the year 1950 for India, in about 75^ of the eases, 
■the deviation fell within t l. s#e* And in about 95^ of the 
cases, the deviation fell within t â s#e* range * Only for one 
industry, rice-milling, the deviation exceeded two standard 
errors of estimates* . •
For -bh.0 year 1949, for 19 out of tUo S8 industries, 1#©^
QQfo /
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68^, the deviations fell within Î 1 s*e* About 89^ of the 
deviatione fell within f B 0*0 # range# For the industries, 
rlçé-milling, ■ otarehi paints and varMohes, the deviations 
exoeeded twice s*e* of the estimate*
Far the year 1948* in 8E^ ) of the eases* the deviations 
fall within ^ 1 s*e* range* In about 93^ of the industries the 
deviations fell within i B s*e# range# For the Industries, 
ri0e4.milling and match industries, the deviations exceeded twice 
s*o* of the estimate#
For the year 1947, deviations for El out of the E8 
industries (i#e* 75^) fell within # range* In about 96jl
of the industries, the deviations lie within Z E*s#e# range of 
the estimate* Only for the rice-milling Industry the deviation
J  '
falls beyond - E*s#e* range#
Anathex feature of this production function is 
revealed by eicaminatioh of the deviation of observed output 
figures in the different industries from the production surface* 
III general it was found that during the years under consideration, 
the manufacturing industries lying above the surface were either 
expanding or not being subject to compatition characterized by , 
monopolistic tendencies - the textile gro#s and the match . 
industries being typical exaraples* On the other hand, the 
industries, xioe-milling, starch, paints and varnishes fox which 
the observed values lie below the f E s*e* range i*e# farther
below /
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below thbVproduatloii surface, were* durlhg the period under 
oonslderation eontraeting rapidly or ware subjeot to exaeasive 
eompetltlon* ’
For the fourteen imnufaotaring gx^ oapa* that we have 
oonsidarad for n$K# for the years' 1948 and 1949,‘ it will be seen 
that 11 déviations i*e# about 78^ of the deviations fall within 
t 1 # 8#e# range# All the deviations are inoluded within twice 
standard error of the estimate# The industries for which 
deviations fall beyond - 1 s#e# range are i  ^leather and 
leather goods, i  ^Food, drihK and tobacco and other 
manufaotaring industries*
Before proceeding to disouss the vax^ ious aspects of 
the production function, we wish to present in tablé (S’4)# 
the value of the exponents of the production function computed 
individually for à few. States in India#
Sometimea, the number of man-hours worked is preferred 
to the ^number of persons employed^ in that the latter does not 
allow for overtime hears worked during the periods of 
prosperity or for a short intime during depression* 8 in ce the 
Indian Census of Manufactures provides data for the number of 
man-hours worked by waga-aarners we have tried to make use of 
this variable as denoting labour in computing the production 
function for the years 1949, 1950 and 1951, and the results are 
tabulated in Table #
\
-  4 ’? -  -
ÎABÎ,! 3*4
■
S l i à t e  a n c L  
: Y e a r
Mo# Of 1
I n d u s tries  i 
1 O o n s i d e r e d  f
k  1 j  j 
e x p o n e n t  ! e x p o n e n t  • 
1  i d  1
k  *  1
W . B e n g a l  1 9 5 0 1 a »  1
<  5
0 , 7 3 0 2  j 0 * 2 9 1 5  i 1 * 0 2 1 7
Boîïtbsjr 1 9 5 0
î ■ î
! 8 E  ^
; 1
0 , 2 6 0 0  1 0 , 7 4 8 6  j 1 , 0 0 8 6
' M â â r à s  1 9 5 0
1 : siO 1
0 6 5 9 7 2  j 0 , 6 1 0 2  j 1 , 2 0 7 4
1
lïï.P, 1 9 5 0
f <
f  i'
3 0  1 0 , 4 3 8 0  j 0 * 5 3 6 0  i 6 , 9 6 1 0 '
j w . B s a g a l  1 9 4 9 i S 3  !
'■ 1
0 . 4 0 5 0  i 0 , 8 4 2 7  ; G  , 9 4 5 7 j
' B o n i b a y  1 9 4 9 3 4  1
! ;
0 , 2 4 8 0  1
f
0 * 8 2 1 0  1 l , 0 6 3 d
lBBIO B  *5
:
l o .  o f  ,.] k  
I n d i i s l j r i e a  i e x p o n e n l :  
G e n s l d e r e â .  j
i i l
I e x p o n e n t  i
i ^  j
)
k  +  j  i
Ï M l a  1 9 5 0 2 8  i
1
0 , 5 1 5
T  r
1 0  # 4 6 3  1 0 , 9 7 6  j
W , B e n g a l  1 9 5 1 1 7  1 0 , 5 6 1 4 j 0 , 5 0 6 2  { 1 . 0 6 7 6
- j
I n d i a  1 9 4 9 2 8  i
................................ ! .
0*851 1 0*693 I 0*9.24 i
m H stands for maa#houre worked by wage-earnexa#
4 4B *»■
It is also ixitereating to study thé behaviour of 
this produotion fimotion within particular industries* We have 
made use of #e spatial data (i*e* the data for the individual 
statès where the given industry ooours) and applying the usual 
multivariate aualysie# we obtained the production functions as 
given in Table'(B#6)#
i Industry j
k
exponent ! 
L
j ^ 
expo nent 
0 k * j i
Rice-milling i '■ 1,0412 I i
0,6937 1
1 . f
'■Textiles ; 
((Ootton, Woollen ; 
 ^ and Jute) ?
\
0.3031 j?
, -
' ’
0$6ie6 '
I
0,9217 !:
Matches 5 0.5137 J 0*0890 j 0*60S? J
1
1
Iron and S t e e l 0*6525 i
I
0#5891 1
;
1 .8416 1
n The data for the industries refer to the year 19bO*
—  ,49  • —
in Table (E*Bj we presented the values of the 
parameters of the pfoduotlba fumtiom for the man of ao taring 
Industries in India# The really surprising feature of the ■ 
results obtained is' the tendehey of the exponent of labour to 
remain fairly low in spite of the fact that no aprlori oonstraint 
(for example ' constant returns) had been imposed# For the years 
19481 1951 and 1958* the value of k Is very low and the 
corresponding value of j is relatively high# The increasing 
capital per worker might explain to some extent this low value 
of labour elasticity of output* let us take for mcample the 
two relatively prosperous years 1943 and 1951*
The Production equations for these years are
" 1Î ■ . .
0.2368 0*7854
' , P » 3*948 L: : ' Q. ' fôïf 1948,
•0*2600 0*7288
and P « 4*667 1: 0 ' for 1951
00 thà’b the marginal Proawot of labour ” 0*2365-^ for 1948
and s 0*8600'I for 1951
Lab oar elastloity of output p » 0*8365 (1948)
= 0,8600 (1951)
Marginal Produot of Capital # *  0,7554 ^ (1948)
and = 0,7288 P/o (1951)
Oapital Blastioity of output a y “ 0,7554 (1948)
» 0.7888 (1951)
In /
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In in 1948 au inoraase of labour by 1
per cent Oapltal romaluimg moWm^ol w m  as@oeiato4 irdth a rlae 
iu product of O#B066 per oeut; while if Oapital wcut up by 1;. 
per aeut| labour remalMug oou0taut| product lu creased by 0*7664 
per cent*
In 1961# an increase of labour by 1 per cent Oapital 
remaining unchanged was asBooiated with a rise in product of . 
0fB600 per cent; while if Oapital went up by 1 per cent^ 
labour remaining constant^ product increased by 0 #7888 per cent# 
(The 1948 .and 1951 yelaea are consistent in that with 
increasing indus trial! sa ti on ^ the Capital per worker increased by 
( 4/f ) per. cent (uncorrected for price changes) between the two 
periods* v:
Professor Douglas aasumlng of course the state of 
constant returns had proved (Appendisc ili) that the flexibility 
of the marginal pxxjcluotivity of labour to be k*l and that of 
Oapital to be This would give for the year 1948 for India
(for which r e t w m  are slightly less than constant); k -t* 0|99)
a flexibility of the marginal productivity curve of labour ^  
of -0*7665 and of capital #0##S6) #
mis me a m  that aix increaB© of 1*0 per cent in the 
çtuantity of labour (with Capital constant) would normally be 
accompanied by a decrease of Q#i76 per cent in the marginal 
productivity of labour; while a similar increase in the quantity
of /
5X •“ "
of Capital (with labour cQUstant) would be aaoompanted by a decline
of Q*B4 per cent In the marginal productivity of Capital. If thf
rates of wages and of interest are determined by the respective 
marginal productivity of labour and Capital^ this would necessitate 
cor reap onding decreases in their returns* Similarly i for the year 
1951s an increase of 1 #0 per cent in the quantity of labour 
(with Oapital constant) would normlly be accompanied by a decrease 
of 0*74 per cent in th%max»ginaX productivity of labour while a
similar increase in the quantity of Capital would be accompanied
by a decline of 0#B6 per cent in the marginal productivity of
capital* . ;...
Again# assuming that the demand curve of any of these 
factors is determined by its relative marginal productivity, the 
elasticity of de mud for a given factor will be the reciprocal 
of its Ooèff• of flexibility* fhis would then be ^1*3097 for 
labour and -^4*SE86 for capital, for the year 1948$ This would 
mean that an increase of 1 per cent in the wage rate would# if 
conditions were normal* lead to a decrease of *1 #51 per cent in, 
the quantity of labour demanded, whlle a similar relative increase 
in the . rate of interest wotald. lead to a decrease of (4$S6) per
cent in the quantity of oapital demanded*
We. .now turn our discussion to Table (B$4) which gives 
the' values of the parameters of, the production function as 
computed for some of the States in India* The striking feature 
of /
5B
of this, table is the Btritotux^ al variation of the production 
function between West Bengal and Bombay* For the ^ar 1950 for 
W$ Bengal,- the labour elasticity of output was as Mgh as 0#75 
and the capital giastlclty* 0*89* On the other hand for Bombay, 
for the same year# the labour elasticity.of output was only 0*B6 
and capital.elasticity vvaa 0#74* To investigate the possible 
reasons for this variation* we decided to consider only the 
industries that . were common to both the States # There were 19 
industries to be considered In this way and the resulting 
production functions were
0#8B8 0*768
1 m $*177 B 0 for Bombay
0*798 0fS4E
and » h B 0 for W# Bengal #
Even now* there was hardly any dl f n e e  - from the 
first stage of these equations# The Production functions still 
exiilbited a queer structural difference for these states, We 
then tried to examine the inductries individually and calculated 
the values of Product^l&bour (P/L) and Product-^Oap ital ratios 
for each industry to find out if any particular industry offered 
relatively large productivity and thereby affected the production 
surface* It was found that the value for P/0 for the match
industry for W*.Bengal had been unusually high for the year 1950
being 4*03 ha against the - corresponding value of 1#0B for Bombay#
lABIiE Z  * Y
ÎIAÏOH IHDÜSÏHX
îaüia .1980
Bomtoay 19SQ
W. Bengal 1980
P/O
1,449
1,081
4,000
P/L
2408.7
8911.8
2688.8
f*n m
We therefore de elded to oaiit the match Industry from 
our calcul at ions* and then talcing into aocount the remaining 18 
induatrlaa that were common both to W* Bengal and Bombay* we 
obtained the new production function*
P « 8*188
0*6066 0,5617
0 for W* Bengal (1960)
The values of k and j in this equation are not 
aignlfloantly different from the corresponding values of the 
parameters of other States in India, the values for wMoh are 
tabulated in Table (S*4)* However, the foregoing analysis 
indicates the danger in fitting a production formula for a 
country or its States which function to some extent on an 
unstable state of economy* It is quite possible that a single 
industry /
Industry with apparently mgliglbXe aignlficanoe o m  alter the 
$ trust are of the production function# In spite of the omission
of some industries for both the States* f# Bengal and Bombay# we
still find that the value of j (exponent of 0) is higher in
Bombay than in W# Bengal* It will be seen from Table (B *6)
that within the textile industry, the capital elasticity of
output is very high compared to other industries# The high
value of . j for Bombay, therefore# may to some extent be explained
for her share of capital in the textile industries being more
than W# Bengal*
The textile Industries play a ve%y toportaat role in
the economic structure of India# About 45 per cent of the total
capital 4n manufacturing Is invested in textile industries alone «
We obtained the p m  d m  tion function for these textile industries
as 0*3031 0*6186
P # 35*400 L 0
^Oolin Olarlc, on the basis of the data given by
Dr* Lokanatha in Eastern Economist estimated the production
function for a few textile industries# He obtained the
relationship 0#78
r ^ h L Ç ,
Our findings are consistent with Oolln Clarices in that 
the
X * Conditions of Economic 1 regress ' ^
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t h e  O a p i t a l  e l a s t i c i t y  o f  o u t i m t  1 $  e q u a l l y  h i g h #
It was alec pmpOB# to iwemtigat# this 
0 8 p i t a l # i e b u u r  a t r u e t u m  o f  p r o d u c t i v i t y  in t h e  t e x t i l e s  a e c t o r  
for the United Kingdom* E e m , we aoueidared oiU.y four 
different Industries within the textiles:#
( 1 )  O o t t o a  e p l î W u g  a n d  d o h b l l u g  
(8) 001ton waavllig 
( 3 )  % o l l 0 u  a n d  w o r s t e d  
and (4) Textile finishing*
We had only few oboervatioUB mid aesumlug the sum of expo#ute 
of labour mid capital to be 1$ wo fitted a linear regreeaion 
equatlem to the values log mid log O/B for the year 1940$
T h e  r O G u l t i n g  a q u a t i o n  w a s  0 * 7 1 9  0 # B B
B " 35*470 0 B _ #
H e re  I  th e  e x p o n e n t o f  O ap l t # l  w as v e r y  h ig h  a n d  t h a t  o f  la b o t i r  
l o w *  u u l l k e  t h e  p r o d u o M o a f u n e t i o #  o b t a i n e d  f o r  ü * K *  ( f a b l e  8 # 8 )  
t a k i n g  a l l  t h e  m a u u f a o t u r l %  l a d u e t r i e s  t o g e t h o i *  A e r o  i t  w a s  
f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  l a b o u r  o l a s t i o l t y  p M d u e t  v m s  m u c h  h i g h e r  t i m u  
t h a t  of Oapital*
T h e  p ro  d u e  t i  o n  f u n e t i o u  f o r  t h e  t e x t i l e  i n d u s t r i e s  l a  
U # K *  a g a i n  j u s t i f i e s  o u r  a e s u m p t l o a  t h a t  t h e  C a p i t a l  e l a s t i c i t y  
o f  o u t p u t  i n  t h e  t o x t i l e  s e o t o r  i s  v e i y  h i g h  c o m p a r e d  t o  o t h e r  
im d u B t r ie a #
Booking back now to the values of parameters oomputed
for /
-  S6 -
for the maàufaeturl%: iadaatfies ia ïnâla for Varioas years 
(Sahle 2*2), the most notjLoeable feature is the high values of 
j aucL eorrespouhirgly low values of k for the years 1948, 1951 
and 1952* ' ffe eixamlaed, each ludtvldusil- iadustry to fiad but if 
some ihdustry 00hid possibly affect the structure of the 
produotiou.fuaotio», For the textile ihdustries we ohtaiaed 
the following table for product and capital for some of the 
years uader coasideratioa*
fiJBLB 3*8 
ALÎ, imiLES
■
I year
0
Oapital lavested 
(Million m * )
' f 1 
. Product (value added) | 
Million Rs, j
1947 . 187#
_  -  r
14S3 1
}■' 1948 2500 3080 j
I 1949 : 2406 1866
! 1950 - 2781 1527
It will he see a that 3?/0 is # 1  te large for the year 
1948 compared to other years, ïhe textile industries definitely 
showed good production for that year* Since textiles play a 
major role in the industrial economy of India, the corresponding 
production /
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pi'oduc'bloaà fumet lorn for Xmdia foa? the year X948 ?;as matarally 
altered# ‘ The expûhent of Capital (j) had gone ae Mgh as 
0*7564 in 1948 as agaimt 0*4 to 0*6 in other years*
' The fact will be more qléar when we examine the 
following figures for the'prod'uetlon of cotton yarn, cotton 
fibres and jute manufactures reproduced from the ‘Economic 
Survey of Asia and Far East ‘ *
TIBLB 8 #9 
I N D I A
19 381 19461 1947 1948 1949: 1950
1 » Cotton Yarn
(Thousand Metric tons)
B* Cotton Fabrica 
(Million Metres)
3# Juté Manufacture
(Thousand Metric tons)
' totTiÿ*Mïtaÿ»*F*»ese«
634) §98! 560 S 605; 556 1
3,957j3,680l5,4S5! 4,04413,48013,560 i
I I i l l i
1*88611,1O6|1*O60|l,103j 958} 850 j
I# 1^1** 111*111 .1
The table shows that there has been a sharp fall in 
the Indian production of textiles since after 1948# The 1947 
figures were also not as high aa the figures in 1948* The 
decline in cotton textile production had been perhaps due to the 
shortage of cotton, the closure of some aillls and also due to the 
deterioration /
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deterioration Of equipment#* Almost all the wo rid‘s jute is 
grown in the Indo-Pakistan Sub-*Oontinent end the, major share 
oomes from the northern M à  eastern regions of Bengal*- which 
now forms part of Pakistan#' During 1949 and 1950# a aonslderahle 
portion of Palcistands jute lands was devoted to rice# Produetion 
of jute in both India and Pakistan suffered greatly from 
exGOeslve rains ;
In the year 1951# the niaîxufactaring industry in India 
was running higher than the 'post-^ war peak (1948) and pre-*war 1937# 
Produotlon of Engineering and Ohemloals maintained steady i 
progress * Production of textiles showed an Inqmasing trend#
Pro duo tl on of iron and steel surpassed pre-^war levels#
In oonsideration of all these facts and keeping in 
mind that the oapital" elastioity of output in textile industries 
is quite hijÿi it will not perhaps be veiy difficult to explain 
the high values of Ihe exponents of capital for India for 
relatively prosperous years# 1948 and 1951# It does not however 
mean that a M g h  value of capital elasticity indicates pro ferity* 
For the year 1947, if labour was doubled accompanied 
by no change in Capital* the product would be B ^*^141 times of 
what it was before# On the other hand* if Capital was doubled 
wlth no change In labour* the product would be B (^ #8664 
the original value# If both labour and Capital we 
simultaneously doubled, the product muld be B 3.*0805 times, i#e# 
more /
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more than,, doubled# :Thls Izxdloates, a stage of lnqfeasl% returns 
1*0# by increasing Capital and labour by .a given am.oont, the 
product will be incmAæd.mora than the amount* This, state of 
increasing returns could not be maintained^for subsequent: years. 
For the year 1948, doubling of both the factors* labour and 
capital would, make the. product §. 0*9919 of what it was
before# In thé year 1949* it would bo still less Z 9#91?B 
times the original product* For the year 1950* the doubling of 
both factors Capital and labour would result in making the 
product a 9*97B4 times its original value*
la contrast to Indian manufacturing* the Capital-labour 
structure of Productivity for the %ited Kingdom showed a liigher 
labour elasticity of output # The equations obtained for W*K*
were ‘ .
P «■, 501,89 I, Of6669 g 0*2680 the year 1948
and P ~  318*13 1 0,7538 g 0,2352 the year 1949.
This means that fçr .the year 1948* an increase of 
labour by 1 per cent Capital remaining unchanged was associated 
with a rise in product of OfS669 per cent; which if Oapital
went up, by 1 per cent* labour remaining constant* product
increased by 0*8680 per cent#
, In 1949 for. the tT#îC..* an increase of labour by 1 per 
cent capital re mining unchanged was associated with a rise in 
product of 0f7535 per cent; while if capital went up by 1 per .
/ '
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cent * labour remaining cons tant, product increased by 0$BBd2 | V 
per cent# A
In both these years for * the sum of the exponents 
k and j is less timn 1* showing a state of diminishing returns^ 
to the spale o f  production# 5'
The values; of the exponents k and j that we have 
computed for the H#K# manufaoturing industries resemble 
the corresponding exponents for the ïï#s#A# as estimated by 
various authors (Table 8^10)#
TMIE 8*10
UéBéÂà
! Y e a r 1 k  1
Î ;■ ^  I k  4 j1 . . .
1 1 9 0 4
! i--------- ;-------- --- - ----- — T —
j 0 * 6 5  j 0 , 0 1  j 0 * 9 6
j 1 9 0 9 I 0 , 7 4  I . 0 * 5 2  i 1 * 0 6
j 1 9 1 4 ■ ! 0 , 6 1  1
I 1
0 , 3 6 .  I 0 , 9 7
{ 1 9 1 9
i •
! 0 , 7 6  i 0 , 2 5  ![ 1 , 0 1
! T l m e - S e r l e s  
j 1 8 9 9 - 1 9 2 2
1 1 
! 0 , 7 6  1
1 ■
0 , 2 5  1 1 , 0 1
Im  t o t h  t h e  o o a n t r l e s ,  I t  w i l l he s e e a t h a t  t h e
labour elasticity of output is hi#x* and the Capital elasticity 
of output is fairly low*
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• U
i m i A  1 9 6 0
[ I?' ' ' .?
laôttstyies ! ai ü"
Wîeat Flouîf 
ïiiee-mliîing 
aise (3l t«aakîïj/g
l'TOÎt anâ Vogetable I^mmnBltig 
8%&P
'OiatîQ.oï?ieB 
7 ,  8 # r e h  
8 i Vegeta'blo O ils  
9* P a ia ts  aaâ fa jjs iishôs 
10» 8oeg 
11» S a m iiig  
12, O e m e u t
1 3 »  C l î a s s  m â  ô l a o s w e s ? ®
14* Oesamlâa 16» flywoo4
1 6 ,  p a p e ï î  a a â  P a p « i ’t o 6 a 3 ? 4
1 7 ,
18, 
IB,
SO* 
SI* 
S S , '  
8 3 ,  
2 4 ,  
26* 
2 6 *  
8 7 .  
' 4 ,
iiatohea 
Ootliûa l’extilôs 
tao llea  iSextllea 
6a t0 te x t i le s  
OUamieaio ,
Â ,  Ott aal Bps® 8 
Im n mxû. Steel 
B l o y o i o e
sewiag iîaeM,tt08 
aieetela laaps 
BleetPio f a a t  
<îôïàipal Sag, aaâ 
S l o o t P i o a l  ï t o g *
dM'S*l
121?
2 1  
480,4
3811.8
8804.9
1889.8 
1861»6
8 , 8  
,8 
*4
6677.0
1786.1 
S*6
» @
1148.8 
1671*5
8818.8 
8463,7
1617.1 
2751,6 
1440,4 
8803*1
s m , 5
8#5*5
S30«
8 8 4 8 * 6  
8 5 9 6 * 5  
,1
1
0,868 
0 * 1 8 7  
0 * 7 6 8  
0 * 0 5 8  
0 * 4 6 1  I 
0 . 8 6 8  I 
0 * 8 6 8  I 
0  * 1 8 9  [ 
0 * 5 0 0  ! 
0 , 4 8 6  I 
0*434 I 
0 * 8 8 6  i 
0 * 4 0 5  
0 , 5 7 3  I 
0 * 5 3 6  I 
0 , 3 3 3  ! 
1*M9 ! 
0 * 8 1 6  I
0 * 6 9 0  i 
0 * 6 3 9  ! 
0 , 3 8 8  I 
0 * 3 3 0  ! 
0 * 4 8 7  f 
0 * 6 5 5  I 
0 * 4 9 7  ! 
0 * 8 4 8  i 
0 , 4 8 9  I
0 , 4 5 1  i
■V~ 6 8  ' —
ÆABLB 2'18 
i H D I A
l'Xéàr ’ ïü.tal B j . total îi' (Rapeèè) j (Humter)
l'otS 5"” '!
: (Rupees.) i P/l \ 1/0
•' ....., „ _
il946 2,114
!
>151,371 j 1,514,382 : 3,668,337,440
1
1396 .03" ; 0*576 w
’ 1947 S, 421>791,889 1 1,632.,516 ; 4,034,416,601 1483,47'! 0,600 !
1948 ,5,173•,422,328. j 1*697,223 :. 8,221,876,284 . 1869 *77'i 0,608 J
1949 2,726 ,940,644 1 1,688,1861 ! 5,095,795,917■ 1618,18'! 0*535 !, ■ , j
1950
*
2,839 ,885,673 ! 1,632,483 * 6jM5^286^BB0^ 1V39$S4" Qr4ÔB !
'
tABM 3/13
•
Year
L
1
j
Salaries aaâ. ■ . ! 
, Wàgea pal a. | 
Rupees I
Wage
FrodwWvity
(P)
1 Annual j 
1 ' Average j 
1 ' WageB i 
I per worker |
1946 i !1,018,048,701 1 0.481
1947 i 1,387,065,303 j 0*560 1 8S1#B 1
1948 1 1,658,165,368 j 0,522 î . 976*9 {
1949
i
1,771,882,983 ] 0,649 { 1051*4 j
1950 1,781,664,172 | 0,606 i 1054#6 if i
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tABXÆ! 8 "14 
U.K»
P II 0 : W i
Year
: luiabep 
let output; eraolojred 
£000
Invest-
meat
£000
I Wages and 1 Salaries 
paid
1
1
P/1
I
P/O j W/L
.....1 .......
1948
..............L
3,770,017 '6,705,002 260,318 i 2,091,676
i
...
5 6 B # a
Î
14*481311.9
1949
i
3,968,068 :7,051,044 324,927 i 2,288,316 5ôBt7 12.21 1324,5
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TABLE 2*18
U.K. 1949
Haaufao taring ladaa t rie a 1
, P/L . 
(In £s»)
Î/0
U.K. 1948
P/1 
£s.)
1 1,
1i
1
T r e a t m e n t  o f  n o a » n a t a l  
m i n i n g  D r o d a o t a  ( o t h e r  t h a n  c o a l )
1
1
i ' ’
i 547*5
I i 
1 ; ' ) '!
I 9*97 j 546.1
O h e m l o a l a  & A l l i e d  
T r a d e a  \ \ {' 752*5 t  ' !r 4.88'i ■ ' ' '
; 5# M e  t a l  - M a n a f  a o  t a r e I 653*0 1 . 1 0 . 4 4  1i 1
4# E n g i n e e r i n g !  S h i p h a i l  d i n g  à E l e q #  a o o d a
!■
1
1 534,9
1 i
1 20,34 1J 1' 522*6
5$ V e h i c l e a f 522*5 ' f 18*10 i
6f M e t a l  O o a d a  n o t  
e l a e w h e r e  a p e c i f i e d
I-
, 1  525*1 i - 1i 14*81 if  !
7 # i r e a i a i o n  I n a t r w # n t a i 844*0{ i 15*14 it - ■
0. T e x t i l e a \ 516*6 i 9*91 i 516.0
9* l e a t h e r  C b o d a { 651*0 ; 21*88 1
10# Olotiiing I 395*9 i 31*34 !I
11. Foodi drink and 
tobacco
I
1 735*7
j i 
? 10.37 I
IE. Wood and Coik j 489*6 1 17*06 r
10. paper and Printing 1 609,6 ! 13*10 I
14* Other Manufacturing 
Induatries j 582*6
! ' ! 
! ' 9.18 :
P/C
11.53
2 0 .59 !
12 .16
-  6 5  ^
Table ) gives the Product-labour (P/L) and
Product-Oapital ratios for individual industries for the year 
1950 in India# The table suggests that it would perhaps be 
most useful to invest“Oapital in the following industries:- 
Matches# Gotten Textiles# Woollen Textiles, Jute Textiles#
Bis cult-making, Ceramics# etc# The industries for which 
investment of Capital is least useful are Rice-mil ling, 
Distilleries# Starch# Vegetable Oils and Electric Lamps#
On examining the column for P/L# we find that for 
employing additional labour# more profitable industries are 
Biscuit-making# paints and varnishes# Cement# iron and Steel# 
Bicycles# etc# The least profitable industries from this point 
of view are Riçe-milliag, Vegetable Oils# Glass and Glassware, 
General and Éiectrical Engineering and Starch#
In this connection# we might refer to Table (S*6) 
in which# on the basis of spatial data# the production function 
had been obtained for a few industries# The rioe-railling and 
Match Industries seem to have been working under diminishing ■ 
returns# The Capital elasticity of output is negative or 
practically nothing for these Industries#
For the British Manufactures# as will be seen from 
Table (B*15), it is perhaps more useful to employ Oapital on 
Clothing, Leather Goods, Engineering# Shipbuilding, Electric 
goods and vehicles* The industries for which Oapital investment
is /
- G 6
is least profitable are oMmieals end allied trades, textiles, 
etc.# For-employing additional lab our # the most profitable 
manufactures are. ohemioal.s.and allied tradeb , Food, Dri^ %k and 
Tobacco# / V. ,
   Looking back now to Table , we find ipL :the last
throe oolumns # the value of the square a of the oorrelation 
eo"^ .eff ioients. betm.en, pairs - pf ' the three variables log L# 
log G and log 1$ All these,/oorrélation oo-effioionts are seen
to be veiy high# This refleets the fact that Froduetion,
Oapital ahd-labour are highly oorrelatèd' within industries#
• ' ; . ‘.Let us now eonsider the eO’^ef fieient of de te rmination,
( Table E # In regression terms, the. square of the
correlation oo-effiaient is an estl,mte of the proportion of 
variance in the dependent variable (say, Y | that is accounted 
for by the. regression of Y, on one or more independent variables» 
When Oapital and labour are both considered jointly 
as faotora of manufacturing production^ the aquai^ of the 
multiple correlation QO-effioient (# ) as given in. Table 
provides explanation for the percentage of variation in the 
produot» For all the years under consideration for India, the 
value of ranged between 0*91 and 0*95# It seems therefore 
that about. 91 to 95 per cent of the variation coiÆd be explained 
by the two Variables, Oapital and labour* In the case of the 
manufaeturiiig production in H*K*, the proportion of variance
explained /
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explained by them two factors is still higher * being about 
9? to 98 per oeat#
Singly,, Oapitalthe more powerful of the independent 
variables was, for the year 1948 in India,.-capable of explaining 
about 90 per cent of the variation
(ooeff of correlation 7^^ - 0#9E66)#
Labour alone was capable of explaining SB per cent of the 
variation in the product*
The proportion of unexplained variance obviously 
is very smll ranging between 4 to 8 per cent»
We had also used the figures given for the ‘number 
of man-hours worked’ as representing labour, instead of ’the 
average number of persons employed’» The man-hours refer to 
the hours worked by wage-earners alone* The hours worked by 
salary earners and other wo rice rs could not be obtained* On the 
basis of this data# Production function was fitted and the values 
of the parameters so obtained are given in Table (S*5)»
, A striking feature of t W  production function has been
the fluctuation of the values of the constant h in the equation
P ^ h 1^ 0^ , from year to year, (Table » This
fluctuation is not restricted to Indian manufacturing industries 
alone, but the mnufacturing industries of U*K*, and many
other countries as ivell indicate such behaviour* Ordinarily, 
this constant h should denote the product that could be derived
from /
es
from one %lt of labour working with one unit of oapital. But 
it is unlikely that this product qould differ considerably from 
year to year in ,miy aount.ry* Attempting to reason for this 
fluctuation, it was desire^ to calculate the standard error of 
this constant h or preferably log h*
Our Production function is P - h 1^
In other words,
» k (log L - log Î ) 1 j (log G(log 1 - log 1)
^  ___
and ^  log h ^ log P
log 0)
k log L - j log O'
log 1 log 0
- j %  
- 2
A:,low, let log P « ^  Î
then we have log h - ^
Hence I (log h) «î J/^ ^  4 (k) ^ ij)
Neoassary substitutions for ^  and ^  
may now conveniently be' made* We adopted this formula for 
calculating the variance of log h and obtained the following 
table#
TABLE E *16
India 1949 
1980 
U.K. 1949 
1948
log h
2*1638
1*3315
2*8026
3*7006
Var (log h)
3*828
4,782
0,587
8*6, (log h)
1,956
2,186
0.766
6 9  -
. , , The above table shows that log h has a very large 
B#o* fçr India» it is apparent, the s*e* of log h being 
quite large I- all the values of log h oould be contained 
within one standard error range# Tima, the values of log h 
for different years are n?t significantly different from each 
other*
The same is true for the mannfaetaring Industries 
of Ü*ÏC* The standard error here is also proportionately quite 
large and the values of log h obtained for the years 1948 
and 1949 are not sigidfloantly different from each other#
In view ofvBuch large error attached to log h 
and hence to It, it would perhaps be more convenient to express 
the production equation in the original form»
log P 5Ï log P > k (log L ^ log I ) 4* j (log 0 - log 0) 
low, log P * log^^ where ^ i s  the geometric mean of P’s 
similarly loglL # and log 0 #
log ï> « l o g ^  * k 3-og
' & /
values of ^  , tlie geometrlo ms ana
of Pfodnot, Labour and Oapital 0_o not differ eon side rably from 
year to year and also ths s»e* attaehed to is veiy small*
Therefore, it would perhaps be more eonvenient to work 
oat tde Prodnotioa funotioa witd __L ajid _jQ l ie# the ratio
of / ■ ^
of the Variables to their respective geometric means, rather 
than the variables as they are*
TABLE 8^17
W
F  (HAflO OF w m i m  TO VAIOT ADDED)
IVheat Flour 
Hloe-mllling 
Bisc ul t-nialsing
Fruit and Vegetable Prooessing 
Sugar
Distlllerleg and Breweries
Stareh
Vegetable Oils 
Paints and Varnishes 
S0£®
(Banning;
Oement
Glass and Glassware 
Geramies
Plywood and ïeaehôsts 
Paper and Paperboard,
Matohes
Ootton Textiles 
Woollen Textiles 
Jute Textiles 
Ghemieals _
A1♦ Ou and Brass 
Iron and Steel 
Bioyoles 
Sewing ïïîaehlnes 
General 2!ng* and 
Eleetrioal Bng*
1948
0,36
0,89
0.32
0*16
0.38
0,38
0,54
0*42
0.88
0.21
0*58
0*35
0,79
0,74
0,37
0,54
0,38
0,51
0,42
0,62
0,39
0*58
0*66
1949
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,43 
'',72 
*34 
.38 
*41 
80 
,54 
,51 
,83 
,22 
,48 
0,39 
0*87 
0,67 
0,41 
0,51 
0*46 
0*78 
0,61 
0.87 
0,44
0.47
0*71
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I30W proceed to ooheider the mai**ginal productivities 
of labour aad Oapital* fe ' had’eeeu earlier that the marginal 
productivities of labour and capital are reapectively,
* P/L k and _P J  j.
The following tables illustrate the marginal productivities 
of labour and capital for some of the years under consideration 
for both India and
TABLE Eâ8  ^ '
INDIA (Rupees)
■
Year '
1
1 P/Lk
1 ! 
1 p/sj j
Average Annual 
wages per. ■ 
worker
1947
i
1 762,6 j 0,84 j ; 801*2
1948 1 448*2 1 0,46 1 ^ 9?6*D ' :
i 1949 i 834,9 ■ !  0,81 1 : 1051.4 ; !
: 1950 I 670,5 ! 0,27 ! ■ 1054*6
TmiB 2 ‘19
U.K., (Pounds). •
j Year
1 .
j P/I,k
!  ' i
1 ■ P/0  ^ I '
Average Annual ; 
wages per 
worker
11948
{ ..........
; 374,9
1 i
! 3.88 !1 ' ; 011.9 i
11949
!
434,0 I 2#75 i ■: ' Î 324*5 ;
The striking feature in the above tables is that for
all /
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all the years mider considérât ion# the marginal produativity 
of labour for India is less than the animal wages»
whereas for n*K* » the marginal prodaotivity of labour is found 
to be greater than the wage-rate*. The (!k%) of labour was ves^ r 
low for the year 1948 for India, and the oorreaponding marginal 
produdtivity of Oapital wna quite higli* From the year
1949 to 1950# the has decreased and MBq has slightly
inofèased#' ‘ For N*ïC*-#- the has gone up In 1949 as compared-
to 1948 and the oorreaponding IlFo has deoreaaed#
Since in a perfect econoay# one would expect the 
wages to equal the marginal Productivity of Labour, the < 
wage-bill would naturally mount to k times the product where 
k is the exponent of Labour, in the production equation* In 
the case of Indian manufacturing $ we have already observed that 
the MP|, was less than the wage-rate; therefore the fraction 
that the total wage bill bears to product (value added) will 
coriespondingly be greater than k # Therefore from table (8*10)
we find that in general# W has been.greater than k for nearly
■F - -
all the years for India» On oonslderiiig individual industries
as well and examining the table of W/P (Table 8*17) # It will 
also be seen tlmt, this fraction has been greater than k in most 
industries*
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The second five year plan si^ ggeets that during the 
years 1955-86 to 1960-61, the Ooverrment would aim at 
increasing the national income in the Factory enterprises by 
about 67 per cent# During the period, employment has been 
estimated to have increased by about 48 per cent # The rate of 
investment would be# as reported# roughly double of the first 
plan* The theoretical value of the output, on the basis of 
the production function, (with exponent of labour, k - 0*45 
exponent capital, j # 0*55) would be 0*45 log (1*48) f 
0*55 log 8 # 1*71 about 1#71 times its value at the beginning 
of the plan* On attributing a higher coefficient to capital, 
say 0*7 m%d corzêspondiï3gly a lower coeff to labour, say 0*3, 
we reach a still higher value of output, about 1*80 times* 
Therefore, a target of 67 per cent Increase in the value of 
output in the factory sector during the next five years appears 
quite a reasonable estimate*
— 73a,
Since this thesis had already been prepared, a paper 
entitled ’Production function for Indian Industry’ by Murti 
and Sastry has appeared in Economatrioa Vol. 25# No2, April, 
1957* In this paper, the estimates of the parameters of the 
production function are based oh the averages per firm in each 
industry^ and are therefore different from the computed 
parameters in the present text* However, the paper, on the 
whole, shows that Gobb-Douglas production formula does furnish 
a desoription of the product of Indian manufacturing.
lAED. LABOtm AMD PRODUOTIVI'II
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leMi Xa*bour a^i BrodaotlTltj
A lù»#!#" i....     . i, A ,*,e I'l^,
i’he Brodaation equation oaa as well' be used la relatioa 
to the agrloultiaraX oatpat# la the. agrieultarai sector, besides 
the working populatloa^ the moat important factor of production 
is land# We assume that it is only land and labour that 
together produce agricultural products#
3?ho production formula in this case may be stated ae
where, B ^ total product; ^  # Agricultural labour;
I/' m land yl ** elasticity of Production w#r#t$
labour elasticity of Production Wir#tiland
and h « constant#
fh© general elasticity of product w#r#t*' labour in 
the agricultural sector is found to be 0#5# In the ^Eeonondes 
of I960?, Oolin Olark states that, ?Xn a diminishing ret urns 
industry# the wag© of the agricultural labourer would, in the 
long period be more or less adjusted to hie marginal productivity, 
which-should be about half of the average productivity per head 
of the whole agriculturally occupied population* #
Dr# flntner (économe trie à, April, 1941) obtained a 
production equation, using data from Messrs, Bayer and Xandsburg 
brought up to. date by department of Agricultural statistics
for /
for # e  period -19B0«41#-
His ogaatioB was
^ 8 #77# OttOBd 4 0#0087 ^4- 0^8644
where %//% log of agriouitural Brodiiotion#
4^ log of Imploymenti
^ log of Capital#' - . . " ,
and * time in years v
jhi unexpected deduotion from this equation, however|: 
is that a Ipsa of 1 per cent In the labour force causes a fall 
of about per cent in the output# It should be mentioned |Jr ; 
here that i#e# log (EK^loyment) had bepn falling throughfÿk 
the period under consideration»
fills certainly conflicts with the concept of 
diminishing returns ^ricultur©, so far as short run changes 
are concerned* fhia may be as Oolin Clark puts it, because 
American Agriculture is already seriously undarmanned In 
relation to its resources.
I
We now intend to frame an equation of the similar 
type for Productivity in the Indian agricultural sector * We 
could not obtain figures for both.area and yield for each 
individual district in India* The area figures of districts 
are, however# available for the year 1947 in the * Agricultural 
Statistics# detailed tables** But we could not make any use of 
these /
these figures qwi% to.the lack of figures^for 'yield* or 
'production* * - Oîîly, the estima tea'of 'Area under Bfinoipal 
props' and the 'Produotioii; of Brinoipal Props* for each 
individual State in India were obtainable from a Government 
publication for the year 19bp#ël#\ We utilised the 1951 Pensas 
figures in the Agricultural' Olass to represent the labour 
We included both self-supporting persons and the working 
dependents (according to their secondary occupation) in the 
agricultural sector in this category#
Oonaldering figures:for 10 Am jor states of India, 
m  obtained the production equation as followss-
P » 1*0054 U  0*6753 // 0*1940
.where B - Bro duct ion of Brinc.ipal Props #
ÙC Actual working population in Agriculture# 
and // *« Area under Principal Props
The Productivity in the agricul tu ml sector, however, 
follows the X m  of diminishing ret urns and, therefore, it is not 
surprising to find the sum of the exponents of l/i and in?the 
above equation to be 0#8#95 i#e# <  / # The omission of other 
Important factors like Capital, management, etc# might, as well 
be attributed for the sum of the exponents being less than 1 #
The /
Estimates of Area and Production of Principal Crops in India, 
1950-1951*
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The equation suggests Xhat aor.iesponcling to I per 
cent iaoroase In agrlohltwal labour, agrioul tarai land 
remaining eouBtant, -the output will increase by 0*67 per 
.cent, whereas if the land was Increased by 1 per cent# the 
labour remaining eons tant, the output would increase by only 
0*19 per cent* f :
The existing over-populat ion in the. Agrieul tural i 
sector can hardly allow the agricultural labour to increase , - 
for better produetioni the high value of the exponent of 
labour may be due to the absence of other factors like Oapltal
and equipment which, when brought into consideration, might :
' ' ■ ' ' , - ' 
reduce the exponent of labour considerably. -
The argument of Pr# Tintnor regarding -selective'
labour might as well bê applied in the ease of India# However#
the figures are not adequate enough to enable us to justify
■ ■'
m y  conclusion#
There seem to be very high eorrelatlona existing 
among the variables undbr consideration#
% 0*8B0
0*785 
« O*01B
The significantly high correlation co-efficient 
(0*918) between land and labour should be taken note of in this 
connection*
Supplement to Chapter II«
(i)
We have, in computing’ the production function for Indian 
manufacturing, considered as the total number of persons 
employed* In an article by Dutt, Sankhya, ¥ol 15s Bart 4 on 
the same topic, some modification has been suggested» In all 
industries v/orkers are not homogeneous. It is desirable that 
men, women and children workers are to be considered separately.
For homogenity in the measure of L, women and children workers are 
to be converted into equivalent male workers by using the efficiency 
factors. Average number of working day is taken to be
8 hours. Butt has estimated the average number of workers on the 
basis of 365 days, which has however reduced the weightage of the 
number of equivalent male workers. In computing the production 
function for the year 1950# we have calculated on the basis of 
260 days which is the average number of working days in all industries 
reported in the census of Manufactures for the year.
Thus, L sa M 4- 4^ W  4- ^  0 + 8
8 X 260
M C3 total number of Man-hours worked by men in an industry.
W  = total number of hours worked by women in an industry.
G = total number of hours worked by children in an industry.
B  as average nmnber of salaried staff.
Measures of the efficiencies of female and children workers are
I .taken to be 2/3 and f-
Thus ( M + 2/3 W + & G ) represented the average number of
8 X 260
workers on the basis of 260 days, îîo such correction could be made 
for salaried workers as the data for the number of man-hours v/orked
in this BGGtor is not available. It is assumed that the salaried 
workers are employed through out the year.
Using the above oonoept of labour ( L)^  total productive 
capital employed (C) and the value added by manufacture ( P), 
we derived the production function for the year 1950 UG»
0.5526 0,4216
74,697 L 0
From table 2.2  ^it will be seen that when L was considered only as 
the total number of persons employed, the production function for 
the year 1950 was
0.4074 0.5650
21.777 L 0
Thus, the share of labour has increased slightly in the modified 
formula.
Butt’s values are different from the values of exponents 
given in &able 2.2 due to the fact that the methods adopted were 
different.
Butt's estimates of exponents k & j in formula
1946II 0.7725 5 0.2326
( 19471 0.5704 J  0.4954
( il)
We now refer to an article on’production functions for 
Indian Industry' by V.H.Murty and T.K.Sashtry in Bconometrioa 
Vol. 25 j  Ho. 2 , April 1957* I» this article, Murty & Sashtry 
have adopted for the Indian industry the theory put forth by 
Marschak and Andrews in an Essay on ” Random Simultaneous Equations 
and the theory of production”, Econometrica Vol 12, July-Oot 1944, 
Here the profit maximizing principle is involved.
Considering the firms producing the same ™
Considering the firms producing the same commodity, let us 
denote by the annual physical output , the man-power and
the capital of the firm respectively. Correspondingly  ^ ,
and t>^  mean the price of the firm's product, the wage rate and the 
interest rate it pays. The firm's revenue will be denoted by ,
its pay roll by y  , and its annual interest charges by .
i.e. ; Xj j:>j (a)
The following four functions are postulated.
(b) , the production function
(c) ' Yo f the revenue function
(d) Cx,') 9 the outlay function of labour
(e) ^ 9 the outlay function of interest
We further have the following definitions
(f) ^  S - IjS (K, and oC are the elasticities of outputO X.0t •
(g) : f$3dt* . 2 ^  w.r.t capital and labour
/ \ y
(h) ySo -
The firm's profit is defined as
C) /F = y-o' y,-f^
To make the profit a maximum
(d) & (k) - "
By use of definitions (f) to (h) , the equations (j) & (k) 
can be rewritten in the form
/ 3 .  y.oC- ' / 3 f  y .  = o
^  (m)
/S.-
For statistical manageability the case will be tried in which 
the elasticities defined in (f), (g) & (h) are all independent of
This gives the relationships (b),(c),(d) and (e) the form,
/Ü-
/^ / ' ^  . X' - h  ' ■■
f di* ^
then the relation between the T'a may be written as ^  ^  ^ ...
Vurti and Sashtry have attempted to evaluate by the usual method 
of least squares the parameters of the equation (q)« The elasticities 
obtained by them are not the physical elasticities of output and , 
but and corrected for the degree of imperfection in the
respective markets.
Tear ÊÎSSÜ?!?*
1951 0.59  0 .4 0
1952 0.53 0.50
Here also , the salues of exponents differ from our calculation in 
that the methods adopted are completely different.
(Ill)
We now proceed to state briefly the econometric model 
adopted by C.K.Palvia in his book on development planning in India.
On assumption of Cobb-Douglas functions for productivity for both 
agricultural and non-agricultural sectors and also with the aid of 
certain supply and demand equations , Palvia has attempted to 
build up certain targets for aggregate national Income and some 
other objectives of economic policy.
Production function for agriculture , ^
a, : a /
L^\ - agricultural product
m working population in agriculture 
y\ m land potential
Production function for non-agriculture o
~ ^  a- ^ 3.
A, - working population in non-agricultural sector
- non-agricul tural product 
C 2, - capital
( The labour elasticity of output which Palvia has arbitrarily 
adopted appears to be very high. Our computations for the 
manufacturing sector in India suggest a much lower value of 
elasticity for labour) y
Where - price of agricultural product
P2 " price of non-agricultural product
V  - National Income
By appropriate choice of units , is taken as unity
U,p, f  y  5
Wage levels are given by  ^ "3
and T z  = T
and z K  which normally varies between i and 1
according to relative preferences for agricultural and non-agricultural 
work.
Demand is a function of income and the relative price level. 
Henoe demand for agricultural product is r ^  ^
In
%
L terms of elasticities Li^  : ^
-  —  . . p. A* . Xî
■F» ' ■■
Substituting the values of P, and T in the equation
Sg is obtained after simplification as a function of n and oS C^ ,
Therefore, with the data supplying values of
and with known varuables a,n, and c^ , it is possible to estimate 
a^  , a^ , and consequently and T.
(iT)
In the November, 1957 issue of the quarterly Journal of 
Eoonomios E.H. Phelps Brown has discussed some of the implications 
of the Cobb-Dougles functions • We shall presently utilise his 
methods in our study of Indian manufacturing.
Let ^ P  be the sum of all reported net product , £_L be the 
sum of the persons employed and £.0, the total productive 
capital. The average number of Employees per unit capital 
« ^ ^Buid the average net product per unit capital - *
In any industry i, with actual labour force capital and 
net product ^ , the ” expected” labour force is 
and the ”ezpeoted ” net product is Figure ( )
shows ratios of the type^ . C  -
^  "  Z P  ' t a c  — z u
Unlike Aelps Brown's analysis which relates to Australian
manufacturing , our data do not give much evidence for a
systematic relation. However, we have fitted a regression
equation to our data for the year 1950 and the regression
A
line is given by T » 0.5^1 X - 3.31 Pig 4 a
s.e (0.166)
Where T « percent excess of actual over expected net product
X - Percent excess of actual over expected labour force
The slope of the regression line tells us that between one 
industry and another, a one percent increase in the intake of 
labour per unit of capital generally went with an increase of 
0 . 5 8  of 1 percent in the corresponding net value product.
However, it was found, owing ^rhaps to lack of any 
systematic relationship among industr^^stthat the regression 
coefficient was associated ?/ith a large standard error.
Whether this coefficient has the same economic meaning as the
as the labour elastioity of output in the Douglas -Cobb 
equation is another question. But we have already seen that the 
later coefficient ( which was 0.41 for the year 1950) too had 
a large standard error of the order 0.15* Phelps Brown contended 
that the values of P,L and G given by the Censuses of production 
for an array of industries were likely to be so much correlated 
that little reliance could be placed on the coefficients of a 
Cobb-Douglas function. He further states that the frequency with 
which the exponents k and j sum to near unity, would follow from 
a predominating tendency of P, L and C to vary in the same proportion 
between one industry and another.
It is time now to discuss why the coefficients j & k of the
k î 'Cobb-Douglas equation P ■= h L varied so greatly from year to
year in the case of Indian manufacturing ( table 2.2) When we take
into account the standaMerror associated with the estimates of
these elasticities, we will notice that the existing variation is
as one would expect normally. The average value of k for the six
years, 1947 to 1952 is 0.3448. The average standard error for
these years is 0.17*j^ ^^ Therefore of the K values would be
expected to lie with^ t^he range 0.34 - 0.17 » Four out of six
of our observed values of k lie within this range. Again, the
avQMge valu© of j for tâe six years, 1947 to 1952 is 0,6555»
the average s.e is . Here also, we find that 2/3rds of our
observations lie with/the range 0.65 - 0.18.
That the capital elasticity should be high, on an average 
seems quite natural for a country having adequate labour and 
shortage of capital.
It will be seen that between the year 1948 to 1951» total 
productive capital employed in the 29 manufacturing industries 
covered by the census increased by 47^ * Even after making - 
corrections for the price changes, this percentage stood at 35*
Whereas, the"value added ” figure increased by only 9*4^ *
Employment on the other hand, seems to have declined from 1.7 
million to 1.6 million^
Since the percentage increase in capital in most industries 
was very great , the capital elasticity of output for most of the 
years has remained quit© high.
The fluctuation in the values of k and j could also be 
explained due to the lack of any stable economy in Indian manufacturing. 
We have already seen, while utilising just the summary figures for 14 
industries in the United Kingdom, that the estimates of k and j 
remained nearly the same for the years 1948 and 1949 Euid that they 
were associated with very small standard errors. Our studies therefore 
suggest that Indian manufacturing industries have not yet reached 
a stag© wher© we could freely adopt a production function and make 
estimates or targets of our output.
Industries,
Table ( )
India 1950
Bercent Excess of.iS%il Percent Excess of. ,£ g W
1. l%@at flour "41.9 "54.9
2. Rice milling -59.3 +45-3
3. Biscuit making 4"64.9 “13.3
4. Fruit Weg, processing '*22*3 —46 « 1
5. Sugar —0.1 -10.0
6. Distilleries & Breweries —4I # 8 -45.6
7- Starch -38.8 -12.3
B. Vegetable Oils -69; 8 -52.8
9* Paints & Varnishes + 8*3 "55.4
10. Soap “7.7 "71.t
11, Tanning “5.9 —8.4
12. Cement —16.3 "55.9
13. Glass & Glass-Ware "12.3 +85.8
14* Geramiirs +24.1 +89.2
15* Plywood & Tea Chests -27.2 —24.2
16. Paper & Paper Board -27.7 —43.2
17 « Eatches +213.7 +101.5
18, Cotton Textiles +11.3 +19-7
19. Woolen Textiles +49 ♦ 4 —6,0
20. Jut© Textiles + 38.3 +66.6
21. Chemicals -17.2 —42 • 8
22. Al,cu & Brass "26.8 —42 - 7
23* Iron & steel +5-5 ”44.2
24* Bicycles +41 * 9 “23.3
25» Sewing machines +7.6 -16*5
26, Electric Lamps "46,9 -61.4
27* Electric Fans "7*1 ”21.6
28, Gen Eng.& Elect Eng, -2,2 +2.1
Percent Excess 
of actual over 
expected net product.
F U  4a.
100.
ïib.581 .Î-3.3I
s.e.a 0.166)
Percent Excess of 
actual over 
Expected Labour Force
-/oo -ao -60 '4o -20
OHABTER I I I
A S T W  OF ÏRBMPS II EmLOYMtSMT 
II RILA'flOI TO THE VOLUME OP PRODUOTIOM
la. 1946-, ’bhQ nanibei' of persoas earning livelihood 
in the 39 manufaotaring industries covered by the Census of 
Manufactures’ In India m s  1,,514.,38S.. Of tteser, about I.»4 million 
were wage^earners.* and the remainder were salary earners and 
o'iiier workers. By 1951,» the auaiber of persons engaged in 
manufacturing industry had grown to 1)692jVOOj i«e. by 11#1 
per cent* However) it will be seen that there has not been a 
steady increase in this number e%a,ged in industry during the 
intervening years*
TABLE 3*1
Mo* of persons ,
Year employed - - -
1946 1)814,382
1947 1,632,516
1948 1)704,230
1949 1,688,186
I960 1,632)483
1951 1)682)700
In the year 1948, a prosperous year, the number of 
persons eiuployed in manufacturing .reached a peak value of 1,7
million* After that till 1950, there was a decline in
employment and in 1951, there was a slight increase.
Within /
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tithiîi fîiaîiufaotOTi%^  Itself there were some 
noteworthy changes In the composition of employaient # 
Wagè«*e‘ax"iiera/whose numbers rose by ( per cent between
1946 anU 1951» lost some ground, to salaried and other workers 
whose jobs inoreaaed by (^1#1 ) per cent* The relative rapid 
growth of salaried workers re fleets the growing import anee of 
supervisory I teehnieal and elerieal fmietiqns in the manufaeturiiig 
process*
TABÎIÊ 5 *B
Persons other than 
wage-*earn6rs as 
percent age of 
Year wago-^oarners
1946 9*E
1947 9*8
1948 10*8
1949 10*7
1950 11*8
i Tear
1
1 ■ lumber of 
i Wag#'# earners
Worker a 
other thaa 
wage-earaera
j
1Î
; 1)387,010 187,378 !' i
: 1M7 1 ' 1,486,598 145,924 1
1 1948 1 1,545.6551 158,578 i
1 1949 1 1,588,846 168,940 1
j 1950 1 1,468,334 164,149 j
1951 1,478,473 154,287 j
We now trace the growth of product turned out by the 
factory employees during the period 1946 to 1951* Bet?/een these 
years, production rose by 17*8 per cent; the number employed as 
we have already seen only increased by 11 #1 per cent# The 
increase in production has been more steady during this period
However, like the volume of employment, the course 
of output fall during the years 1949 and 1950 and again it 
exhibited an upward trend from the year 1961 * Between 1949 and 
1950, it will be seen that the drop in output has been less 
severe than the drop in e#loyment#
Owing to relatively slow lucre as e in employment as
compared /
81 **
CO neared to increase in output duriiig the. period 1946-5X» there 
haa been a steady decline in the general index of employaint 
p.er unit of product* This ratio between employaient and output 
fell from a value of 111 per cent in 1947 to 94*7 per cent in 
1961 (baae 1946 # 100) fqr the year, 1949, the index of
J 1 ■ :
employment per unit of product was observed to be slightly 
higher than that of the previous year# The Oensue of 
Manufactures provides data for the man-hours worked by the 
wagOi^  earners for individual indus trie a under consideration* 
like the employment output ratio, the ratio of man-#hours to 
output also declined smoothly during the period 1946-51.
(Table 6*7)*
Signifiosiic© of decline in unit labour requirement a
The reduction of labour per unit of product, measured 
in man-hours m  well aa men employed reflects some change in 
the process of manufacture, conations of work or material 
means of production* Since w© do not posseS8 adecxuate data for 
a long period, we can hardly make any statement conclusively * 
The steady progress of the country towards industrialization 
may have been one of the many reasons for the drop in labour 
requirements per unit of product*
A part of the changes might be attributed to the 
increase in capital investment* The net book value of capital 
investmeat /
U B
Inyestmemt (fixed 4 working capital) used in mamufaotaring 
rose from Rb 3,668 million to Ea 7,130 million# The Oapital 
assets per worker thus Increased from He S4SS to over Rs 4837$ 
Price increases might have accounted for a part of this rise 
but even after allowing for this, we would notice considerable 
rise in the net value of capital investment per worker* lot 
much can be said, however, regarding the Increased efficienoy 
of labour# feny of the changes may have been due to improvement 
in the quality of machinery and equipment*
The re are a variety of influences thus affecting 
the ratio of labour to output which are beyond direct, 
measurement* This ratio Is perhaps a readily computed simple 
index for all the change a* It ia not alone a measure of 
change in cffioioncy of labour, nor of any single factor of 
production* It gives the sum total,of all the influences that 
have been affecting the change in production.
Trends among major industries
we now proceed to study the changes in some of the 
major industrial groups# Cotton Textiles which accoanted for 
about 43^ of the employed population in manufacturing in 1946, 
only shared 39^ 1 of the total employees in 1951# In jute . 
Textiles too the corresponding percentage of employees fell 
from 81*1 to 17*1* This has been presumably due to wider scope 
ot /
#* 03
of employaient in other profitable Industries like ohemioals. 
General Engineering and Sleetrioal Engineering*
3*4
1946 1951
I Per ee*it ; P$r oent i Per cent ' Per oeat 
lactijstr ie s  j employed : valae added employed value added
t iiilp'iit JTHftli Ilf* ' 'II r II lyi '* #■! \n »# ,II  A w m if#?, mu» ■.
[ H i 00 r a i l l i i i g  I,
1 (
3#8 0 * 7 2*6 , 0f5
1 Sugar 1
Ï ■
6*8 3 * 7 > , 7*1 j Ô #6
i Vegetable Oils 1
I !
B#4 i 3*5 3*3 1#5
i Cotton Textiles } 4 8 * 9 ! 46*0 ■i 39*2 , 41 #4
f i 
s Jute Textiles |
i ' i
81  #1 ; 17*5 i  1 7 * 1  !
s' 1
15 #4
S
^ Chemicals { 1*7 1 . 3*3 ; 8#8 i
: i
4#B
1. f
i Iron and Steel î 4 * 8 ; 7* 6 4 # 7  1 7*6
S ;
! General Eng, and 
Ï Eleqtrioal Eng#; 7 * 4 ; 8*3
i ^
9#1 8 . 4
Whan measured in terms of value added by manufacture,
the Textile Indwtries too lead the clasaification* The 
percentage share of the total value added in the Cotton Textiles 
in 1946 was 46*0 whereas it dropped to 41*4 in 1951* In Jute 
Textiles too the corresponding percentage fell from 17*5 per 
oent to 15*4 per cent #
In /
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In terms of value added.* the Iron and Steel industry 
has a çantly idgher relative oontributlon than la the
ease of employmnt #
Trends in Employment per imit of Pro duet
Prom 194? onward » the mumher of wo rkers employed 
in making a unit of product declined in many of t h e  industries 
for which we hare information /7%
The change in employment per unit between 194? and 
1951 range over a wide scale* In the sewing mâohlnes' 
industry* the index of employment per unit of product fell 
from a value'of B #  #5 in 194? to only 48*? in 1951* In
ahemioals* the aorresponding index s h o w e d  a significant
'
dealin© from 184#? to 5?*4. In faints and Varnishos, on the 
other hand, the index seems to rise steadily from a value of 
110*8 in 194? to #8^0 in 1951*
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TA B LB  8 * 5
1947 1948: 1949
Y E A R  B 
1950. 1951
General Index 
Sugar 
Paints and 
Varnishes 
Gement 
Glass
Plywood and 
Teao heats 
Paper and 
Paperboard 
Matches
Gotten Textiles 
Woollen 
Textiles 
Jute Textiles 
Ohémioals 
Al*| Gu 
(Eon-ferrous 
Metals)
Steel 
(Ingots end 
Metals for 
Oasting) 
Bioyolea 
BewlEig Mchines 
lleetrio lamps 
Eleotrio fans 
General Bng* ê 
Eleotrioal isng
1 97#B;
I 9 7  # 6 !
I  '  :
! 100i5i
t
1 0 8  i  4 :  
I l 6 i 5 -
■ s 
93i0i 
100 i7; 
7 1 . 6 '
1 0 5 4 7 ' 1 0 5 * 0 ( 1 1 7 * 2  
1 0 5 * 8 | i l 2 0 i 848;
80* 6|: 
1 3 6  i 3 ; i  
3 9 * 5 ! '
7 S i 8 i  8 7 * 2  
1 6 9 * 5  2 0 7 * 2  
1 0 9 . 5 * '  1 2 6 , 9
5 8 , 3 ; . *  9 1 , 4 !  8 1 , 0 !  1 8 5 , 4 ;  1 2 0 , 5
’ 1 0 2 * 7 5 1 2 4 , 4
1 9 5 2  1 9 5 3  1 9 6 4
1 2 8 * 9
1 6 1 * 9
■ I
8 3 * 8 |
2 2 9 , 8
1 0 3 , 5
1 3 5 * 8 1
1 3 9 * 9 1
1 4 6 * 5  I 
1 0 9 , 2  i
83,5j 
245,11 
260,8!
5 , 9  
2 8 5 . 1
1 5 4 , 0 1 1 0 4 * 1 1 1 3 2 , 3  !
87*8;
1 1 3 * 0 !
9 5 * 8 !
96*6!
* 7 {  
9 6 * 7 i
' 9 2 * 4 !
1 2 9 * 4 !
1 0 9 * 0 1
74*iI
100*21
1 5 8 , 5 !
9 6 . 5 ;
1 8 7 , 8  
9 9 , 7 !
7 7 , 6 3
8 4 * 8 ;
1 9 4 , 3 1
1 0 3 , 4 !
1 2 7 * 0 !  1 4 0 * 3 1  
9 1 . 1 ,  l o i * 3 |
66 Î. 9 ,  6 5  * 5  j 
7 6 * %  8 0 * 4  
2 2 9 , 0 '  8 6 0 * 2  
1 0 6 , 9 ?  1 1 4 * 4
1 2 9 * 7 1 
1 5 0 , 1 !  
1 1 3 * 8 j
6 1 * 4 !
8 7 , 4 |
3 8 8 , 8 1
1 0 0 , 9
1 3 1 * 8 1
1 5 0 , 0 !
1 1 9 , 9 1
7 1 , 3 |
7 9 * 8 1
5 1 7 . 7 !
9 0 , 5 }
. 5
1 2 8 . 4  
1 2 3  , 3
7 4 , 3
8 5 * 2
, 4
1 2 5 , 8
9 7 . 1 ;  9 7 * 1 1 1 0 4 * 6 !  I l l , 2 '  1 1 6 . 0 1 1 2 2 , 0 !  1 1 6 , 5 1  1 3 0 , 2
} 7 4 * 1 !
I 9 5 , 7 !  
I 9 0 , 9 ;  
1 4 4 * 9
I i s  9 5 * 2
1 2 9 * 0 !
3 2 7 * 1 1
1 1 3 * 9 !
1 6 3 * 0 !
1 4 9 * 9 !
; î
2 4 0 , 0  2 6 5 , 9 }  
5 0 4 * 7  7 2 6 , 4 }  
1 7 6 , 3  1 9 1 , 3 |  
1 6 2 , 1  1 7 5 * 4  1 9 2 , 5 1
4 6 8 , 2 :  6 1 4 . 6 !  
817,61019.8; 
8 5 7 * 3 :  2 4 3 * 6 ;  
1 7 7 . 1  1 8 0 . 9 !
8 6 6 , 3  I 
1310,2) 
2 8 4 , 4 }  
2 1 6 * 4 !
s
1 3 6 . 6 1 6 7 . 2  2 0 3 , 1  2 6 5 , 7 !  2 3 3 , 0  2 5 8 , 7 ,  3 1 9 , 3
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ÎABLS S '6
IMDB% Of . Sm,OYMSW.. IM
I II
1949 1950 !
i General Index 10?*8[ lis,5 111,2i 107 ,7.) 107,8 i 108,8 i
j Sagav 103♦ 4[ 109,7 119,811 134*li 127 ,9 1 133,6 i
1 Paints ancL. Varnishes ; 114.*4| ISO ,:2 } 125.41 121 ,8i 132 ,6 i127 .1 ;
i Oemeat : 135 ,9 133,:11 161,4} 16.2,8! 211 ,8 1178 .0 :
i Glass ■ 113«4 j 118 ,3; 109,7 1 112 *2? 112 .1 i117 ,7 ;
j Plÿwo.ofl. sad : 1
1 l’eaehests 113 ♦8i 119*.7 i 120,7f 125 ,4: 157,6i 168 ,9 ;
j Paper and .1 , ! î
I Paperhoard i 103 .4! ■ 94,81 95.5! 103 ,5Î 100 f6 ; 92 .5 !
f Matohes 119 131,3 1 132.9 i 123♦ 6; 1.17#4: ï 125#4r f
1 Gotten Sextiles | 10? *3 ! 110 ,31 107 .3 i 99,1; 101 #5 1 105 il !
! Woollen Sextiles I 100.31 97 ,.4 99,3! 92 ,4 ; 85éS î 94#0 ï
i 9ut©;.Sextiles | 102»6 105,0! 100*81 95^ *6; 09#8 ç. 91il l
}■ o.heiàleals. j 128*li 129,5 !123,0 j 137 .s; 149 #8 !.164$6 I
i l#n, and Steel 104»4j 102 *9! 106,51 108,6! 109 il!
l Biojroles 1 107 129».lî 136*2 i 16,5»2! 194î? : 254 i
} Sewing Sfaoliines | 233 ,11 252».7| 269*11 291*3' 853#9! 352#8 i
! Eleotrio leaips | 139 ,4 ! 165♦3 i187*0 1 19,7,7 211 248 .5 i
i Sleetrie fans ! 117»?! 125*.7\ 111,2I 111 .2; 103,ij ; 95#1 t
1 Général Bng, and | i i
i lllset» Engineering | 108,8| 124 ,6 ; 124.6j 129 ,2: 136 *4 .187 #s ;
IIDES OF , aCPLOmîlliMÏ . PJ2R - W I Ï OF FROBÏÏO Ï
     ----- -  ‘
-riao)
QBmml înâex
Sugar 
Palate atiâ 
Tarniahôgi
0ement 
Plywooa & 
ïTeaeWsts 
Paper mcl
Paperboard 
Match© s
Oottoa ïïextiXas
#00ilea 
Textiles 
Jut© Textiles 
Ohemioaie 
Biojol©8 
Sewiug Machinas 
Electric lamps 
Electric fans 
General .Eng# & 
Elect# Eng*
m*h
m*h#l
1947 I 1948 [ 1949
s
1 1950 ; 1951 { 196B
110*9 1 103.7 ! ■ 105*3 i1 103.8 i 91.9 !\84• 4
(107*3)1 (100,0):1( 98.3)i( 90,3) U 88*9)1
105*9 !■ 94,1 ! 110.4 j. 126*7 r 108,8 i 8g*6.
110,8 ! 139,3 !Î, 185.7 I 167*3 ! 183.0 \161 *6
(106.1)! (133*4);i (145*5);: (168.7:) \ Î
144.7 i
1
133,1 :
i
; 118,4 1
! • I
95*6 i 101.9 i
( f
77#6
195*1 1 130.9 j 149*0 J 146.8 ! I S O * ?  !
1  1
i09 #6
117,7 I 103*5 iI 98*0 !.100,7 1 80#8 1 7l #5
103.6 I 101,4 I; 103*9 ! 97 *3 1 8S#6 I 85#6
118*0 1 101.1 1 107*6 ; 108*7 1 100,11 98#5
(108,0)i( 96,6)1; (103,1); ( 97.3)
113*8 1 131*4 ! 137,6 1 138.1 1 ISO.9 i155*5
106*3 Î 104,7 j 118.8 I 184*4 1 111*6 1 104*E
134*7 s. 81.7'! 63,3 i 89,9 f 57,4 48 *5
145,4 1 100,0 1. 93*1 ! 69.S ! 75*8 g 66.6
343*5 : 77.3 J 65.8 i. 87*7 ! 48,7 I 45 *1
148*4 !■145.1 Î 111,3 1 113.1 1 110,4 ! 96 #6
81,3 ; 77*1 1 68*5 i 63,3 1 1 65 *4
114*3 ! 91*3 1 74*4; 63*6 1 61*S} 54*8
figiiree in parenthesis denote index of man-hour per unit of 
product#
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Interféraiatlon be Woei output and Employment
In many -iWu8t^#% - as will' W  seen in Chart (//) $ 
employment declined in relation to output# but the M n d  of 
divergenee between output and employment varied from industry 
to industry# By examining the separate series on employment 
and output (tables 5^6 Oîid 3*6) we can determine some of the 
relationships between these quantities* There la clear evldenee ^
that/ln industries with sharply rising output, the number - of ■ '
employees usually went up with rapid pace * The greatest ■ •
immaBBB in both employment and production oarne In thé Bicyclea^ 
and Sowing Machine Industries, A-relatively slow-growth in 
output was aooompanied by-lagging increase In employment* • The 
outstanding exception to the general correlation is the industry 
of faints and Varnishes which attained a substantial increase in- 
employment (index 111#4 in 1947 to 13^*6 in 1951)-while reducing- 
its output (Index 100#5 in 1947 to 87 #E in 1951)»-
The series of index-on employment per unit of product, 
when set beside those for output and number of workers, reveals 
some noteworthy features among major industrial groups* This 
new series is q^ uite meaningful for an interpretation of industrial 
developmeht* The bicycle and sewing macMne industries which 
ere outstanding for their increases in both output and employment 
are characterised by an unusually sharp reduction in employment 
per unit# The same tread is also noticeable in chemical 
industries # /
1951
Relation between log Index of Employment (H)and log Index of Phyoical Ouput (S)
(1946 - 1Ü0)
-0,575 + 1.295»
og Index 
•f Physical 
utput
2.4
2.2
Each point represents
2.0
1.8 L 
1.8 2.62.42.22.0
Log Index of Employment
a
n« 0,
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laatoei/Hea*' Xu l^ a'inta and on the other haiici^ r the
output of whi oh haa beeu falll% steadiljr be two eu theae years 
in spité of growth la 0#loÿmentÿ the aeries on Employment per 
unit indicate a rising trend#' Gonsidering the Index of 
man^houre worked by wage**earners per unit of product,; we also . 
find a similar trend as in the case of employment per imit$
The general index of Man**honrs per unit of product declines 
from a value of 107#9 In 194? to 8&.S In 1951#
Employment I Output and related'ciaantitles
While changes in Output and Employment during the ;, 
period 1946^51 remained fairly' related^ Increases in output 
tended to be greater than the correspondis^ rise in employment* 
Ohart (5) gives the relation between the logarithms of indexes 
of employment and physical output for the year 1951* The 
findings suggest that the difference between growth in output 
and growth in employment was usually wider among rapidly growing 
industries than among the elow^growing ones * This is shown by 
the fact that the slope of the regression line fitted to the 
points in Chart (5) is greater than 45 degrees. The difference 
between rate of growth in output and employment is measured also 
by the decline of workers per unit# The decline was greatest in 
the sewing machine Industry, which is to be credited also with 
relatively large expansions. In output and employment, ■
Îh0 / , . . • '
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The oo-effioient of rank oorrelation between index 
of employment and of employment per unit of product is -0#29; 
and between index of output and of employment per unit of 
product is -0#81 (1951). The former co-efficient is so low 
that it does not differ significantly from zero*
The relations found above mey be checked by fitting 
regression lines to the logarithms of Indexes of eagployment and 
production (Chart 5)#
The line obtained was
log Q, » 0*&75 f 1 #295 log N - • - -
where Q • index of output for the year 1951
IT m index of Engployment for the year 1951.
The above equation may be transformed into
log ÎT • 0#575 - 0.29 5 K
and log /V » - 0.23
According to these results^ the relation between E  
and N Is SZerae , as is also the relation between ~ and
re#
Capital Assets
The Inter-relations among trends In employment, In 
output and in labour per unit of manufactured goods, bring into 
question /
aSÆRlL INDEX
Index of Production
Index of Oaplaynent
150
— . Index of âiplo/Bent 
per unit product
110
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qL^estion the rola plaaréâ. %  aàpital itoéstment. ojad. other fact ore 
of proàaetioxa*
A OTôllix]^ ’ etook of capital goode la one of the moano
hy which the level of ohtpat is raised*  fable (3*8) provides
the indexas of Bmploymenti Irodaction and Gapital (without 
correction for price cha%es) for the year 1950$ « . -
1950
,
HI *■■ 1— ^H|]M ^  11 l*|>, ■*!*
Index of
Index of; Index of }
Gapital 
(uncorrected for
iÈaplcyment Production;-■price changes)
Sugar* 154*1 105*0 Î 168.9
Paints and Varnishes 181*0 ! ■72*8 ! 386.3
dement ' 108*8 109*5 I 391*7
Plywood à  fa aches ts 125*4 ; 05*4 ■ 174.3 1
Pup or & paperboard ■ 108.6 I 102*7 1 374,3 I
Matches 123.6 ; 127*0 1 182.8 1
Cotton Sextiles 99.1' } 91*1 ; 155.3 i
Woollen Textiles r 9E.4- ! ' 66*9 ; 156.5 1
Jute Textiles ■ 96.6 I 76*8 ! 138.1 1
Chemicals 137-.3 1 229,0 I 313.8 j
Bicycles 16 6,2 1 240*0 i 322,4 !
Sewing Machines 391.3 1 504*7 i 284,1 i
Electric laj-ïips 197,7 ! 176*5 ; 487.7 1
i Electric fans 111.2 I 175*4 1 239,8 i
' General Eng, and : i
Elect* Eng* 129.3 ! 203*1 ! 23.0.4 ;
' iT.vi
It has already been mutioued before that employment 
rose in industries in which output also rose at ïdgh speed* If 
larger /
^ 92 , - / -
larger iacreasea in output have been associated with a rising 
volume of capital eguipaient, as is likely^ then, the growth of 
capital has ooinaided vd.th the,growth in employment* The capital 
data (given in Table S^B) tire uncorrected for price changes.
Yet, certain conclusions are obvious* The largest increases in 
employment over the period under consideration occurred in 
industries in which capital investment also rose most rapidly* 
Sewing Machines, Bicycles and General E%ineering and Electrical 
Emjineering stand out in this respect* Exceptions exist of 
course in Textile Industries where, In spite of increase of 
Oapit€>l Investment, employment has slightly decreased* Also, 
in the Paints and Varnishes Industiy, the growth in employment 
has been negligible compared to the rise in investment* Yet, the 
oo-refficlent of correlation remains impressIve the rank 
correlation between Index of employment and that of capital for 
the year 195Q being 0*65* The index of. capital was also fairly ' 
eori^elated with the index of productions (rank correlations ^ 0*5 ) 
Wa have seen that in the case of rapidly growing 
industries, there was better*^ thaxi'-average in employment and 
capital assets and impx^ossive inductions of labour per unit#
The industries that lagged pushing up output also fell behind 
in raising the number of workers and the stock-of Capital* low, 
we Intend bringing in two more variables ’wage costs’ and 
’value added’ per unit of product, and try to study if the ranks
of /
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of tholât mw m?Q la  any way oo^i'oXatoâ with the uaate of
the indioae of laboar, o # l t a l  and output that we lia\r© dlBOUsaed 
before#
f W  ranîcû of tWee iter# are tahutated la fable (3*9) 
Milton Frledmaa*# ^Method of ramke* (J*d#8#A# Deo# 1907, 
fp# 670-701) m m  plied to theao it erne to teat whether the
average r&aka differed oi^aifiowtly from eaah other# Ooaeidoriag
%
all tiie Item, tba value sf was fouaâ î>o be S1»6S3 a«â ti!i©
0Q'es?m^on&%ns eosffioieat of oonaos?daiioe Æ  w #  ü*25V,ô. lu
©tiiei» woMs, wUea all to variable la Sable §J*9) are take a into
eojssiaerabiea, the llrîeâmaa’a test reveals that the average
raidsa are aot slgoifloaatlsr aiffereat from eaoh other; the
variation might have beeu jaot a matter of ehaaoo 
z
( ha» a prob betooa *00 aad #10), Oa the other haad,
v/hon wQ tools iato aeoouat the first torn Items aloae the valao of
J t
/Cy' %vah 00*78 aad the eoeff of aoaeordsaoe ^  0*6910,
flda shows that the averages of r&afca of eaeh eolmim, while 
ooaslderlng only tte four v&rlmbles, i*©« the ladesses of 
iroduatloa, Emplojraieat, Gapital aad Bmp ley meat per mit of output» 
differ widely from oaeh other ladleatiag that the raaisa wore 
fairly eoasistoat for eaoh itoau The coeffloleat of ooaaordsuoo 
is also aigalf leaatly high* value of this aooff Isiont
approaohes, uaity vihmi o,ll rauhs la eaoh x*®/ toeeoiao Idoabiosle 
arid aero \fmii they are eat ire ly uarelfited (Bee f* Allea fallls 
j*x\*a»A* /
aept# 1959 pp# 5^5-50)# yÿhe value of ^  * 0*6919
clearly reveal© a hlgk degree of oonoordanoe among raxücs of 
these four series# She eoeffioient approachaB a still higher 
value ( * 0*7740) when we just talce into consideration
the 1st* 3rd and the 4th series indicating that the ranks of the 
Industries, according to the index of production, employment and 
employment per unit of product ai^ e nearly identical#
In the first case when the six series were together 
considered* the coeff of Concordance ( ) was slightly above
*50* therefore, it @ould not be said that there was no 
appreciable degree of concordance among the ra^ dea of the six 
series*
Measurement of changea in efficienoy
IBffioiency is usually defined as*
, Output .
Input' 'of ïa'bour f l'îS^ïïC"W  "otKF'
where so far as manufacturing is concerned* we shall call 
these other resources ^Oapital’#
We are interested in changes in efficiency, not in 
its absolute magnitude* We can measure changes in effioloncy 
if, in addition to the indexes of output and employment we 
already possess* we can somehow find (1) ratio of oiuantity 
of capital resources in one period to the quantity In another 
period» /
period* and (0)' the ratio of the quantity of labour serviqes 
to that of Capital serviqes in either period#
i'he ratio of effioieaoy in period (0) to 
effieleney Ixi period (1) is given by
%  % .  w h o r e  Q,jj I ,  0  r e p r e s e n t
Og 4 H
quantities qf output, oapital and labour respectively#
îühls ratio can be writ ten as
Ol Og 4 Li
or X ïïg n  , n
ÛE 1
_  1 I " c w  SI
L2
Tlis t e r m s  w i t h i n  p a r e n t h e s l s  a r e  t h e  r a t i o  o f  
o u t p a t  p e r  m i t  o f  O a p i t a i  i n  p e r i o d  2  t o  t h a t  i n  p e r i o d  1  
a n d  t h e  r a t i o  o f  o n t p n t  p e r  w o r k e r  i n  p e r i o d  S  t o  t h a t  i n  
p e r i o d  l<t T h e  w e i g h t s  a r e  O g  a n d  1 .
Î2,
ïho Changes in output per worker and output per 
u n i t  of capital are given In fable (3*10) « to however 
encounter s o m e  difficulty in s e e k i n g ,  t h e  ratio between labour 
and / :
i.
•i., 9 B
and Capital service8* G#J# Btigler in his ^Trend© in Output 
and EmployiBont* conaiders the ratio of payroll to other value 
added as an estimate of the ratio of labour to Capital* He 
suggests that, if and l,0?e are the marginal products of
labour and Capital respectively, and and are their
prices
tS Î/ÎPQ
P I  P c
and if L and 0 are quantities of labour and Capital 
respectively, the ratio of Xi to 0 in physical (product) 
term is
mpi - ^
OW^ CPq
Wo have used the similar method in estimating the
ratio of labour to Capital by the ratio
Wages 
Value added - Wages
Indexes of efficiency calculated for the years 1950 
and 1951 are given in Table {3 ♦10)*
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Ratio of 
' : j Index of j capital to
Index of | output per! wages, 
output par ( unit of | (labour 
worker | Capital |services)
Index . 
of
efficiency
î 1 9 5 0 f 1 9 5 1 i 1 9 5 0 1 9 5 1  !
-------- ,1'..,
1 9 5 0  1 1 9 5 1  i 1 9 5 0 î 1 9 5 1
G e n e r a l i 9 7 * 4 1 1 1 1 * 4 ]
f ,f 1
6 2 , 7 '
■;
6 0 .  si 0  , 6 4  ; 0 , 8 3 1 ' 8 5 * 8 j 8 8 . 2  :
S u g a r 1 7 8  #8j 9 4 * 4 )
î. ;
6 2 . 6 5 1 . 9 : 1 , 9 5 ; 1 ,43|. 6 8 * 0 i 6 9  , 3
P a i n t s  &  
V a r n i s h e s
!' 1 î
f 5 9 # 7  6 5 * 7 : 1 8 . 8  i 27,6;: 1 , 9 8 )
1
8 ,15 'j 3 8 * 6 ) 3 9 , 6 ;
O e m e n t I l 0 4 * 5 i  9 8 * 0
i ' {
5 8 , 1 ; 4 8 . 1 ' 8 . 0 0 : 1 . 9 l | 7 3 * 5 6 5 . 2
P a p e r  &  
P a p e r b o a r d
1 i ■ ^
i 9 0 , % }  1 2 0 , 6 ! ;
\ i
5 7 ,4 : 3 9 , 1 ; 1 , Q 0 |
V 1-
1 , 4 7 | 6 8 * 3
)' - ; 
) 7 3 * 3 |
M a t c h e s | l O S * 7 i  1 1 9 * 5
i f,
6 9 . 4 } 5 8 , 6 ; ’ 0 , 8 9 ; 0 , 5 5 ! 8 7 . 0 ; 9 5 *7 1
G o t t e n  T e x t i l e s 1  ^9 1 . 9 1 :  9 9 , 8
1 { ;
5 8 ,  6  ; 5 6 , 9 ; 0 , 3 5 ) 0 , 6 6 j 8 3 * 8 1 8 0 * 7 1
W o o l l e n  " } 7 S . 4 Î  7 6 . 5 i 4 2 , 7 ; 2 6 . 9 : 1 . 4 6 : 1 , 1 5 | 5 4 * 7 ! 4 9 * 8 j
J u t e  T e x t i l e s ] 8 0 . 3 [  8 9 . 5 : 5 5 . 6 5 1 , 7 : 0 , 6 9  : l . O ô j 7 0 * 8 : 7 0 . 1 1
! !
O h e m i c a l a l l 6 6 * 7 | 1 7 4 , o: , 1 0 7 . 6 1 0 3 . 8 ; 1 . 8 1 ) 1 , 8 3 |  1 3 4 , 3 [ l 0 8 * 0 I
r 1
B i c y o l e s i 1 4 4 , 4 } 1 5 6 . 5 '
i :
■ 7 4 , 4 ' ' 6 6 . 8 : 1  . 8 2  : 0 ,9 7 }. 1 0 5 * 9 : : i o 2 , 2 1
•
S e w i n g  M a c h i n e s i 1 7 5 ,2 ! 2 0 5 , 2 ; 1 7 7 , 6 8 0 6 , 5 : 0 . 8 6  : 0 ,4 5 ) 1 7 4 * 1 i 2 Û 5 * 6  1
i
E l e c t * ,  l a i i p s ! 8 9 . 1 :  9 0 , 8 5 6 , 1 3 4 . 6 ; 0 , 8 4  ' 0 . 7 4 } 6 4 * 9 6 6 . 7  îi
E l e c t #  f a n s ! 1 5 7 , 7 } 1 8 6 , 7 7 6 , 3 1 0 9 , 7 1 0 . 9 3  : 0 , 6 6 { 1 1 8 . 4 ) 1 5 6 , 0 1
G e n e r a l  E n g #  &  
E l e c t #  E n g * i 1 8 7 , 1  1 9 4 * 7 8 8 , 1 9 3 . 6 0  , 4 5  ;
l
0 * 5 6 ! 1 3 5 * 6
ï:
il58*4:
Plywood à 
Teacheste ; 6 8 . 1 :  7 6 , 4 4 8 , 9 7 5 . 3 1 . 0 1  : 1*45! 58*4 75*7 :
100
Coîii|»ariBg the ;years A05O imd 1051» "we notice that 
the index of effiaionoy haa goaa up In most indu at ri ea* With 
the exception of Gemmt m d  Textile Industries for wiiioh 
effioienoy for the year 1951 has ©lightly do ore as ed, all other 
industries show a fair rise in effloieney*
OHAPTISH IV
U  STUDY OF THI RELATlOlSinP , BET W E I  THE 
SBOOIDASY AID TERTIARY llOPLOYED 
POPULATïOWS OF IIDIA'
-  lo i  «
The oooupatloné in a country or her regions are 
interdopondent in one m y  or another and we cannot do justice 
to one without considering its effect on other work-groups*
A fanner for example loolm after his own farm hut to do so he 
needs the services of many other kinds of workers either for 
his vocational pursuit or for his personal needs* Each 
work-^group, no doubt» makes its own unique contrihution» hut it 
cannot he considered independent of other groups of occupations 
in an analysis of economic activities* Very often we are 
confronted with the prohlem as to what the proportion of workem 
in various occupational groups should ideally be. This is indeed 
difficult to decide * Each part qf a country must have persons 
to meet the needs of agricultural» industrial» commrcial and 
other establishments present and also to man the Governmental 
structure# Thus» how the workers are distributed is a question 
of great significance*
There are certain groups of economic activities that 
are primarily for production purposes* They are agriculture, 
manufacturing, etc# The population employed in these aotivitiea
M
are grouped in both primary and secondary categories* They 
meet /
u Oolin Olark *Th© Economics of i960S PP* 00#
frimary industry includes agricultural, pastoral, 
forestry» fishing and hunting industries* Secondary industry 
includes amnufactore, electric power production, mining, 
building, and construction* Tertiary industry is defined by 
difference as all other economic activities*
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meet the baalc need of the' county and form a major contribution 
to: the national inoom# Trade, Transport» Publié Administration 
and other services are, aubse qnent ly do vel ope d ma ini y for the use 
. of those primary and secondary workers* The population employed 
in these activities are called tertiary\ population* They, in 
other words, help to keep the machinery of production.going*
There a ho did exist»’however» a certain fixed ratio-...of this, 
tertiary population to-the population employed in both primary;, 
and seoondaiy activities* Corresponding to a given number ofJi 
agricultural farmers and a given number of persons employed id: 
manufacturing » it is quite likely to expect a fixed number of 
commercial population who in effect » would subscribe to the 
trading of both the farm products as well as the products in 
ràanufactaring.* Subsequently too, the population engaged in 
Transport, fubliç Administration and other services will develop 
and bear mnie fixed relationship with the primary and secondary 
activities*
keeping this in view, it is.the purpos© of the present 
investigation to study the relationship between the Primary and 
secondary employment on one hand and the *t©rtiary^ on the other* 
At the 1961 Gens us for India, the people were divided 
into two broad livelihood categories » vis# agricultural classes 
and the ncn#agriouitural classes* The no,n^agricultural classes 
, comprised of all persons (including dependents) who derived
their /
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their principal means of livelihood from (1) Production 
(other than cultivât ion) (11) Gommeroe, (ill) Transport,
(iv) other services and miscellaneous sources*
The population was again divided Into economically 
active, semi-active and passive g r o u p s #  A H  non-earning 
dependents #re called economically p a s s i v e *  They included, 
persons performing houa©work or other .domestic or personal 
services for other members of the same family household* M l  
earning dependents were economically semi-active only#
Although they contributed to the carrying on of the economic 
activities, the magnitude of their individual contribution was 
considered too smell to justify their description as economically 
active# All self-supporting persons ware ordinarily ecoaomloally 
active#
.let us now make it clear as to what wa mean by the 
total working force of the country# Although the contribution 
o f  the earning dependents is quite less than that of the self- 
supporters, yet# while estimating the total working force, we 
have included both self-supporters and earning dependents, thus 
giving t h e  latter equal d V e i g h t a g e  ;.)n as t h e  self-supporting 
members# later o n ,  however, w e  shall attempt to assess the 
share of these earning dependents s o  f a r :  a s  their ecmiomic 
contribution is concerned# For the 1951 Census in India, It was 
proposed by the Census authorities to decide about the professions 
of /
■ — Xo 4 —
of those earning dependents aècording to their secondary means 
of livelihood* Therefore, .In.our present investigation, we to o k  
dare to reckon the number of earning dependents according to 
their secondary means of livelihood and not by their total 
number given along with the self-supporters and non-earning 
dependents in the first few pages (Table B 1) of the economic 
tables at the 1951 Census * \
The first question that now needs an answer is,
Are the ratios of the primary plus secondary to the tertiary 
population consistent between districts within a state? For 
this, at the outset, we combined the primary and secondary 
populations together and tested, if this total bears any constant 
ratio to the employaBnt in tertiary activities* We .considered 
06 districts from the S t a t e  o f  Bombay for this purpose* The 
test revealed that these ratios between districts were 
significantly different# This was the case mainly due to the 
over-abundance of the primary or agricultural population in: most 
of the districts* However, on eliminating the primary category, 
it was observed that the ratio of the secondary to  tertiary 
population remined'fairly consistent* The vHue of for 26 
districts that we have selected from the Bombay State was 25*44, 
(Table (4*4)), which was not significant statistically indicating 
that the ratios were reasonably c o n s is t e n t  between districts. 
Except for a few relatively more urbanised districts like
lanch /
Pam h Mahala and Poona which aonlrlbuteâ to a major share of 
%  * ffioat of the 4iatj?lot0 shov/ea. a high Aegrao of ooi'rOX&tloas 
botwoea 0@oo#ary a #  te rtia ry  emgloymemt.
ïïïiltoâ Klaedom data
Wo have aim  me# the ooonpatioml data for E5 rural 
d latrio te  of the United Kingdom based on the 1951 aeneim, Hero 
Mao, we attempted to. examine i f  the ratioe of the population 
engaged in  Primary plua aeeoadary ao tiv itiea  bare a oertaln  
fixed ra tio  to the population engaged in te r t ia ry  ao tiv itiea*
It wm found that but fo r two or three diet rio ts , the ratios 
for the dlBtriots In general were not eignifioantly different*
m  m n  straightaway oome to the next question,
How does this tertiary population behave In relation to tlio 
employment in prlmry and oeoondary aativitiesf In'"other words, 
00 rreap ending to a given per eon t age inoraaee in agrioul tarai 
population, employaient in production (other than agrlonXture) 
remaining oonetant# how mmh inoraase could we expect in the 
employment In the tertiary aeotor, or in particular, in ôommsrçe» 
or Transport or Public Adminlstratlonf statiatloal multivariate 
smlysle could possibly give an mawer to this question. On 
utlliol% the BBthod of least oqimree, we obtained the following 
B0 t of equations for India and her States* Similar equations 
based on 86 rural di# riots of the United Kingdom and 80 
predomWmtly /
3.06,
p2?èdominantlÿ aga^ ioiilturaX yeglong of tlia XJalted 3tate£^  of 
Amrloa haT© also beam obtained*
Y - te3?tiaâ?j population ipopalation engaged in Oommeroe,
îï*anapa:pti Public Administration and other services
- population employed in primary aotivities ,
Xg ^ population employed in secondary activities
(llin lng , Gonstruotion and Manufacturing, etc#)
All India 1951* Y  ^ 0,0?lg 4. 1#4098 Xg
ÏÏ*P* Y ^ 0.ÔS67 Xx + ltM3Q Xa
Bombay Y » 0*0990 %x 1*9060
W# Bengal Y z 0*1060 X% *  0*6580 Xg
XT* lU  . Y "  0i?541 Xx + 0*?405 %a
OVStA* T # 0*7110 %x f  0*9110 Xg
The residual constants In  each of these equations 
was found not to be signlfioaiitly d iffe re n t from gero and, 
therefore;» has been omitted.
It vma further desired to consider just *Gommeroe 
and Transport^ as the independent variable and to study the 
behaviour of the partial regrossion coefficients obtained in 
this way*
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gABDB 4 *8
OOMl/IEROl AID ÏEâîîSPORT s % (Agriculture) + (PRODUOÏIOÏÎ)
InOla 1961 XI X8
I'lo * of dts. 
considered
Oriasa -0 *019
f 1
1 0,619 i
j
15 ;1
W» Beagal . 0,008 Ï 0 ,442 Î 11 !
1
M.P, ' 0,003 1 0*249 ■ 1? j 88 :
Madras aad- Oota?g 0,087 5 0,379 1 S3 ;
U*P, 0,003. ; 0,560 1 51 ; ,
The remarkable feature of the above equations is 
the largo value of the regie as ion ooeffioients of Production 
axid correspondingly quite insignifleant coefficient for 
agriculture for each of the equations derived for India and 
her States* This no doubt te s t if ie s  to the fact that there 
exists  a high degree of corre la tion  between the tertiary 
activities and the secondary ones. On the other hand, these 
tertiaiy activities seem to be quite uncorrelated to .%ricultiire ♦ 
later on, when we discuss the inter*correlatlon among various 
economic activities $ we shall have further evidence showing the 
existence of the above relationship* 
ïh ia ,  /
10 B «ft . . ‘
This, however, is not the case, fof’the ©conoraio :;:
Btructui^e of the Uxiltod Kingdom or the tl'nlted States of imierioa#
f %
In spite of the fact that we have taken into aocount a few ofv^ 
the veiy rural districts in each of these countries# the 
equatiom obtained for them hardly bear any rcBemblmce to those 
of India* for the W*K# and the IT*S*A* farming is a oonsiderably 
mechanised industry and# thus# the tertiary population owes It'a 'n 
growth m  much to farming as it does to manufacturing aotivitleëA 
Therefore# the regression coefficients for farming and 
manufacturing are observed to be nearly the same in each oaBe* v 
low# what do these equations imply? For India, they 
show that corresponding to 1 per cent increase in Production
ther than agriculture), agricultural employment remaining :
!VA:
constant# there would be on the average about 1*41 per cent V:
increase in the population engaged in tertiary activities* y y
Whereas if Agricultural population is increased by 1 per centy
the population ei]gagad in production remaining constant, the ;
tertiary population will only increase slightly, by 0*07 per cent
For the ÏÏ*K*#. it will be seen that with 1 per cent
Increase in Agriculture, manufacturing populeition .remaining
constant# the percentage increase in tortiaxy population would
be 0#75 per cent # Similar increase in manufacturing,
%ricultur8l population being kept constant# would result in *
0*74 per cent increase in tertiary activities «
For /
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the United States,# the coefficient for the 
secondary activitiéB is (0,*911 slightly hi^ex^ than 
Agrieultur© (0*711), showing a greater degree of correlation 
between tertiary and secondary activities*
More or less a similar sitimtion is revealed ivhen v/e 
exo.mine Table ('f Z) which gives the values of the regression 
coefficients, where  ^Gommer ce and Transport* alone has been 
taken as the dependent variable-* The regression coefficients . 
for production remain fairly high and those for Agriculture 
are practically mgligible* In U*l* for example, the data 
indicate that if the Agricultural population remained constant# 
then corresponding to 1 per cent increase in the population 
engaged in produotion# there would be on the average, an increase 
of 0*56 per cent in the population Ongaged in Commerce and 
Transport#
#  now refer- to a statement by Colin Clark,
'Economics of 1960* pp*30# "It appears from this that we may
take It as an absolute minimum that 15 per cent of the working
population will bo engaged in tertiaxy industries of various 
kinds." If lfi,Wg and W3 are respectively the numbers eng;aged 
in primary# secondary and tertiary Industries, then
Wg sa 0*15 W " 0*15 (V/p + %  ^ .% ) ? or in 0ther wqrds
%  = 0*176 {Wi + W2 )
Since this ratio of tertiary population to primary
plus /
110 «
plue secondary is considered Important# we have tried to 
investigate statistically the relationship existing between 
these variables.
Denoting Y as the tertiary population and X  as the 
total of primary and secondary, we obtained the following 
equations:#^
India 1951
Y « 0*216 X  (all India)
Uttar Pradish Y « 0*224 X /
W. Bengal Y « 0*270 X
United Kingdom
Y « 0*75 X
We notice that for India In general, the ratio of 
tertiary to primary plus secondary as estimated by the regression 
equation is higher than the minimum provision in Oolln Clark's 
data* In an industrially advanced state like West Bengal, it is 
quite likely that the proportion of the tertiary population 
should bear a high ratio to primary plus secondary. On the basis 
of the data for a few rural districts of U.K. we find that the 
ratio of tertiary to the other activities is very high, being 
about 75/^
ÎEABI.E 4*2
im'ER-GORRBÎLâTION , OF OOOUPATIOWAL, GAÏEGORIBS 
BAS1F“W  ÎÎÎS FI#RË'8 ÛBTAIîŒD RÎS~~^2 WTSTRTOTS
— of~Tmmrrnmî.ir'~®^iygr:^ r"T?n~oiigîJ3 —^ -
m iiwn nin m  # , iw# r w  i
Occupational
Public { ;
Administration! 
Professions & : Domestic ?
Group e ; Ind ust ry i Tr ans po r t Trade !liberal arts ^Services j
Agriculture ! 0,3144 ! 0,0411 0,3046 i 0.863? i
wm,' -- T ~ , ,
-0*0156 Î
Industxy 1 0,6884 0,5910 ; 0,5179 , ! 0,0444 i
I
Transport ; 0,5883 ;
i
0.7004 , :
i
0*3866 ;
Trade !
i
0,8088 I 0,1653 :
j
Public ! ' 
Adminis t rat ion
!!
0*0550
MinimuAi value of f that is significant at the 5^ level is 0,334.
Now, let us #%smineMthe#,Table:k(4^2) giving t]ne
correlation coefficients of the numbers engaged in various 
occupational categories based on the 1931 census of India. 
The table is susceptible to some interesting observations* 
Agriculture has a low degree of correlation with all other 
economic activities. The coefficient of correlation 
between Agriculture and Transport is as low as 0.04 and it 
even tends to be slightly negative in relation to domestic 
services. Although this negative coefficient could not 
imply/
** i i,LE ■ .
imply that the domestic services decrease aa the population 
engaged in Agriculture increaaea, yet it apeal^ s In support of 
the fact that the poor agricultural farmers in India can hardly 
afford the luxury of’domestio servants, The correlation 
coefficients between Indus try-* Traœport# Indus tx^y*^ Trade, and 
IndUBtry-^Publie Administration remain quite Impressive, As a 
matter of fact» the activities like Trade, Transport and Public 
Administration are more dependent on the growth of Industries* 
Trade and Transport as well, in their turn# are yeiy highly 
correlated to Public Admlaistrution* Professions and liberal arts 
The domestic services seem to have little or no relationship to 
other activities# This does not mean that their presence is not 
needed in a district, but I t  does imply that no occupational 
category affects the number of done Stic servants present * The 
over**abundanee of the population dependent on agriculture might 
be one of the reasons of low degree of correlation between 
agriculture and other economic activities In India *
Among the rural districts of the United Kingdom that 
we have selected for our px*esent study, we find the coefficient 
of correlation between Agriculture and the tertiary activities 
te#g* Trade, Transport, Public■ Administration, eta*) is 
relatively high# about 0*64, and that between Agriculture and 
secondary activities {manufacturing etc#) was a little iiigher 
than *40# This indicates that farming and tertiary activities 
are /
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are very highly correlated and it is in fact what we would 
expect in a systom of econoiïy where farming is Mghly mechanised. 
The coefficient of correlation between the tertiary and the 
secondary activities is also very hlgh^ about 0*69.
It la not possible however to justify the retention 
or elimination, of occupational categories on the baa is of a 
study on inter**oorrelatione# The chief value of the 
interne or relations is to s.feow that high numbers of certain 
kind of workers reaalt in high or low numbers of other kinds *
We have mentioned earlier that at the 1951 Gene us 
for India, the population was divided into three groups, namely 
Bolf-supportera, earn#g dependents, and non-earning dependents. 
It is indeed of some interest to study the degree of dependency 
Q X i  the shoulder of these self-sapportex^ s in the various 
livelihood classes* First, we grouped the earning and 
non-earning dependents together in a broad category of 
dependents alone* For the State of Bombay, in the agricultural 
sector, it was found that 
{J n 8,918 X 
Y - lo* of dependents,
% & Ho# of self-supporterb)*
Each self-supporter, on the average# was associated with 8.98 
dependents# On the other hand, in the non-agricultural sector# 
the degree of dependence was leas ; each self-support or carried 
with /
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with him, on the average, 8*13 number of dependents. À slmllor 
situation is revealed when wo consider the number of earning 
dependents alone# Eaoh self-support or In the agricultural 
class for the State of.Bombay wa^Si^^ocdé^^W0é65 earning 
dependents, whereas in the non-agriauXtural sector, each 
self-supporter was associated only with 0*1? earning dependents. 
Ponsi dering India as a whole, we f ound that a self-support or 
□arried with him 0*35 earning dependents in the agrioultural 
sector# whereas in Production, the corresponding fraction was 
0*86 and, in commerce# it was still less, being oiily 0*18* All 
tfese clearly indicate a relatively low degree of dependency in 
the non-agrloultur© sector*
. ’ We now seek to determine the share of these earning
dependents* Very much like these earning dependents, the 
secondary occupation of self-supporting persons too play an 
important role in ecoaomio activities of India* la all, 
according to the ^ Oen%us of 1951, there wore about 15 million 
self-suppertlag persons in India who follov/ed some secondary 
means of livelihood or the other* Out of these 15 million 
people following a su'bsidiaxy occupât ion over and above .their 
principal ones, about 6*? million had agricultural secondary 
0 CO up at ions and the rest 8*3 mil 11 on had no n- agr i c ul t u%' al 
secondary occupations* We should mention in this connection 
that the,.total number of earning dependents In India at 1951 
Oensue /
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Oensua wag about 37*6 luilliori» 'X'iaeir distÿlbatioa by their 
sQco»aary meaas of llvelihoocl is givea in the following table;
ÏABLE 4*3
Me a m  of livelihood
Agrioultm’e
Froduotion 
(other than agrionlture)
Oomme roe
Transport
Misoellaneous Services
Total lo# of earning
dependents following 
the occupation
4$885#548 
X#300,998 
881#M8 
3#979#831
37#491#079
Out of the 87 million of agricultural earning 
dependents in India^ about 6#3 million belonged to the 
Uttar Frade$h# The other States in India having a large number 
of agricultural earning dependents were Bombay and Madhy Iradeah 
both having about 4.5 million of earning dependents#
In the prasent analysis#' we are concerned with the 
share of these earning dependents and the secondary occupations 
in / .
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in the agricultural,economy of India. It Is difficult to asseas 
the total product ion in the secondary and tertlaqry sectors of 
économie aetivities since they involve many complicated items 
that are not directly measurable » In the agricultural sector 
on the other hand# we can to some extent obtain a true estimate 
of the total agricultural output without much trouble. They 
are obtainable from the Government lublica,tion, 'Estimates of 
Area and production of Principal .Grope in India 1950-51'#
Dr# V*IC#E*V* Rao h^d included both working dependents and 
subsidiary %#rkers in his calculation of the working force of 
the country for the year 1931 and gave them weights of i and 
1/3 respectively as compared to 1 for the principal earners* 
lathe first report of the Watioaal Income Gommittee (1948) # 
the authors had rejected the procedure mainly because the scales 
of equivalence adopted was somewhat arbitrary and stated that 
considerable research had to be undertalcen before any scale of 
equivalence could be juatlfled* The report might be quoted as 
follows, "Moreover#,tto inclusion of subsidiary workers as above 
rests on the assumption that an earner with a subsidiary 
occupation necessarily earns more than one without subsidiary 
occupation whereas .it may well be that subsidiary occupation is 
associated with less than avertie YneoBfâ in the primary occupation* 
Fina3.1y# any error arising from our procedure is likely to be 
negligible in the estimates of Indian income as the bulk of it
is /
11
Is estimated in the inventory or the net output method"*
In our pm sent analysis# we intend to fit a multiple 
regression equation to the data on agricultural output aa the 
dependent variable and the number of eelf-^ s apport era, earning 
dependenta and secondary workers aa the independent variables#
The yield of total principal crops for each State was 
Y, the dependent variable* ■ At the first stage, the number of 
self-supporting persons (%%) and the number of earning dependents 
(XgJ were the only two independent! variables# forking with, the 
logarithm of these variables, we obtained the equation at the
first stage In the form .
0#M76 0#1#1
Y % y#0958 %  :% - - - - (X)
At the second stage# we took the self-supporting persons having 
agriculture as their secondary occupation^ as the third variable
and obtained a new equation,
0#595 0*141 0*075
% 7#0O64 %1 Xa (8)
These two. equationa. do throw some light on the 
contributive share of the earning dependent a and secondary 
occupations in the agricultural economy of India# Equation {!-) 
reveals that corresponding to 1 per cent increase in the nmiber 
of self-supporters, the number of earning dependents remaining 
constant# the agricultural output would increase by 0*65 per cent 
Whereas, j
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WhQ5?eas, If the number of earning dependents is increased by 
1 per cent, the number of self-supporters being kept constant, 
the agricultural output would increase by 0*15 per cent. 
Therefore, it is not difficult to conceive that the share of 
earning dependents is about,ith that of the self-supporters.
Dr. Rao’a intuitive vmight of i for the working dependents 
appears to be %uite justified in, view of the above equations.
The share of secondary occupations aa we can see from equation 
(2) is about $-th that of the self-support era. However, it is 
believed that the share of these seoonda,ry occupations would be 
higher in the non-agricultural sector. We find that the sum of 
the coefficients of elasticities is 0*797 in equation 1, and 
0.811 in equation 2* in both oases the sum being less than 1, 
which indicates a stage of diminishing retur,ns. It is* as could 
naturally be expected, in view of the fact that other main 
factors like land, management, etc. have been omitted from our 
discussion*
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TABLE 4 * 4
BOMBAY 1951
Testing consistency of the ratio
between the secondary and the tertiary population
Distriots
Tertiary population (000) Seoondary population (000)
Observed e^qpeoted ( 0-e ) ^ Observed expected (0-e ) ^
(o) (e) e (o) (e) e
Banoh 
i Mahals
Jroona
55 54.8 •00 30 30.2 .00
44 44.5 .00 25 24.5 • 00
130 134.2 .13 78 73.8 .24
104 102.6 .02 55 56.4 .03
47 44.5 .14 22 24.5 .25
121 106.4 2.00 44 58.6 3.63
57 49.0 1.30 19 27.0 2.37
154 162.6 0.45 98 89.4 0.82
30 32.2 0.15 20 17.8 0.27
62 60.0 0.06 31 33.0 0.12
96 97.4 0.02 56 53.6 0.04
109 112.9 0.13 66 62.1 0.24
86 92.2 0.42 57 50.8 0.75
248 225.8 2.18 102 124.2 3.96
58 62.5 0.32 39 34.5 0.59
48 48.4 0.00 27 26.6 0.00
64 66.7 0.09 39 36 .6 0.16
93 100.6 0.57 63 55.4 1.04
109 118.0 0.68 74 65.0 1.24
168 171.6 0.07 98 94.4 0.13
63 61.3 0.05 32 33.7 0.08
110 107.1 0.08 56 58.9 0.14
43 45.8 0.17 28 25.2 0.31
122 121.3 0.00 66 66.7 0.00
109 109.1 0.00 60 59.9 0.00
81 80.6 0.00 44 44.4 0.00
— ISO
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on tlio eoonomlo aotivitioB of the people 
derived from the oensuaeB. of population are among the moat 
important aourees of information about the eoonomio and 
démographie eharaeteristios of a nation* Theae statiBties 
provide an inventory of the human raBOuroes of a country showing 
the number and character is tics, of persona engaged in economic 
production# ttoir occupations, and their distribution among the 
branches of economic activitieoo
Informât!on about occupations in India was first 
tabulated in the census of 1881 « Owing to c hang eg in the basis 
of class ificat!on adopted at the various cansiises, it is not 
poBBible to discover precisely what changes have occurred in the 
occupational distribution since 1881* In the 1881 census# only 
the occupation of principal earners was recorded* In the census 
of 1891# it was decided to record not the occupation of 
p3?inoipal earners only but also the means of subsistence of the 
whole population* But# if a person had two occupations, only the 
principal one was entered, except in the case of a person who 
owned and cultivated land in addition to another occupation when 
both were returned* The difficulty in connexion with this 
systOBi was that it was found inconvenient to record the 
subsidiary /
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aubsidiary occupation of agrioulturiats ;ln the same eoluimi 
with the sBlnîoccupation# ' as there was no separate column 
for subsidiary OGoapatiOïXB.» , ; .
In, considering the figures for 1891 and 1901, we 
find that the numbers engaged' In non-agr iculturaX' pm'suits in 
1891 were greatly exaggerated, in some ways# In the first place, 
all,who carried on two occupations were classed under 
non-agricultural heading* In the second place, a number of 
general labourers were entered as non-agriculturists in 1891, 
although they were engaged in agricultural work such as digging» 
According to the census, the percentage' of the total 
population supported by agricuLturai and pastoral pursuits was 
61*06 in 1891, 66*50 in 1901, 7E#8 in 1911, 72*98 in 1921, 67*0 
in 1951 and 69*84 in 1951# But it may be noted that there has 
been really no substantial change in dependence upon pasture and 
agriculture and the difference in the percentage figures may be 
attributed to the changes adopted at the censuses*
The figures for 1901 cannot be compared with those of 
subsequent censuses because in 1911, the whole basis of 
classification was changed* In 1911, the returns for those 
pursuing dual occupations were made much more accurate and 
complete; entries were made more definite; and a number of 
actual mistakes in class ification were eliminated#
It is therefore asauiâed that the figures prior to
1911 /
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1911 wore far from reliable and the new and simpler 
olassifieation adopted in 1911 together with improved methods 
of carrying out the eensae, have made it possible for the first 
time to measure aoeurately the oooupational distribution of the 
population in general, and to what extent the population is 
dependent upon agrioultux^e and pasture,
Wo have seen that the number registered as dependent 
upon pastoral pursuits was 72*2 per cent in 1911 and 72*98 per 
cent in 1921# This increase is too slight# mid it is not 
possible to conclude as to whether or not there was a permanent 
tendency towards increased dependence upon agriculture*
In the census of 1951# an attempt was' made for the 
first time to obtain a detailed census of subsidiary occopatlons, 
because it was re all se d that they also play a veiy important part 
in the economic life of a country*
The Oensua of 1951 made a distinction between the 
working and non-working dependents* A person whose earnings were 
too casual and inslgnifioant as compared with the requirements of 
the family was treated as a non-working dependent. A worlcing 
dependent/on the other hand was one who actually folloived some 
occupation but whose earnings, though fairly regular, were yet 
too for setting up a separate household#
The apparent decline in the numbers dependent upon 
agricultural and pastoi^al pursuits between 1921 and 1951 is 
really /
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really surpi’leing* The decline in those dependent upon such 
puz^auite la almost exactly equalled by the very large increase 
in those entered as de%)endent upon domestic services* The 
apparent tranofezence of some seven million women from dependence 
upon agriculture to domestic service is to be accounted for by a 
change in classification# not of occupation* In 1931, the wives 
and female relatives of agriculturists were entered as engaged 
not in agriculture5 as in 1921, but in domestic service* When 
this is taken into consideration, it is clear th^t the percentage 
of the population engaged in agricultural and pastoral pursuits 
hardly changed between 1921 and 1931#
In 1931, tiie basis of classification was again altered, 
by a widening of categories and reduction of groups, and by a 
rearrangement as regards subdivision into principal dependent and 
subsidiary occi#ation* This makee. detailed comparison with 1911 
and 1921 difficult, but the main groups were unaffected*
— XE4 —
J?SiiOiSI'l'AaS DJSl’HIBHa’lOS .OF- OOOU,B,l.l® fOJ?1TJUl'XOffl 
I O lm s lf le a t lo n  o f Occupât io n  | 1911 | 1921 j 1951
,* I'ro& uo tion  o f  raw m a te r ia ls  ! 7S»4jC i 70,18#; 67,1}'
I *  E x p lo ita t io n  o f  Animale & Veg# ; 73fiS ?s,90 ; 67,0
( i )  Famturo and A g r io u ltu m  ; n « 8 78,43 i
(11) F le h la g  m û W it in g 0 ,7  ! 0,86 ;
%%# E x p lo ita t io n  o f  m lnem lo 0*16 : 0,17 0 ,1
# P répa ra tion  and supply o f  
m lateria l saW tam os 18.8 1?,80 ■ 16,6
ITT# In d u s try 11,8 } 10,40 9,7
IT * T ransport 1 ,8  j 1,37 ; 1,5
V # Trade-»e. 6.6 j 6,73 8.4
:# P u b lic  A d m in is trâ t ion  and } 
l ib e r a l  A rts
1
0 .3  i 3.12 : 3 ,0
P u b lic  fo rce 0,70 ; 0,69 0 .8
% T* P u b lic  Admn# ; 0,88 i 0*64 f 0 ,8
VnT, i-‘K).fôssloas & life03?al arts 1,0 i 1 ,89 : 1,7
). Mi0oeXl®iaow3 5 ,6  , 6,14 IS .3
X, Domastio Sei>¥loe ' 1 #4 ! 1,48
XI
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The chief increase In 1951 wap In doraestio serviceo 
accompanied by a decline in agricultural parauite the reason , 
for which has already been explained* The percentage of workers 
occupied in domes tic  services thus rose from. 1.? in 1921 to 
?*0 in 1951* ^
Transport workers increased as.is only natural in 
view of the improvement In communications# especially in roads 
and the development of motor tra ffic  * The increase in 
professions# etc* can be accounted for by the gradu^^ASpread
of literacy* The percentage dependent upon publia^iforocB had
' ' ' '
deerensed# as had also that in industry*
The 1941 Oensus reports do not contain figures of 
Occupational Classification#, tabulation of occupâtlonal data 
having been abandoned on grounds of economy* However a 
(every fiftieth) sample of census slips had been preserved; 
and after an enquiry made by the Government of India in 1945# , 
The Indian Statistical Institute was entrusted with the task Of 
making estimates of occupational distributions for Glass A 
States for 1941$ The lational Income Oommlttee arrived at an 
estimate of occupational distribution in 1948# on the assumption 
that the ratio of occupied population in a ll industrial classes 
and sub-olasses in 1941 to the total population remained the 
same in  1948#
The figures and percentages of actual workers is given 
in the following Table#
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TABLE (i$2) 
i m i A  1948
Principal Earners ■OensuB Sub^ Olaaaes wo rking dependents
Ho* ill Pe roe 11 tag
■ (000)
1# E#loitatibn of Animals & Vegetation 90,55? 68*2
E* Exploitation of minerals 655 0*5
5* Industry 18,019 15*6 .
4. Transport ‘ @#448 1*8
5f Trade 8*250 6.2
6* Public force 1,909 1.4
Public Administration 1#69? 1*3
8$ Professions and liberal arts 5,044 • 5*8
9. Domestic Services 4,194 3.2
152,?51 100*0
The scheme of elasslfioation set out for the 1951 
Oensae has been referred to as the Indian Oensas loonomic 
OlaBsifioation Boheme* It is based on the 1951 Scheme of 
Occupât lone. It embodies however extensive revision and 
rearrangement *
1951 7
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1951 Gena us
Livelihood categories and olaaaes:- 
The people were divided Into two broad livelihood 
categories# vIe# the egrleultarai oXasees .and the non-agz>icultural 
e l a e s e s *
There are f o u r  a g r i c u l t u r a l  olasaeai- 
J* Oultiv.ation of land, wholly or mainly owned and their 
dependents*
TÏ* Ooltivation of land, wholly or mainly unowned and their 
dependents*
I I I*  := Cultivating labourers a n d  their dépendante#
- w,mmttnipriTiK- ^  1 *
i T #  Hon-cultiVating owners o f  land, agricultural rent
I . . . .  .f
receivers and their dependents* '
There are four non-agricultural classes defined as 
comprising a ll persons {includirjg dependents) who derived tholr 
principal means of livelihood f r o m
T* Production (other than cultivation).
_|X* Commerce * 
fIT* Transport.
other services and inieoeXlaneouB sources*
Economically active# semi-active and passive persons:-
All non-earning dependents are economically passive* 
They include persons performing h o u s e w o r k  or other domestic or 
personal /
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peraonal servlaes for other members of the same family liouBohold.
All earning dependents are eoonomioally semi-active 
only# Thoqgh they con tribute to the carrying on of the economic 
activities, the magnitude of their individual contribution is 
considered too small to justify description as economically
t
active f
All self-supportli% persons are ordinarily 
economic al ly active#
A new intro duct ion. at the 1951 Oensua has been the 
tabulation of self-supporting persona in the non-agrlcultural 
classes into employers, employees and independent workers »
■ gABBB (1*3)
1061 OEïSfSUS
«W. iiiw     '
pEROEl'MaE BX3TEXB,TO0I OF THE m m i #  , POHFLATIOI
. 4. lARMlMffniPlISSWTs ^
.
Ho # in
OlasBif loatlon i (000) 1er cent
Agriculture } 98,213 . 69 #48
Production ; i
(other than cultivâtion) ; 16,421 ; 11*61
; I !
Commerce and Transport 9,160 J 6#47
! !. i
Mise* and other services ; 17,857 i 12#44
il Ill'll' I'W 11,1 >'nHiW Ml ,t IITWili#'**;#'' \ I <1 I MPii.iili? M#aifc'l| ,1 jjl I II  I it(WWi’lilllPil < k # I'## 'U j. 'i.i ipWi^ M i#».:
: Ï 0 0! A L 141,351 ! 100.00
u-**> m
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Although figuras for 'Earning do pendents '. are 
available for the foui* broad divisions mentioned above, yet the 
1951, Oensus Volumes do not provide the actual number of earning
dependents, in various groups and sub-groups $ Oonaequently, we
•'
oannot assess the number of actual working force in individual 
groUgs.and sub-groups slnao we include both self-aupporters and 
working dependentb in enumerating the total working force*
The présent oXaséifieatioa is not strictly comparable 
with that in 1931 Oensua# Yet j we do not find any marked change 
in the dependence in agriculture. The percentage engaged in 
agriculture seems to have slightly increased, from 67.0 per 
cent in 1931 to 69*48 per cent in 1951* However, the percentage 
engaged in production (or broadly Industry for the 1931 Gensua) 
has also increased from 9*7 per cent to 11 *61 per cent* The 
percentage engaged in trade and transport has been keeping steady 
Economic tables of general population based on the 
1951 Gensus reveal that out of India's total population of 
356*6 million, 849,1 million or 69*6 per cent belong to the 
agricultural classes* and the remaining 30*2 per cent to the 
non-agricultural classes. In. agricultural classes, 71 million 
or 28*5 per cent are self-supporting persons, 147 million or 
.59 per cent are non-earning dependents and 31 *1. million or 12,5 
per cent are earning dependents# The non-agricultural ' 
population comprises 107*5 million; of these 33*2 million or 31
per/
per cent az% Belf-aupporting persons, 67*3 million or 62 per 
cent are non-earning dependents, and 6,9 million or 6*4 per 
cent are earning dependents,
TABLE (1*4)
M ;l. ¥'I|
O.M§?3 OF MDIA 1951
—I
Self- : Earning Ion-earning !
supporters | dependents dependents Î
I I * : ■ I
iâgrioaltaral olaasés i 71,049,356 : 31,068^905 : 146,956,640 | 
|Ion-âgrionltaral q l a s s e s   ^ 33,350,447 6,868,330 : 67,334,634 }
The figures stated in the column for earning 
dependents do not indicate the real number of earning dependents 
engaged in %ricultural and non-agrlcultural ooeapations. Theee 
earning dependents have to be considered according to their 
secondary means of livelihood** The following table clearly 
classifies tto earning dependents by their secondary means of 
livelihood in the various occupational divisions*
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TàBm (1*5)
imiA 1951
0 00 up at i one
3 0l f « £t uppo 3?t i ng 
persona'
j Earning dependentB J 
1 acoording to their { 
i ■ ' BOGondarjr ^
jwftgriomture 
jPtoduetlou 
iPommei'oo 
Traaspo rt
lisoellaaeous Services
7X»049,356 
18,135,714 
5,903,038 
-1,734,
13,5*77,300
£7,163,366 
4,£85,548 
1,300,993 
331,348 
3,979,031
Among the self-supporting persons of both agricultural 
and non-agrioultural classes (about 104,3 million), only 15.0 
million follow some secondai"y means of livelihood or the other,
'MBXiS (1,6)
SBGOIDARY OOOüPAÎIOia 
Of S-Bïif-3üfP0®ÏMG pK sOSS
Agrioultural 6»676^596
Mon-^igrioaltm'al
I O T A  I, 15,010,479
let us now examine the proportion of actual workers
to /
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to the total popuLatioa in the laat |om? G em0808 of India* 
In the publie a ti on, *Ohange in the oeai^jatlonal distribution 
of the population of India %  19dl, issued bj the Governae nt 
o f India, Dr# Ghat enumerates from the census volumes, tîB 
following figures for the number of actual workers for the 
corresponding census#
TABLÏS ( 1 * 7 )
I Wo $ of actual workers i 
Year ! ; (mllllonsj .1
1911 r 146#9
19ai I 146,4
i
1931 I 146 #9 3%
(According to the 1931 Census f  Ig w es , we find, the 
number of actual workers to be 153,9 millions) #
Dr* Ghat points out the remarkably high figure for 
the papulation emiployed in domestic s e r v ic e s  in the year 1931* 
The f o l l o w i n g  tables give the actual nujiiber^  employed in domestic 
services in both India and M a d ra s  province f o r  two c o n s e c u t iv e  
Censuses*
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SABLE ( 1 . 8 )
BOÏŒISÏIG SERVI OBS
IIDIA (Total) 
I llABHAS
19 SI OEÏÎSÜS
Aotual 1 forlcei‘s
MaX 0 Îi
?
1,710,157 j
53,850 !
Female j 
BEI,709 { 
40,486 ;
TABLE (1.9)
jlTOIA
toRAS
DOîiIESïIC SB.aVlGBS
Prinèipal Earners
1931
Working Dependents
a
17805,000 
108,931
886,991
164,439
889,481
134,661
7,916,799
6,007,755
Dr. Ghat is of the opinion that owing to certain 
misunderstanaings on the part of enomsrators, about 7 million 
women, who would otherwise have been classified as non-vforking 
dependents were entered as dependent upon domestic services. 
This happened mainly in the Madras province as is obvious from 
the above table. Dr. Ghat therefore has deducted 7 million 
from the total working force of 153.9 millions and thereby 
obtains a figure of 146.9 millions aa the actual working 
population /
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population for the year 1931#
On the other hand, we ehouia look to the decline in 
the number dependent upon agricultural and pant oral pur aux ta 
between 19^1 and 1931, The decline in those dependent in such 
pursults is equalled by the large increase in those entered as 
dependent upon domestic services# Mfhen this fact is taken inti 
account, it seems unreasonable to deduct ? millions.from the 
.total working population of 153#9 millions for the year 1931# 
The statewise distribution of the actual working 
popifLation in the van^ ious occupational groups for the years 
1921, 1931 and 1951 is given In the following tables#
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.B (1»10) 
■IIDIA 19SI
ProvlnoaB
Total
employed
Total I 
employe d ; Total j
In  p a s tu re  : employed I 
and : in j
agriculture : industry {
To tal 
employed
in oommerce 
, and 
transport
rimiA
1  ^ '
148,413^562
! • ' ' ' ' ■ * '
104,943,712 
(.71 *67^ 5)
18,728,378: 
(10.74#) i
10,019,785 ; 
(6.84#). ; 1
Slssam i 3*482,180 3,048,852
(87,55f«)
85,21S| 
(2.44#) I
163,758 i 
(4,70#) Î
1Bengal 1 18,414,810)
\ =
11,625,117
(70,82)g)
1,642,004; 
(10.0#) :
1,333,646 ] 
,(8.12#) 1
ÎBihar & Orissa i 16,688,685'
!
13,240,929
(79,34ft.)
1,148,764; 
(6.88#) .
80E,166 Î 
(4*80#) }
Bombay ! 8,765,611 5,408,974
(61,70^ 5)
1,128,131, 
(18*80#) :
808,343 1 
(9.,28#) 1
0^*1# é Berar ( ■ 8,140,304' 6,328,823
(77,74^)
706,328 
(8.67#) ;
■440,738 i 
(5.41#) !
I
..Madras : 80,215,679 14,796,662
(73,06#)
2,201,899 
.(10.09#)
1,389,492 i 
(6.91#) i
Punjab 7,271,787 4,036,623
(55.51#)
1,561,190
(5.69#)
657,781 i 
(9.04#) I
n#i# 84,852,688 18,843,889
(77.69#)
2,628,417
(10.81#)
1,132,205 1 
(4.66#) j
ÉIMI» ij i fi,t ■'* fi,<H' 'fr-nj-1 n rT7T-vv*T*i~TTTvrvT^rrt%^^^ Tirr“-^ ir~~rr‘n '“
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TABLE (iilX) 
ÎTOÏÂ X93X
ii
j
j ProVinceB
}
i Total 
; employed
Total 
employed 
in pasture 
and 
agï*l oui tore
Tot al 
employed 
in
industry
Total j
employed 
in commerce 
and 
transport
SAssam
i
; 3,896,758; 3,210,673
183.81#)
292,480 
( 7.54#)
162,034 
( 4.17#)
fjBengal
I
! 14,420,661 9,664,780
(67.02#)
1,269,073 
( 8.80#)
1,207,133 
( 8.37#) :
1
(Bihar & Orissa [ 18,548,289;
i
13,008,530
(77.21#)
1,060,645 
( 6,82#)
679,061 i 
( 4.36#) •
(Bombay 1 8,510,897, 5,521,568
(64.87#)
1,015,457
(11.93#)
658,489 ! 
( 7.73#) :
G#P. & Berar ! 8,259,143: 6,609,243 ' 
(80.02#)
656,685 
( 7,95#)
428,233 ■ 
( 5.18#) i
'Madras : 25,904,490} IE,424,405a;
i
2,269,709 
( 8.76#)
1,314,476 i; 
( 5.07# ;
Punjab ' 8,326,858} 8,035,432
(60.47#)
1,593,756 
(19.14#)
723,248 
( 8,68#) ;
ÏÏtP* . 33,549,383 17,840,050
(75,75#)
2,629,382
(11.16#); ' .. - ■ ;
1,314,069
( 0.58#
—  ^India- ^ 
Total
153, 916, 050 102,454,147 
(66.56#) ' “
10255003'-“—
}:.:(m#j
M. The figure for pasture and agx^ioaXtare in Madras has to 
be eorreeted to about X9 milXIone in view of the errors 
enoDuntered in ©numeration*
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TABLE (1*12) 
iroiA 1951
Total
S t a t e s
1
1 Total 
I employed.
Total 
Total ; eiiployea 
employed in; in 
agriottlt ua?e) Produo ti on
j employed : 
in eommeree 1 
and i 
transport i
■MDIA Î 141,350-, 883
!
98,313,733; 
(69,48#) i
16,431,856 
(11*61#)
9,159,773 ;
r ( 6 .47#) j
i 80,609*016
I
30,386,991; 
(75.36#) i
3,193,833 
( 8.17#)
il,345,985 i 
( 5,0#) [
Bilmr
i
1 14,044,195
Î
i
18,038,778; 
(83.93#) :
786,733 
( 5,13#)
648,073 ; 
( 4,51#) ;
Orissa
:
i 5,595,943
1
3,919,683 
(70.04#) :
551,555 
( 9.85#)
367,093. ; 
( 4.77#) [
W* Bengal i 8,604*140
1
; 4,110,070? 
j (47.76# :
1,836,376
(31.34#)
1,186,547 ! 
(13.78#) I
=Assam
}' ■ ■■
3,900,355 : 3,511,339; 
i (64.38#)
883,834
(32.66#)
193,996 Î 
( 4.97#) j
(Madras : 17,657,733 i 11,130,063: 
(63.03#) f
3,373,970
(13,43#)
1,373*374 i 
( 7.77#) j
Bombay ; 15^391,603 ! 9,949,376: 
. (64.64#) :
8,037,513
(13.17#)
1,310,876 ; 
( 7.85#) 1
M.P. 11,836,083 9,373,993 
(79.18#) ;
1,115,431
( 9.43#)
478,949 > 
( 4.04#) 1:
Madhya Bhar© 3*383,639 8,394,477; 
. (78.94#) ;
361,340: 
(11.00#) :
174,330 ? 
( 5.31#) ?
Hyderabad 7,546,038 : 5,318,395; 
: (70.47#) :
981,407
(13.31#)
394,808 ; 
( 5,31#) 1
■Rajasthem 7,711,405 5,697,914 
(73.88#) :
780,348 
(10.11#) :
375,655 : 
. ( 4.87#) !
Punjab 4,879,391 3,158,493
(64.78#)
406,137: 
( 8.30#) !
406,387 : 
( 8.33#) ;
Am#imnTfill;» luirrt»*
The figures in this table Ihclud© both se If port! ng persons 
and the earning dependents classed according to their secondary 
means of livelihood*
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la ooiiiparing the figures for the 19E1 and 1901 
Geasusos* the aotioeable feature Is the deolia© la the peroeatage 
of the popalatioil engaged la iadastry la nearly all the Irovlaoes* 
The decade 19E1«193X was a period of Industrial depression#
There was a tendeaoy towards an inorease In the output of 
.large-saale industries without a oor%*espending increase in the 
nmibers employed# In Bombay Brosidency* therè were IE#80 per; 
cent of the total employed persons .who were engaged in industry 
in the year 19El* whereas in the year 1901* the percentage fell 
down to 11*90# In Bengal* the similar percentage fell from 
10*00 in the year 19E1 to^6#80.ih the year X901# In Bihàr and 
Ori as a too the percen tage e ngag ed la indus try, sh owe d a  si ight ;
decline though not quite remarkable# In Madras "Presidency • the
' " ' '
percentage fell from 10*89 In 19E1 to 8*6? in 1901#
In Trade and Tranepox^t too* the percentage of workers 
employed showed a decline durin^ | the'decade * In Bombay Presidency* 
the percentage engaged in Trade m d  Transport fell from 9*EE in 
19E1 to ?,?0 in 1901# In Madras* it was 6*91 In 19E1 and 5*0? 
in 1901# - ^
Obviously* due to this decline in the secondary and 
tertiary activities* the percentage employed in agriculture
; ' J ■ ' i ' '
increased in nearly all the provinces during the years 1981-1901%
At the Oensus of 19El in Bombay Px»esidency 61*?0 per cent of. 
employed persons earned their 11 volihood from pasture and 
agriculture* /
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agr i 0 ul tur a * vvhe ra a s -at t h© 1931 0 ©ns us * the per ce nt eg e ^ w as 
64*8?. ’ -
The figures at the 1951 Oensue are hardly comparable 
to the previous Gens uses in view of the faet that considerable 
changes have been effected in the boundaries of the provinces * 
and also * the occupational olaesif ioationo were ' to some extent 
changed. However* we can b3^ adly make a comparative study of a 
few selected provinces or ’states* , so far as the occupational 
distribution is oonoerned* .
During the last,80 years* since the 1931 Census,
India has progressed industrially to a great extent. In most 
of the states* the peroentage of the population engaged in 
industry* trade and transport has shown an increase. In 
Bombay State.* the percentage of the population-in industry 
increased from 11.93 in, the year 1931 to 13*1? in the year 1951. 
In fcdras* the same percentage was 6*76 in 1931 and 13.43 in 
1951. It is interesting to note that although the percentage 
engaged in agriculture has not changed considerably since the 
1931 Census* the proportions engaged in industry, trade and 
transport have increased to some extent.
Before arriving at any ooncXusion from the figures 
of the occupied population at the various Censuses, it is worth 
while studying the age-etruetux"e> in the corresponding years, as 
it may well be that a change in the age-Btx’Ucture could as well 
affect /
- X4Ü «
affect the OGOiipatlonal distribution to some extent.
The following table gives the structure at the 
vorioi:^  censuses#
TABLE (laS) 
AGE-STRÜCTÜH1 AT TIB GiSH SÜ3S3
Ago-
groups 1 9 «3 1 ' . 1 9  3 1 1 9  5 1
r i l l
1 ages
!
318,550,442 i335,111,881 34,919,879 
(sample population)
1 0-5 39,656,410 (18.57#) 51i 447,036 (15.35#) 4,736,869 (13.53#)
Î 5-14 83,489,240 (86,47#) 88,679,156 (84.66#) 8,660,875 (84.80#)
|X5-E4 52,210,912 (16*55#) 68,113,549 (18.58#) 6,065,877 (17*39#)
85-34 53, 737 ,827 (17 *04#) 54,773,698 (16*38#). 5,445,111 (15.60#)
35-44 38,851,220 (18.88#) 38,400,897 (11.45#)} 4,158,588 (11*89#)
4o—o4 85,384,947 ( 8*04#) 84,498,899 ( 7.31#)' 8,959,170 ( 8.47#)
; 55-64 14,467,680 ( 4,58#) 13,987,481 ( 4,15#); 1,766,878 ( 5.06#)
'Work­
ing
Sroap
15-64 58*43# 57.75# 88.41#
The age-structure does not appear to have changed 
considerably to affect the occupational disti'lbution vezy moh. 
The proportion of the population in the working age-group* i.e. 
(15-64) was slightly less at the 1931 Census as compared to the 
1981 and 1951 Censuses#
APPBIDÏX (11)
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APDEimiX (11)
OEMSHS 0E MAWFAG m m s
HOTl UI T1BM3 USED XI THE TABLES
( 1) Registered faotorleas- For the purposes of the Census *
only faotoriOB registered under the Indian Factories Aot*
1948». whloh employ 80 or more persons and use power are 
taken Into account* Factories In existence during the year 
which did not work are also Included*
( 11) ’Productive Capital ’ Capital employed on the relevant
date in the factory Itself and in running it Is covered by 
this term* It consists of fixed capital (comprising factory 
land, buildings, plant, machinery and miscellaneous assets 
such as furniture, fixtures, fittings, railway sidings,
, auto mobile e, patents and trade-maries, etc*) and wo rising 
capital (comprising stocks of raw-materlals, finished and 
semi-finished products, cash in hand and at the bank, 
excluding fixed deposits and cup rent credits) * The value 
of Capital items is taken as in the books of the factory*
(ill) ’lumber of persons employed’ The average number of * 
persons employed by each factory, under various heads such 
as workers, persons other than workers, etc# on days on 
which manufacturing operations ware carried on in the factory# 
is /
— Î4E
is by adding' thé nmiibér of persona employed on all
these days and dividing by the nmiber of days* Those 
averages are aggregated for all factories in the State or 
industry, as the ease m y  be, and the aggregate is taken as 
the number of persons employed in the State or Industry, 
respeotively • '
( I t ) ’Woidcez'S’ The term ’worl^ers’ is used in the same sense 
as in the Factories Act 1940, but excludes persons holding 
positions of supervision or management or employ©cL in a 
oonfidontlal position. Section (I) of the Factories Act, 
1948, defines ’worker’ as a person employed, directly or 
through any agency, whether for wages or not, in any 
mnufaotutting process or in cleaning any part of the 
machinery or premises used for manufacturing process, or any 
other Idnd of work incidental to, or connected v/ith, the 
manufacturing process, or the aubject of the manufacturing 
process,
( v) ’Persons other than workers ’ : - This term includes all 
employees other than workers, as defined in (it) above*
( vi) ’Man-hours’ The estimate of the number of man-hours 
worked by a factory during the year relates to the entire 
year, including days on which no manufacturing operations 
were carried on, and is calculated by multiplying the number 
of persons employed in each shift by the number of hours in 
the /
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the shift, and aggregating the products for all the days in 
the year# The anmber of man-hours for. a state or an 
industry Is the total of the nwnher of man-houi^B worked by 
all factoriea in that State or industry#
(vii) ’Wages*?- The term ’Wages* has been used in the same 
sense as In section 8 (vi) of the Payment of Wages Act,
1936, and mans ’all remuneration, capable of being 
expressed in terms of money which would, if the terms of 
the contract of employment» express or implied, were 
fulfilled» be .payable, whether conditionally upon regular 
attendance, good work or conduct or other behaviour of the 
person employed or otherwise, to a person employed in 
respect of his employment or if work done in such employment, 
and includes any bonus or other additional remuneration of 
the nature aforesaid which would be so payable, and any sum 
payable to such person by reason of the terminât ion of hie 
employment, but does not include
(a) the value of any ho us e-ac oommodat ion, supply of 
light » water, amdlcal attendance or other amenity, or of any 
service excluded by general or special order of the States 
Government #
(b) . any contribution paid by the .employer to any 
pension fund or provident fund*
. (a) any travelling allowance or the value of any
travelling /
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trave l l l i i g  ooaGOsaion*
(fl) any sum paid to the poraon employ©d to defray 
spécial expeaees entailed on him by the nature of hie 
employmeat or
(e) any gmtuity payable on cliBohargo*
(v ili)  Other benefits g- These inoludQ various benefits over 
and above wages, saoh as fx’oc or niibsldined housing, food 
graine at ooneeeeional ratee» etc*
{ ix) F m le and M.atertaXs ooneumd:- This excludee any fiiolo 
or mate Pi ale manui'aotured within the factory and oonaumod 
in It* EXeoteloal Energy, generated and ooneumod within the 
factorry, :le -a oaeo in point* The coal used l.u gonemting 
the energy la however Ineluciod, ainoe it la brou#it into 
the factory from outside *
( %) Value of fuels# materials» etc* at factory;- This is the
coat of materials, etc# delivered at the factory, and 
Includes the purohaso price and transport charges euid other 
incidental costs *
( xi) Work done for faotory by other oonGorm:- This terra 
denotes the eoot of servie os rendered to the factory by 
other QomomiB and by individuals other than its own 
employees#
(xll) fro duet a manufaeturod for sale:- This term iaoludos ail
produeto made during the year for sale, whether actually
aolâ. diiriitii tîa© year.or not* It Is generally estimated by 
. adding sales during the year, and stocks at the end of the
year, and dedaeting stocks at the beginning of the year#
(xiii) ’Bx-faetory value of pro duets* Represents the value of
pro due te at factory and ia exolixelve of transport charges
: from the factory* ; ■
(xiy) fork done for customersfork done for ciietomers on 
payment, on material supplied by them*
(xv) ’Value added by Manufacture**;- This represents that 
part of the value of the product which is created in the 
factory and le computed by deducting from the gross 
ex-factory value of the product the value of fuels and 
materials used, work done for the factory by other concerna, 
and depreciation of fixed assets# Depreciation is calculated 
at the rates allowed by the income tax authorities for 
assessing taxable, income # The rate varies according to the 
type of assets and industry*
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